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Originally, the series was free for those working with wild birds, and we did give away 3,880 volumes
since 1996. Now I must apologize; in order to continue researching, writing, and publishing these journals,
we have to ask for payment for future requests for all of the volumes in the series. Each request will be sent
by first-class mail.
I am delighted by the large number of letters, faxes and calls from all over North America from
people who are pleased with this series.
I thank my husband Robin for the many occasions he had to trundle out to the kitchen to feed us
because I was too deep in this manuscript to think about food. (But he will have to endure it all again for
Volume Four, Herons, and then....)
Important considerations

in wildlife care

•

The bird is part of the healing team. Give him a chance to manage his feeding, drinking and some of
his temporary disabilities without force.

•

In the wild, birds are much more adaptable after an injury than we think.

•

Every effort should be made to get birds back to their home sites as soon as possible. Loss of wild time
means loss of territory, of mate, of family, of migratory urge, even of sunshine, photoperiod, and
seasons.

•

We need to recognize our limitations. When we cannot help, we should give peaceful euthanasia.

•

One of the most effective teaching and learning tools is the post-mortem. Anyone can learn to do one.
The bird's body holds information valuable to many people, and it should not be wasted.

•

This is the age of computers. Every centre should have one and acquire a database program in order to
really study their admissions. Brian Sutton (Sutton Software Systems, Maberly, Ontario, KOH 2B0)
developed my best research tool—the avian research database in Microsoft Access; the program is
available for a relatively small fee. To inquire, write or phone me, Box 182 Verona KOH 2W0, or
Brian, Maberly, Ontario KOH 2B0, or e-mail Brian at bsutton@kos.net.
r.-

THl IDEAS IN THESE BOOKS ARE MY OWN OBSERVATIONS AND OPINIONS AND MAY CHANGE WITH TIME.
Dedicated to all wild birds struck down by misfortune
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The financial support for this volume came jointly from Canada Trust and the Avian Care and
Research Foundation. We thank Canada Trust for their generous donation for this educational
journal.

ERRATA
Unfortunately in pasting to Pagemaker, the Osprey endnote numbers 8 to 27 in the text did not automatically sequence
themselves but mostly reverted to number ' and I missed this in proofreading. The following should remedy the situation.
Pg 66 1st col.

# 8. Fourth line
# 9. Two lines below Mammal vs bird
#10. End of same paragraph
#11. Last line

Pg 67 l sl col
2nd col

#12. Second para, third line
#13. End of second para

Pg 68 l sl col.

# 14. End of second para

Pg 71 1st col.

#15. Third line below the tables
#16. The text originally with this endnote was deleted
#17. One line above About recovery from starvation
#18. Five lines from the bottom of the page

2nd col.

Pg 73 2nd col.

# 19. In box, 6 lines down in third para after "pain." Endnote number is missing

Pg 76 1st col.

# 20. End of 2 nd para in About
#21. End of 3rd para in About

Pg 80 2nd col

#22. End of para headed What about fostering?
#23. last line of para headed What about fostering?

V%77

#24. 2 nd para line 7

Starvation
Starvation

#25. 3rd line from the bottom of the page
Pg79 1st col.

#26. Just above Fig 114

Pg85 2nd col.

#27. In Detective

Work:

Caeca

A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE. In a book of mine that a borrower returned just after this printing, there are some wellwritten and relevant descriptions of the experiences of neuropsychologist Dr. Richard Cytowic. He writes revealingly of
the American technology-based modern drive to "do something" (tests) instead of using the intuitive art of medicine (see
Vol 3 page 72, "They observed the lab sheet, not the bird') and the dehumanization caused, ironically, by over-concentration on
medical technology. The book is The Man who Tasted Shapes, Putnam & Sons, 1993. Particularly see Chapters 5 and 6
ADDENDUM
Common Loon # 6797, admitted just after this printing. A land-lander (see pages 44-46) at noon, clear sunny July day,
asphalt country road, far from water. Not well. Thin, loss of some waterproofing, old wear patches on soles, no spirit.
Signs of fresh internal haemorrhage and bleeding toes. During the four days we kept her, she caught live suckers and gained
over 900g, but her waterproofing was never good and she stayed out of the pool most of the time, not preening.
Not sure, we decided to band and release her in a Conservation lake. Though someone else usually takes "their"
loon for release, this time we took her ourselves and pushed her physically off the shore like a reluctant toy boat, expecting
her to float listlessly back to the shore. To our amazement she came alive and dived for long underwater lengths, burst to
the surface flapping, rolled about energetically preening all over every which way non-stop for over half an hour until she
was almost out of sight, showing no intention whatever of wishing to beach herself.
This seems to me an insight into her response, dulled by the extreme limitations and inadequacies of captivity, and
into the abilities she possessed that we neither saw nor guessed at while she was with us. As I've found out over and over,
birds are more adaptable than we often give them credit for.
K.C. July 2001
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T H E L O O N IN

NATURE;

A N A T O M Y A N D BIOLOGY RELEVANT T O
habitat, anatomy

and biology severely

This is a fully aquatic specialized fish-hunter like no other, as
close to being a sleek predatory fish as any bird can get. In
water and on water, salt or fresh, they hunt, eat, court, raise
young, socialize, play, preen, loaf and sleep there. They are as
active at night as by day—heaven knows when they sleep, but
like so many other things, birds do it differently; they have
short but alert naps throughout the 24-hour period. Waterfowl
have recently been discovered to sleep with one eye open for
safety, so it is likely that loons do that too.
Their only time out of their precious element is a brief
act of mating, a once-annual nest-building and egg-brooding,
and flights to other bodies of water. They breed on northern
freshwater lakes, usually where they were bom, and after the
baby-raising is over they moult their black-and-white contour
feathers into dark grey and migrate to the ocean just before
winter to rest in large flocks called rafts. In late winter they
moult again, this time all their plumage, making them flightless for many weeks. They return in spring in bright breeding
garb, ready to repeat the cycle of life.
breeding territoriality
In southern Ontario the adult male breeding loons begin to
return from the ocean in early April to their native lakes to
claim a territory and find their mate. These pairs are the healthiest and strongest, intolerant of any birds they consider
trespassers and very aggressive in protecting their rights, their
vivid breeding plumage and carrying vocalizations signalling
these warnings clearly.
Because their remarkable diving structures and huge
airsacs allow them to swim rapidly underwater for up to a
minute, they have been known to torpedo surface swimmers,
stabbing upwards into the unprotected bellies and sides, killing teal, goldeneye, mallards and other ducks, and even a
Canada Goose.1 A biologist in a nearby canoe saw a loon spear
a female Common Merganser powerfully twice, knocking her
right out of the water and killing her in minutes; on post-mortem
he found deep wounds reaching both the heart and the liver.2
So great is their breeding investment that they have been witnessed dispatching ducklings, merganser chicks and even the
loon chicks of other parents.3 Adult loons that intrude are sometimes attacked too; again suddenly from below, or on the surface
battling face to face, grabbing the other's neck to force the
head below the surface.4 In suspicious cases it reminds us to
look carefully for bruises or wounds on the neck.
Not only males fight. Dr. Judith Mclntyre observed a
female battling another loon until it was bloodied, perhaps
another female. The following five cases resulted from fights.

restrict assistance

CAREGIVING
in

captivity

# 5933, adult female, end of July, floating dead. On her left
side an ooze of bloody, fishy fluid began to trickle out when I
pressed on the sternum. Then I discovered the origin: though
the skin had healed, there was a stab wound through lower left
ribs and the sternum was now awash with the thin, foul blood.
There had been a direct hit into the gizzard, spilling gastric
juices into her left side and causing dreadful necrosis of the
pectorals and of all organs throughout her left interior. The
wound was a narrow 14mm slit, about 80mm deep, which fits
the profile of Common Loon beaks I have measured.
As the gizzard in a loon is very tough—hard work postmortem to cut open with heavy-duty serrated scissors— it was
surprising to see a fish-spine right through the gizzard wall,
perhaps driven by the blow. Her gizzard also contained crayfish, easy targets in shallow water often caught by loons that
are too weak to dive. That, along with the fact that she was thin
with very poor waterproofing and well-developed necrosis,
showed that she suffered a long time before she finally died.
# 6510, male, April 15. The body of this big, healthy, youngish adult was found floating in a large lake where a pair of
loons were already present. No shot or fishing gear. No bruising on back, neck or humeri, but massive internal haemorrhage
from direct comma-shaped hit into the right liver through an
unprotected bit of lateral abdominal wall. The entry was only
found on dissecting back the tough skin to look at the inside of
it; a clean, sharp triangle was revealed, and deeper there were
large haematomas and clots still outside the body proper. Internally it was sloshing with blood. Some fresh-swallowed
minnows were still intact.
The indications of new adulthood were in the perfection of the feet—no knots, holes, scars—and the pale,
undamaged smoothness of the gizzard which seems to get darker
and 'roughed-up' with age.
# 2994, male, June. An unfortunate case of another healthy
adult, this time blinded by recent injuries that had destroyed
both his eyes. The month suggested a territorial fight, and on
post-mortem there was blood in the midline cervical (air sac5
perhaps from being gripped in the other's beak.
The loon's X-ray of both body and head showed no sign
of shotgun pellets or bullet wipe.6 We thought of this possibility because just four months before we had had a Barred Owl
shot in the face while roosting; one pellet had gone through a
closed wing into his side, while two others went one through
each eye and exited the top of his head—and he was very much
alive. Euthanasia. A very careful examination of the owl's skull
was necessary to see the tiny flaps of skullbone that had opened
and neatly closed like trapdoors. Contrary to TV movies, small
calibre exit holes are often bloodless and hard to detect in skin,
never mind when the skin is blanketed in feathers!
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Two adult males, May and June. These both had evidence
of face-to-face-fights. The one found in June, weak and starving, had a punctured eyeball and a fracture of the skull above
the orbit, both of which had become badly infected. The May
male had several fresh pointed punctures jabbed up the face,
also with a direct hit into an eye. He was strong and healthy,
and uncertain whether a loon can compensate with one eye as
many raptors can, I banded and released him.
the loon's first year: hatchlings and chicks
The hatchling has a pure white belly and a coat of fine black
down for the first two weeks, and the five we have had weighed
from 85g to HOg, similar to others in the wild. Only hours
after hatching, they begin the ritual of preening, and the parents soon move them from the nest to a shallow protected
nursery site. After about two weeks, this black fuzziness is
replaced with bigger brown fluff for another two weeks before the flight-feathers begin to push out.

F i g 1. Hatchling loon chick that died after partial evisceration
from a bite into the lower abdomen

Unfortunately, small chicks are sometimes naively
taken from the wild. Four of ours came from people who found
them at or near the nest, wrongly assuming them to be abandoned and "rescuing" them, in two cases even peeling away
the eggshell, a shocking and irresponsible intrusion. No doubt
they did not know that loon chicks peep in the shell as early as
four days before they hatch, and that those two eggs—loons
only lay two eggs—hatch at different times, usually between
8 to 24 hours but as long as 52 hours apart7 (though the extremely prolonged time may produce a weak chick) and that
the chick needs no help from parent or human to exit and unless moribund, will emerge when its time is right.
Of those peeled, one died soon while the other survived with us for a few days because the "peeler" adamantly
refused to return it to its nest located on an island in a nudist
colony, which rather wilted my desire to rush the chick back
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myself (what does one wear?) While I tried to find suitable
wild fosters the hatchling deteriorated, for the shock of such a
jagged, premature birth must have been severe and our attempted care completely inadequate.
Two other hatchlings were dying of injuries when we
received them; one had been hit on the head by a boat (witnessed) the other bitten from below and was eviscerating,
perhaps attacked by a non-parental adult loon, a turtle, or even
a fish; in fish-processing plants, loon chick remains have been
identified in the bellies of large northern pike.8 Statistics put
the average family size at 1.5 chicks or less a year—many die
or are preyed on, and not even every healthy chick will survive. But that is no rationale for interfering when one is found.
The immediate urgency is quickly deciding if the chick is ill,
and if healthy, immediately returning him to the site of origin
or to his parents, or even a foster family.
tameness. imprinting and human imprinting:
these terms are often misused
Tameness
This has a wide range of implications involving human domestication and control of an animal's behaviour and spirit. We
also use it loosely to mean that an animal does not show fear
of humans, though there are many reasons for fearlessness
(see below). The extent of the taming cannot be fully recognized until it is sexually mature and it makes its choice of mates.
Taming will usually wear off in the wild, but it creates unnatural behaviour that unfortunately most humans encourage. With
wildlife, it is our responsibility to prevent young wild creatures
from becoming comfortably familiar with us.
Imprinting
Imprinting is a biological process that is natural, normal and
necessary. Every mammal and bird, at a specified short period
in its very early life, imprints to its own species through the
presence of the parent that feeds and protects it and the siblings that surround it. (Parasitical imprinting is genetic.) These
models are mirrors for the baby whose 'thoughts' might be
simplified thus: "So! I look like that, I sound like that, I belong
to that; and therefore I must find a mate like that." Healthy
imprinting is forever.
The complex biological process itself is not fully understood, as every species has its own inborn code of
self-identifying signals; therefore, one cannot know what a
young bird has imprinted to until it is of age to select a mate,
perhaps two or three years old. Imprinting signals and periods
of time vary, and the process of natural imprinting begins as
early as right in the egg; the embryo inside, after all, has ears!
Nobel laureate naturalist Dr. Konrad Lorenz wrote of two
strange bird cases of erroneous, or mis-imprinting:
1) A barnyard gosling was the only one to survive an
attack of avian tuberculosis. Consequently she grew up in the
company of chickens and imprinted to them. "She fell head
over heels in love with our handsome cock, inundated him with
proposals, jealously prevented him from making love to his hens
and remained absolutely insensible to the attentions of an attentive gander." The goose was chicken-imprinted.

2) A lovely white zoo peacock chick was raised in the
warmest room in the Zoo with tortoises during a period of very
cold weather, "and for the rest of his life this unfortunate bird
saw only in those huge reptiles the object of his desire." The
peacock was tortoise-imprinted.
We had one too. A dove raised in a hutch with a white
rabbit imprinted to white things of appropriate size. He was
adult when we got him, and we released him on our property.
Here he revealed his unnatural fascination by climbing onto
lady visitors' white sandals. The ladies were charmed. "Oh, look,
he loves me," said one, and in a sense she was right; he was
actually leaving a small deposit of sperm on her shoe!
By itself, the use of the noun "an imprint" is meaningless. So when you hear someone say, "That bird is an imprint,"
you know they are misusing the term; they mean that the bird
is (or they think it is) an unnatural human imprint.

ime other conditions that mimic 'tameness'
or human imprinting
Though this does not concern any loons I have experienced so
far, there are other 'gentled', apparently friendly responses to
a human being. One is a rare kind of brain damage that I have
identified only six times (all in raptors) that mimics tameness
or human imprinting. These fearless birds have a condition akin
to a retrograde amnesia that appears to wipe out past learning
which must include the early parental 'instructions' to recognize and fear enemies, particularly human beings.
It is well understood that all birds in populated latitudes learn when very young to fear and avoid us. Later damage
to a specific area of the cerebrum leaves them somewhat zombie-like, able to function on most fronts but without the
instinctive protection of fear. Our relaxed and 'friendly' (really,
just indifferent) foster-parent Barred and Great Horned Owls
have this deficit, accepting mice from strange fingers, allowing
me to take away a chick sheltering by the foster's side and so
on, without causing the least anxiety (though this does not include trying to pick them up; touching is still strongly taboo).
Such behaviour newly encountered might be wrongly classed
as tamed or human-imprinted.
Curiously, these fosters always pass on the right instruction to their adopted chicks, who in only days hiss and clack at
the sight of me, even though their "auntie" is apparently unaffected! She gives them correct instinctive signals that are so
subtle I cannot perceive them.
Another fearless response to the presence of humans
occurs naturally in parts of the world where babies are raised
without the sight of homo sapiens. These include many of the
northern irruptive species such as Great Gray Owls who simply
look at us with curiosity. In the Arctic, northern hares are wellknown for this fearlessness too.

Human imprinting
Like the above examples, this is a permanent, deviant warping
of the natural, healthy imprinting process, a mental deformation. If the creature's first view of the world is man, a fowl
hatchling will recognize a human being as its parent, as its own
species. Dr. Lorenz summed up the crux of this ugly twist:
"Birds reared in isolation with no sight or sound of their own
kind do not generally know which species they belong to; not
only their social reactions but also their sexual desires are directed towards those beings with whom they have spent certain
impressionable phases of their early youth. Consequently, birds
raised by hand tend to regard human beings as potential partners in all reproductive activities."
Mis-imprinting is sometimes reversible in the right bird
company, depending on the amount of isolation the bird suffered from its own kind at that crucial short period of its early
life. Rarely, a human-imprinted bird, particularly a raptor, can
live reasonably well in the wild with a human family as its base;
we had such a hawk, "Merak," now in her 13th wild year (see
Hand-raising loon chicks?
Beaks, Brains and Bones Vol. 2, Pg. 74-75). Merak had been Some people even take it on themselves to attempt to handhandraised by an unknown and given to us; luckily I knew of a
raise eggs or chicks. A rehabilitator who receives a cuddly
perfect site for her to be truly free with a home base if she
baby loon must not be swayed by self-important personal
should need it. Though she hunts on her own and even goes
satisfactions or the false ego-glow of media attention. No mataway for weeks at a time, she continues to visit her "family"
ter how much effort is put into an artificial situation, any
often and to lay eggs on their roof each spring. In the later
short-term, any apparent physical success only conceals the
years she has attracted would-be mates and had courtships,
disastrous deprivation created by being taken from its parents,
but the males could not accept building a nest on the roof.9
relationships and habitat. Hand-reared loon hatchlings imprint to humans almost immediately during their first day
In sum, a hand-raised very young wild bird may be a)
post-hatching.™
already normally imprinted to its own kind, b) it may become
Further dangers are generated by encouraging familitame or c) it may become human-imprinted, but until the bird
arity with humans and isolation from parents; social bonding
is old enough to seek a mate, the human 'parent' cannot know
is essential to loon life. The problem of communication stands
which. Both b) and c) are bad. If we are truly concerned for the
out starkly: a human cannot talk or enact loon language nor
future of the chick, we must make every effort to avoid inciting
begin to understand its subtleties. Think of the deprivations
their innocent young 'love,' which is hard for some of us to
caused by the reduction and absence of all other natural facresist because this pet-to-owner response is expected in pups
tors— of daily life in their birth lake, of communication with
and kittens, and is irresistibly flattering to our egos. It is disfamily, of hunting skills learned with their parents over months
maying that some people truly cannot comprehend any
of practice, of evaluating and mingling with the other living
animal-human relationship that is not dominated and directed
creatures in their world: these are damaging factors that can
by Man for his use and pleasure.
not be avoided in hand-raising.
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Under captive conditions, commoner species have
into the parental fold without comment.
ended as artificially conditioned misfits, social lepers who
So with the peeping chick on a lap, the friends motored
knew not what they were, not even recognizing their own kind,
out toward a loon family, one with a back-riding chick (the
who as adults could not take a mate, own a territory, or join a
female). When at a respectful distance the engine was silenced,
flock. Hans Christian Andersen's fairy-tale about the Ugly
they were all surprised to see the other loon head straight for
Duckling was right: a lonely cygnet that thought it was a duckthem until it was right beside the boat, within touching disling found himself cast out by the flock of ducks it saw as its
tance of an outstretched hand: this adult had responded to the
peers. Some birds raised in isolation cannot sing the song of
call of the chick. The lady hurriedly set the chick beside the
their species, nor can they learn it from others later in life.
boat, but it slid under the back platform, unseen by the adult.
Song is language; no song, no relationships, no breeding.
With difficulty she retrieved the chick, and this time took courage and tossed it a short distance into the view of the adult,
Anecdotes of captive short-term hatchling or chick
who approached the chick, and together they turned their backs
hand-raising 'success' have been enthusiastically media-puband paddled away to join the rest of the family. All four were
licized—a young loon flying, catching some fish, coming back
seen together on subsequent days.
regularly to people in general and the captors in particular.
Such fearlessness of people—taming or human-imprinting—is long-lasting and
potentially hastens its death at the hands of
hunters and others unscrupulous.
"I rescued him and raised him into a
strong, healthy loon who could fly and hunt
for himself!" It is unfortunate that the damage shows only much later, after migration,
and as the subject is very rarely monitored
professionally by microchip, radiotagging,
etc., failure or success cannot possibly be
known. The absence of natural early social
life and parental teaching may prevent him
from ever being fully natural where it matters most—among loons in the wild.
But why keep the chick at all, when
the natural progress of each loon family with
its reunited chick is so easily observed all
summer?
F i g 2 . Loon father approaches boat (left) and his offspring (lower left, black blob beside boat)

EVERY EFFORT SHOULD BE MADE TO RETURN THE EGG OR CHICK
IMMEDIATELY TO THE SITE OF ORIGIN, TO PARENTS, OR EVEN TO A
FOSTER FAMILY
WITHOUT UNDERSTANDING THE COMPLEXITIES OF PARENTAL AND
SIBLING BEHAVIOUR, THE RIGHT MOVE IS TO RECOGNIZE HUMAN
INABILITY AND TO TRUST THE LOONS TO SORT IT OUT

A simple way to reunite a strayed chick with its family
In eastern Ontario summer 1997, a lock-keeper found a chick
paddling beside the lock gate just as a large motorboat was to
be let out. To prevent the chick from being sucked under the
gate by the inflow, the lock-keeper scooped it up and passed it
to the boaters, one of whom telephoned me. As returning it
promptly to the site where it had been found (nearly always
the wisest thing to do) was thought too hazardous, I asked the
caller to quickly return the chick to the parents, describing the
best way I know, which is to approach the parents by boat and
toss the chick at them. While tossing babies frisbee-fashion is
against human nature, loon chicks are so fluffy and buoyant
that they plop down like a cork on the waves and are taken
'ig
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Dad and chick (loon's right breast) turn their backs and swim away

The boaters found the whole incident astonishing and
very moving, and took many pictures and gave them to me,
including these two. This story reminds us that abandonment
is a myth, while like our own children, getting temporarily lost
does happen, and illustrates clearly that we must trust the parents to do their best for their offspring - even braving the
enemy's camp to retrieve their infant!
A similar reunion was accomplished by another boater
with the same prompt acceptance by the loon parents; the family of four was watched for many weeks. See Roscoe in
Bibliography.
The strategies used by loons in caring for their chicks
are often misunderstood. Like deer with their fawns, loon parents intentionally park their chicks in selected nurseries,
usually close to shore in sheltered, shallow water, before
going off to fish, and there the chicks stay until they are
fetched. As they grow older they are left alone more frequently. When parents return, they call softly to the chicks,
but only the older ones swim out to meet them; the younger
ones do not move until the parents are directly in view, which
explains why the chick under the boat's platform did not
come out to greet its parent, and why the act of physically
tossing put the loons unmistakably in view of each other."
What if it is tossed to the wrong pair? They may
accept it, ignore it, or drive it away. The true parents will be
the "owners" of the territory in which the chick is found,
which may be a very large territory, a whole lake or even
two lakes. Yet observations have shown that loon parents
may accept a chick even if it is not theirs, though the pair
needs to be in the family-raising mode or with young that
are about the same size. If no adults are seen and no boat is
available to search for them, the chick should simply be
returned close to where it was found, trusting the parents to
relocate their young—they have managed for thousands of
years before man's takeover of their lakes made life so much
more dangerous and difficult for them.
Though banding of chicks is not possible, chances of
follow-up after the chick's return are still very good for the
rest of the summer; loon families are highly visible and much
watched by cottagers who are often familiar with the history
of each pair. Lake residents are extremely valuable allies in
observing and protecting "their" loons.
In the wild, loon parents have been known not only to
adopt other loonlings, but even to adopt chicks of another species. In one case in Alaska in 1978 a loon pair adopted five
Spectacled Eider ducklings, who fed themselves but also accepted being fed and even rode on the female loon's back.
Equally astonishing is a photograph of another enlarged loon
family— in addition to its own two, the loons had adopted the
chicks of a Hooded Merganser and a black duck.
Such cross-fostering "helpers" have been recorded in
several other species as well; for example, a male cardinal
whose babies had been killed vigorously fed a nestful of robins, along with their natural parents.14 Apparently at the height
of the instinct to feed young, the drive is sometimes transferred the nearest hungry mouth. Many fascinating reasons for
parents to raise young that are not theirs genetically are given

in Cuckoos, Cowbirds, and Other Cheats, by N.D. Davies. (See
Biography)
The juvenile
Through the fuzzy brown fluff of the chick's second down,
dark greyish-brown contour feathers with light edgings begin
to erupt in midsummer, which when complete make an attractive pattern of pale gray scallops on a dark back which persist
until adulthood in the third year. These scallops differentiate
the juveniles from adults in winter plumage. The actual flightfeathers of the young loon— the primaries and secondaries—
do not finish growing until it is about three months old, gener-

K g 4. Juvenile loon being weighed. Note scallop pattern on back
ally September or October, allowing some weeks for practice
flights before migrating to the ocean. They leave later than the
adults. Once the juvenile has reached the ocean, these soft greys
are harmonious with the sea, their home for at least the next
one and a half years.
X-rays of young
up to full-sized immatures, differ from those
of adults by the curious
empty appearance of
joint spaces where ossification is incomplete.
In the X-rays (Figs 30,
50). These can be seen
at the elbows, knees,
shoulders, ankles and
the vertebrae. S o m e
spaces are not fully
closed even after flight
has started; we have
D e "
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as late as

K g 5 . Full-sized,flightedjuvenile
banded for release. Still scalloped
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remigial moult

and on its sides, back, or on or under its wings it always retains
a secret identifying label: a few jet-black summer contour
While on the ocean, both adults and subadults (the juveniles)
feathers, each with its two white spots. If there was doubt about
have a remigial moult with all 22 primaries and 66 secondara loon's age, some photographs might be useful later.
ies falling out at once, like ducks. Now flightless and with
This subtle difference in wintering plumage between
only coverts remaining, they look quite peculiar. Of course,
the young of the year and the newly moulted adult is not wellthey are rarely seen in this condition, but on occasion a subadult
known, and it is common to see misidentified photographs in
in remigial moult will be found somewhere inland in summagazines and film. It reminds us not to trust all we are told.
mer—we have had two from the Great Lakes.15 This six-week
In a video in which some of the footage was taken by a British
loss of flight underlines loon mastery of the element, and also
photographer right at our Foundation, the adult female loon
illustrates that their wings are not needed underwater in the
being photographed had to have euthanasia soon afterwards.
chase for fish.
This was done in his presence, and I took several pictures and
X-rays as well as doing the usual postmortem.
Months later, a copy of his documentary was sent me in which the
narrator intoned, "This young loon
was lucky. It was released and continued on its way south." The spotted
black-and-white leftover summer
feathers were clear to see on the video,
and the photographer and I both knew
the adult female was dead.
Some returning adults that came
to us in spring occasionally had not
quite completed their nuptial moult
from the ocean gray into the brilliant
breeding plumage. One loon we had
the first day of May had a few light
grey feathers on the crown and around
the beak, as if there was grey liquid
spattered along the edges of the bill.
F i g 6 . A closer view of a loon in remigial moult. Only wing coverts in, gIVing that CUriOUS
cut-off look
One of our remigials had been
gunned down and died; a shotgun pellet had pierced the liver and kidney. I
cleaned the main skeleton, and found
several variously sized holes in the
sternum, including a large one like a
beakstab. (Fig 63)
the adult
Meantime, as the juveniles are preparing to start flight practice, the parents
are moulting their body plumage into
winter garb, and by the late autumn,
the adult's vivid warning contrasts are
replaced by sober non-confrontational
apparel, dress-appropriate to rafting on
the ocean in fellowship. The change
renders adults and immatures superficially alike, dark gray above, white
beneath. But closer, the adult is a solid
shade of dark gray—no scallops —

K g 7. A brain-damaged loon in remigial moult resting on the side of one of our outdoor pools. His
balance was affected, occasionally "turning turtle." The astroturf protects his feetfromthe cement

The collar was still "unbuttoned"—divided in the middle by
winter gray—but the oddest feature was a light flecked eyering, which made the eyes seem enormous. But the rest of his
plumage was once again semaphoring his intention and ability
to find his mate and defend his territory.
Complete details on how and when Common Loons
moult are in "The Common Loon, Spirit of the Northern Lakes,"
by Judith Mclntyre. (See Bibliography.)

F i g 1 0 . Back of neck of breeding loon's plumage. He swallowed a
hook, and thefishline(over the head) killed him

Fig 8 . full breeding plumage. This one, puffing out under the chin, is disturbed
and is just beginning the tremolo call of alarm. (He is jumping along the clinic floor;
I smudged out a distracting background.)

Fig 1 1 . (lose-up of adult in Fig q. A few
retained summer breeding feathers peek from
g

9 . Adult plumage in mount, October. The head, neck and most of the back have moulted,

under the new plain winter moult

while residual spotted feathers remain on the wings, with a few scattered over the back
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PARTICULAR FEATURES OF LOON

A N A T O M Y

CNEMIAL CREST AT TOP OF TIBIA, ALL INSIDE BODY SKIN
Fig 1 2 . Loon skeleton I cleaned by boiling and picking. Note salt gland depressions and hole in enlarged toe

the beak

The salt glands

The beak is living bone, filled with blood-vessels and covered
with hard black keratin, and is designed for stabbing and gripping rather than biting. When the tip of the keratin layer is
broken off, as it often does in a road landing, it bleeds. Like all
birds, tongue bones can be seen on X-ray, their delicate, flexible tips curving up the back of the skull.
As it is dreadfully stressful, preventing deep breathing
and regurgitation, no bird should ever have his beak taped
shut, especially not waterbirds whose soft, flat nostrils are incorporated into the beak surface. Besides, it makes no sense,
for loons can still stab!
A better protection is a long, baggy sock with a bit of
padding at the tip, rolled over the head and down the neck.
This prevents them from seeing without rubbing their corneas,
gives them lots of room to breathe, and is easily removed.

Because they spend half their life on the ocean, loons have
very large cashew-shaped glands which fill curved depressions
on the top of the skull, with perforations through the skull into
the orbits of the eyes. Excess salt drains down the nasal passages and is either flicked out the nostrils or washed out of the
mouth.

Fig 1 5 . Adult loon wearing our favourite tranquillizer
BRAINS AND BONES, VOL 3

the sternum and coracoids
While all birds have a large, protective bony sternal breastplate to attach ribs, coracoid bones, and pectoral muscles, and
to protect the essential organs, birds like loons that 'ski' on
their breasts when landing need even larger, longer sternums.
These are so thin that X-rays go right through them, making
them invisible, the only sign being the keel which registers as
a thin white vertical line showing how upright a body was
(or wasn't) on the cassette. (Keel is just above hook in
Fig 55.) Loon keels are rather shallow; the ratio of depth
of keel to the length of sternum is about 1:6 compared to
a Great Horned Owl's about 1:3. This shallowness makes
fingertip assessment of pectoral muscle mass unreliable,
while the great length of the sternum makes post-mortem
viewing quite difficult unless it is removed altogether.
As only birds have coracoids, it is useful to understand their purpose and structure, which I have written
about in greater detail before.16 In other birds, fractures
and dislocations of this bone are usually caused by collisions with vehicles or windows—frequently the latter
because of the frontal impact—or randomly by shot. In
loons so far, we have had two damaged coracoids: one a
loosening of the foot on its ledge, the other a complete
dislocation of the foot shoved right through the sternum.
(# 5091 Fig 16 a, b) They both appeared to have been
caused by harsh land-landings. Thankfully, loons have not
yet discovered windows!

F i g 1 4 . Side view of loon's coracoid; head attached to clavicles, foot on
sternal ledge
# 5091, juvenile female, September. Severely emaciated.
When handled, a strange rattling vibration was heard and felt.
The X-ray (below) though just slightly rolled, showed a clear

F i g 1 6 a . Dislocated coracoid of #5091. Note fallen shoulder

F i g 1 5 . Clavicles and coracoids removed to show ledge
fracture of the mid-keel. The right coracoid was severely displaced, lowering shoulder and scapula and causing noticeable
wracking of the joined clavicles. Euthanasia.
On post-mortem I found a large puncture through the
left sternum where the dislocated coracoidal foot had driven
through and was half in, half out of the hole, causing that bony
rattle. There was much subcutaneous blood on both sides of
sternum, the liver was badly damaged and the lungs completely
bloodfilled. This amount of ventral damage surely meant a nasty
crash landing. (See Pg. 46.)

F i g 1 6 k Drawing ofX-ray. Clavicles are wracked and keel fractured
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the long bones and the legs
All the loon's long bones—humerus, femur, coracoids and so
on—have especially thick cortices, making them very hard to
break. All are marrow-filled—none are pneumatic, giving the
loon more sinking ability and more space to manufacture red
blood cells for long powerful underwater swimming.
Their legs are unusually powerful for speeding, twisting and dodging in underwater fish chases, the tibia being
enhanced by extra leverage of the cnemial crest, a bony addition for muscle attachment above the knee; as far as I know,
grebes are the only other living bird with this supplement. To
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CNEMIAL CREST
1 8 . Tibia with its extension (cnemial crest) the
residual fibula, and the femur

TARSUS

TIBIA

Fig 1 7 . How the femurs, cnemial crests and tibias are all
contained within the body's skin
perfect streamlining, to contain the cnemial crest and to maximize the power stroke, not only ihe, femur, but also the tibia is
included inside the body's skin. This leaves only the tarsus
and webbed toes exposed.
The anatomically correct term for the tibia is
"tibiotarsus," but this of evolutionary mouthful causes confusion with the next bone down, the "tarsometatarsus." Just
like ours, the bird's tibia starts at the knee joint, which faces
forward, and ends at the ankle, which faces backward. Just
like ours, the tarsus starts at the ankle and ends at the toes.
However, due to evolutionary modifications, we walk on our
tarsal bone and call it part of our foot; while the bird's tarsus is
elongated upward so that birds are actually walking only on
their true toes. Thus the bird's tarsus, which we all commonly
refer to as "the leg" is anatomically the foot, while the webbed
extremities which we refer to as "feet" are anatomically toes.
Looking at a loon's foot X-ray makes one aware that these
long, spidery bone chains really are toes.
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Throughout this book, I simply call the leg bones "tibia"
and "tarsus," and use the familiar terms "legs" and "feet".
To minimize drag through the water, the tarsi are deep
and flat, like a blade, tightly covered with dark, unstretchable
skin, leaving it hard to imagine where the tendons and bloodvessels are hidden (actually inside a deep groove) but for
blood samples we found it least damaging and most easily
taken from the medial outer vein of the tarsus with fingertip
pressure on the base of the tibia.
Those webbed feet are highly mobile, sensitive, with
skin that is soft and thin for thermoregulation.17 When chilly,
loons fold their feet and shelve them up into their feathers;
when hot, they spread their webs in the water to cool the
blood that is returning to the body. Unless the circulation has
been damaged, bird legs, feet and toes do not freeze.
Though foot colour we see is usually light charcoal, we
have had two loons with pale bluish feet, two others almost
white, and a few in shades of pink, probably from extra blood
circulating under whitish skin; I don't know why colour varies
so, though I am left with the impression that the feet pale with
age. It depends on the view, too; the insides may be quite pale,
while the outsides of the legs and the soles of the feet are darker.
Their claws are curious, like small, narrow, bluish fingernails.
The delicate soles were never designed for weight-bearing,
and abrade very quickly if the loon is forced to clamber onto
land when ill or in captivity.
An apparently healthy August land-lander which we
promptly banded and released had a naturally-healed fracture
of the tarsus in good alignment, showing that he/she had survived for at least two to three weeks of healing with only one
usable leg and foot. It may well have been fractured while the
loon was a juvenile and being fed by parents. If the loon's leg
was fractured when independent and he/she had had a good
store of fat at the time, even three weeks of light snacks might
have been no great hardship.

In a bird whose life is aquatic and horizontal with the
propelling forces far back on long, heavy bodies, Common
Loons cannot stand and so only take to the air from water,
usually after a long paddle-and-flap of up to half a kilometre
(they have the highest wing-loading of any bird) though in
certain rare, desperate cases with the wind in the right quarter,
a flight from land has been recorded. When forced to move on
land, they hoppity-hump forward in a toadlike way.
Besides land-landings and injury, there is one other
cause for forced walking: when a parent has to move its family to another lake because the level of water in the birth-lake
has become too low. Sometimes the adult actually humps along
with its little hopping chick or chicks, and has been known on
two or three occasions to have crossed a particular four-laned
highway in Minnesota. In Ontario, a pair flew to a better lake
400m away and called the chicks to them. This happened between those two lakes at least six times in ten years!

AIRSAC

F i g 1 9 . Cervical airsac which wraps around the neck like a
parson's collar. In A-P X-rays, the sac often appears lopsided

the avian respiratory tract
Highly efficient and very different from mammals; the most
efficient gas exchange system among all air-breathing vertebrates. The respiratory tract is a counter-current system with
immovable lungs having a total surface available area of bloodgas barrier 20% greater in birds than in mammals. The lung
working units are air capillaries rather than alveoli; these capillaries are much thinner than the smallest mammal alveoli.
All bird bodies are filled with airsacs, like transparent,
micro-thin balloons with their mouths huffing into and out of
the lungs. They act as bellows to move air through the lungs
twice as well as helping with temperature control and buoyancy. Where each airsac connects into part of a lung is a hole
called an ostium, some of which are very obvious on postmortem view of the lung surface. The number of airsacs varies
according to species; loons have ten air-sacs19 and the organs
are inside them in groups, each organ protected from direct air
in an almost invisible "capsule."
On a post-mortem, airsacs have to be broken one by
one to see organs, and a haemorrhage from an injured organ
causes blood to flow freely inside its airsac; this flow is contained from the rest of the airsacs with their respective organs.
As each airsac leads directly into a lung, however, the free
blood will flow straight into it if the bird is horizontal, e.g.
when being held on its back, causing gargling, dyspnea and
agitation as the bird struggles for breath. In this way one can
immediately detect an internal haemorrhage, right the bird
quickly and leave it alone, propped up if necessary, until the
bleeding stops and the free blood is absorbed; a day or so.
Because each airsac is independent, if on post-mortem
everything looks healthy on the left side, there may be a haemorrhage or aspergillosis growth in a single airsac on the right,
so each airsac needs to be investigated. Similarly, subcutaneous emphysema is due to the rupturing of an airsac. This causes
ballooning tension under the skin where the air is collected,
and makes breathing difficult. The airsacs heal themselves,
but it indicates caution as there is internal trauma (Fig 61).

Airsacs
It is very difficult to illustrate airsacs; the best way to understand their nature is to do a post-mortem. After carefully
opening the skin, it is possible to insert a straw into the glottis
and inflate the airsacs to see how they huff and puff before any
airsacs are broken. Or just give some chest compressions.
Because air looks black on X-rays, the outline of some
airsacs can be seen, as in Fig 19 and 99.
the gastrointestinal tract, what they eat and h o w
they digest it
The proventriculus, which is the lower half of the esophagus
just before the gizzard, is lined with digestive glands glands
clearly visible on the outside of the organ on post-mortem.
Loons do not have a crop to hold large quantities of food; instead, the esophagus/ proventriculus tube is extremely stretchy,
and can be stuffed as full as a Christmas stocking. After some
initial digestion in the proventriculus, the prey slides bit by bit
into the gizzard, which is similar to that of a turkey or a swan,
a large, mobile, very hard mass of grinding muscle. Here among
the pebbles, the bones are finely crushed before they pass into
the intestines, and finally shot from the cloaca as a gritty, whitish particulate.
In either the proventriculus or gizzard, sometimes in
both, I have found up to two dozen hard, usually round-edged
pebbles from 4-16mm diameter, varying greatly in shape and
colour. Some have been identified as quartz and feldspar, but
their composition depends on the type of lake or river bed from
which they were selected. Large chicks sometimes have some
ingested sand, while feathered juveniles may have only a few
pebbles each. One healthy, newly-arrived spring adult had a
lot of sand but only two pebbles; his lake was well-named Sand
Lake.
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I should add that I have not yet found a pebble anywhere in the intestine, suggesting that they are not passed out,
not exchanged, and therefore that picking them up is seldom
necessary. (This is worth noting because of the fishermen's
defensive assertion that loons grub lead up off the bottom like
ducks, which do it many times a day. (See Pb Poisoning, Pg.
39.) However, I have found pebbles out of the g-i tract, scattered by ruptures. (See Hooks, Pg. 30-34)
One thing about the upper g-i that struck me in my
collection of X-rays was how varied its shape could be according to its contents. In my drawing, I superimposed a full
one over an empty one (both taken directly from X-rays) to
give an idea of the elasticity of the entire tract.

This is a bird that swiftly pursues a fish, big or small,
and promptly gulps it whole, sometimes under water, sometimes at the surface where adults have been seen to swallow
fish so large that the tail protruded from the mouth for a while.20
In the ocean, flounder have been recorded, but in captive (lake)
experiments, loons were observed to prefer fish with small
heads, soft scales, slender bodies and no spines. Where they
have been studied in the wild they showed a preference for
fish that both dodge and seek out lake level above the
thermocline, where there is more light.21 Fish are digested very
quickly, and only once have I found a recognizable item; the
deep-bodied minnows in the healthy male # 6510, Pg. 2.
Poor-quality, high-bulk food
It seems to us that healthy loons, living where suitable fish
abound, chase and eat mostly or only fish. In loon literature,
however, several other much less nutritious food items have
been mentioned. Were these found on autopsy? Could the loons
have been weakened before capture?
In my investigations, items such as crayfish and dragonfly nymphs have been found in sick loons not strong enough
to catch fish, who plucked shallow-water creatures
opportunistically. Crayfish were in the g-i tracts of ten loons
that were dead or dying, as well as in three others that were
released; but the latter had been easy to pick up, so had been
less than fully healthy.
The delicate, ghostly outlines of these crustaceans are
usually recognizable on X-ray. In the body, freshly-caught crayfish are greenish but turn quite red as they are exposed to gastric
acid. The X-ray of the loon with the giant 21g sinker (Fig 53)
shows an esophagus/proventriculus distended with easy-catch
snacks of crayfish, a few snails, as well as a hook and a frizzle
of line.
# 5638, adult female, July. Dying of lead poisoning, she was
seen swimming slowly along the shoreline for three days before capture. Her esophagus was full to the neck with
shallow-water snacks: seven large dragonfly-nymphs, the remains of at least 17 crayfish, the jawbone of a medium-sized
fish, and amazingly, a large, partly intact water-snake whose
midsection was 20mm in diameter.

F i g 2 0 . Superimposition of a full esophagus over an empty one
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T H E L O O N IN
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time is very limited
in 24 hours, 84% of our living admissions were either autopsied
or banded and back in their lake

Trying to help the "feathered fishes" is extremely difficult.
The needs of loons are unlike those of any other living creature, and in order to best give help to those brought into
captivity, their life in the wild must be understood. The admission of any loon requires immediate, urgent attention, as every
minute "forced dry" is damaging. Thus they cannot be put in a
cage, but must be given free choice to get in and to get out of
water deep enough to swim under—at least 35-40cm (12+
inches ). See "Keeping a Loon for a Few Days," Pg. 23.
catching and carrying
Capturing
In water, when very weakened or moribund, finders scoop them
up by hand or from a boat. A rubber fish-landing net is good,
as it does not entangle the feathers. But when still strong enough
to dive and swim, loons often simply cannot be caught by the
most determined posse of would-be rescuers because of their
swift invisible underwater travel, though one was once snagged
by determined cottagers who used an underwater seine-type
net stretched across a narrow section of a small river.
Many are found dead, and we encourage the bringing
of corpses (easy to catch!) And 21% of all our loons are DOA.
Much can be learned from them.
Handling
When trying pick up and control a very active loon, that rolledup baggy sock pulled over the head is very effective (Fig 13).
This allows easy breathing even with open mouth. It doesn't
stop them stabbing blindly at their invisible enemy, but it does
spoil their aim somewhat. As I said, it is vital never to tape the
beak as this will reduce a frightened, heavily-breathing loon's
ability to take a deep breath, and the tape may even seal the
nostrils shut. In some other species, we have seen regurgitation occur resulting in death by aspiration, a miserable way to
die.
A safe way we have found to lift a loon is with the neck
thrust under your armpit so that the head is behind your body
and the feet are facing away in front of you. Though you may
get poked in your derriere, the powerful kicking of the feet
will be aimed away from your body. When the feet are held
near your chest, their claws—like narrow, bluish, child's fingernails—can get ripped right off, or their toes dislocated on
your clothing (as usual, I'm thinking of the loon first). We
keep our face at a reasonable distance from theirs and expect a
few body blows. Temporarily, one can gain some control of a
very wild loon by gripping the neck just below the head. If one
happens to be dressed in good attire, remember that loons of-

and in the

freezer,

ten shoot out a mighty liquid squirt just as they feel themselves being lifted—avoiding that warm shoeful is another good
reason to face the tail away.
Transporting
The main plan is to try to keep the loon calmed and cool. While
grain-bags are grittily unpleasant, a large closed carton works
well, or the loon can simply rest, free, on the cool floor of the
vehicle or in the trunk. Always out of the sun: sun on a box
makes an oven. It is vital not to wrap loons unless obviously
shivering because they are wet through, as they overheat and
develop heatstroke quite readily; after all, their entire life is
spent with their bodies and feet in cold water. If the weather is
especially hot and humid, a cold, soggy towel around the feet
is useful, for these thin fans of skin are where they lose heat, as
discussed earlier. Birds have no sweat glands. See Pg. 66.
Some U.S. coastal rehabilitators have told me their loons
arrive shivering; loss of waterproofing is the cause, no doubt
because of fouled plumage. We have not had any oiled loons
here. I have only seen one cold, shivering loon, and she was
trying desperately to climb out of icy water in January with no
waterproofing at all—her keel was bare right to the skin.
About heatstroke
Signs: Agitation, hyperventilating or gaping, finally collapsing. Very hot feet. Instant immersion in cold water, especially
the feet, is the treatment.
We have had seven such loons as early as April and as
late as December 31. One, swaddled in towels, arrived grossly
overheated on a humid July day and died immediately. Most
came in too-small boxes and one came, ironically, in a styrofoam "cooler."
Heatstroke has come to us in other species as well; three
Great Horned Owls, two Canada Geese, a Snowy Owl, an Osprey and a Redtailed Hawk (see Pg. 7 in Beaks, Brains and
Bones Vol. 2). The Snowy, one of the Great Horneds and one
of the geese died rapidly of it. That the humidity was high in
each of those cases made matters much worse.
Another Great Horned was almost incapacitated after
release following a seven-minute drive on a hot, humid evening.
Unfortunately it was dusk and we could not find the owl, who
had flopped weakly into a hayfield instead of flying away into
the woods. We did not recapture her until two days later, still
very weak; it took her two weeks to recover.
The damage to the temperature control centre in the brain
is sudden and soon fatal, and owls (heavily feathered, mostly
nocturnal) and loons (temperature controlled by webbed feet
in lake or ocean) seem particularly vulnerable.
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arriving at the clinic:
Ten minutes of observation and diagnosis
Each loon is regarded as our top-priority emergency, and it is
detective work with a mute witness. Skimpily armed with what
little history there usually is about how it was found, and the
finder's phone for more questions later, the examination is
mostly with the eyes, ears and fingertips. Planning ahead minimizes handling, so the cold water is running in the pool, the
X-ray cassette is prepared. Before touching the loon, I may
slide it out of the box onto the runner, squat and just watch for
a few minutes, noting the age, guessing the gender, and looking for the following details:
The roundness of the eye. The shape of the eye is particularly
descriptive of how the loon is feeling. When ill, the eye becomes gradually less round until it is merely a slit even in the
human presence. It helps to have seen a less-rounded eye in
order to recognize a fully rounded one and vice versa. If unsure, a photograph would be useful for later comparison.

F i g 2 1 . Shot, balance problem, but a round eye and
waterproofing on white breast—healthy signs

The respirations. A full minute is needed to closely watch the beak and
the back to evaluate breathing. Their respiratory rate is quite different
from all other 225 or so species of birds I've had. In most other calm,
healthy species, their respirations, though at least ten times faster than a
loon's, are barely visible close-up, perhaps just indicated by a faint tail
movement. (When I have a songbird or even a raptor resting in a "nest" I
often tent it darkly, leaving just the tail on view to observe.) My own rule
for most birds is if respirations are noticeable at rest, something is probably very wrong—anaemia, blood in the lungs, low blood volume,
pneumonia,22 aspergillosis, lead poisoning, or other critical condition.
In a loon's natural breathing cycle, however, the whole body shows
an obvious inspiration, almost like a sigh, about once every 20-40 seconds, with the beak firmly closed and no effort involved. Perhaps this is
part of the mechanism of breath-holding under water. But when they are
compromised by severe illness and straining for oxygen, the beak at first
begins to part slightly at the gape (Fig 21) with each breath, bubbles are
blown under water, and as the dyspnea progresses, the loon, now dying, is
forced to terrible open-mouthed gasps. Visible respiratory illness means
immediate euthanasia because once it can be seen, it is too far advanced,
and this can nearly always be confirmed on post-mortem.
Blood on or from the beak. Blood may be from inside the nostrils, or dripping from a bit of missing beak-tip. The former is
serious, the latter merely a sign of a hard landing.
At this stage I usually get the loon to rest on the X-ray
cassette, often by just nudging it onto a proffered stiff rug-sample and lifting it bodily to the table where I nudge it off. See Pg.
25 for this technique instead of grabbing the bird. Then I note
the following:
The aggression and energy or lack of it. Again, experience with
several loons is useful to compare, but when the beak-strike is
not painful, a bite seems like a playful nip, and the loon can be
picked up and weighed or X-rayed without protest, the loon is
either weak, ill, or heatstroked. In the very sick, the beak may
sag to the ground, and response to human approach or touch is
barely evident.
The few exuberantly healthy adults we have received in
breeding season were fearless and highly intolerant, actively agPAGE 14 BEAKS, BRAINS

F i g 2 2 . flitted eyes: dying of shot and aspergillosis

gressive, stabbing with great strength—one left a permanent
reminder when he struck a plastic ventilator grill near the treatment table, shattering three fins with a single stroke, while
another slammed holes through his heavy carton with ease.
They can locomote rapidly when it suits them, too, and one
even pursued poor me around the clinic with barbarous
warhoops (as a guest of honour at a fund-raising dinner that
evening, I had to wear blue pantihose to match my ankle
bruises). Or put it this way: you won't consider scooping up a
healthy-feeling loon in your arms with a smile, you'd more
likely wonder how to manage the creature single-handedly
without getting stabbed. The healthy-feeling ones are almost
always land-landers, and we don't mess with them long.

The condition of the feet. Wear on the soles under the toe-joints
is from frequent unnatural exiting from water caused by loss
of waterproofing, and bleeding from abraded toes or rippedoff nails is from hard road landings. In the case of an August
land-lander the soles were badly worn; this meant he had been
ill for some time before the landing, and he proved to have
lead poisoning. I also feel the webs for temperature and gently
press my hand against the sole to find out how strong the legs
are (if they haven't shown me already).
Whether they are "in good flesh. " Feeling the vertebrae gives
a reasonable clue whether the loon is thin or not; the keel is too
shallow for a good assessment.
The X-ray, looking for fishing gear, shot, and fractures. Finding fishing gear or bullets contributes to the loon's history and
progress. See Hooks, Pg. 29 and Shot, Pg. 43. Small metal
rings seen in the g-i tract would be harmless fish-tags from
game fish, and if possible they should be saved and
reported.
Checking the aquatics and waterproofing. While
the film is being developed the loon slides into
water; a bathtub will do to test, though the bigger
and deeper it is the better to assess the loon's abilities. Here we can observe the spirit, liveliness and
ability to see, desire to swim under water, muscle
tone and leg movement. After about ten minutes,
now knowing what the X-ray shows, we take the
loon out to examine the waterproofing, looking at
the breast and belly and running a finger down the
belly to see if any water has been absorbed.
The buoyancy of the water once revealed the
following pathetic case:
# 6354, Juvenile, July (Fig 23). Found floating on
her back in a lake. Healthy, perfect waterproofing,
1700g, moulting her brown down. Pinching the feet
caused legs to withdraw surprisingly briskly; but
the tail wagged (a bad sign) and in water the poor
thing was upside-down with legs completely limp,
trying to keep her head up. Cloaca paralyzed and

overfull. Her X-ray showed a severe mid-back fracture of
spine—a complete separation—the tip of a scapula broken too.
Post-mortem confirmed the fractures and a bloody mess in the
vertebral area. She had to have been hit by a boat.
first priority: understanding waterproofing,
everything depends on it
Waterproofing is more essential than blood for survival
and is nearly always a clear signpost of health or illness
Before getting too closely focused on X-rays/injuries/feeding/
pools, it is vital to carefully check the waterproofing. Diagnosis and prognosis depend on it. This is a loon's most precious
asset, absolutely essential to a "feathered fish" and there is no
use trying to treat a loon that has a heavy loss of waterproofing, as there is no chance of surviving in its own milieu. So far,
though I have seen lovely recoveries in two grebes and one

loss of waterproofing shows in the darkening of the breast. Shot, but
strong, round eye, plump; released soon with fractured radius

Flg

Red-throated Loon (see Red-throated Loons, Pg. 55), these
much lighter-bodied species are able to spend more time off
their bellies. I have never seen a Common Loon with poor
waterproofing do anything but get worse. This chilling misery causes much suffering as the loss progresses.
Skin is the largest organ of the body and one of its most
essential defences which for deep divers must be kept fully
dry at all times. Loons have exceptional devices to prevent
any breaching by water, the most evident being the extremely
thick, woolly underdown that traps a layer of warm air, helping with buoyancy, essential for heat preservation. Over that
is the sou'wester of the contour feathers—the outermost layer
that give a bird its shape and covering, shielding the bulky
protecting down. This plumage is visible on some X-rays,
2 3 . Juvenile # 6354, broken back, floating helplessly in the pool and I have measured it up to 37mm (1.5 inches) deep!
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Note. My current conclusions about loon
waterproofing are based on this relatively small number of Common Loons
we have had in hand, and they raise as
many questions as they offer answers.
The experience of other rehabilitators or
researchers would be of great interest.
But at present I believe that obvious loss
of waterproofing means:
a) something is seriously wrong internally (X-rays and post-mortems have
consistently proved this) and
b) in captivity at least, the chances of
waterproofing recovery from an obvious loss are none.

F i g 2 5 . Critical waterproofing loss "tufting" with baring of the keel

Evaluating loss
After a short period in the pool, we check the waterproofing
below the waterline. Though good waterproofing is needed
all over the bird, droplets clinging on the back and wings are a
feeble indicator. The strongest evidence of health or loss is in
the white plumage below the waterline. This should be really
white, smooth, and dry like the loon in Fig 21 and 23, or perhaps dampened due to lying on its belly while travelling in a
box. Occasionally in spring a loon may be slightly stained
from weeds on the nest.
When a healthy body has been immersed, droplet beading is obvious on the white breast, sides and belly; this is very
clear in excellent photographs by Peter Roberts in many loon
articles in magazines as well as coffee-table books. One of his
well-known photographs that happens to illustrate perfect waterproofing is of a male mounting a female; droplets of water
cling artistically to his pure while belly. While we know that
professional photographers routinely spray flowers, plants, and
spider webs to create a dewy effect, we can be sure that Peter
Roberts' preoccupied loon subjects were left undisturbed!

the head and neck to look spiky (Fig 26). The contour feathers
may become shiny with wet. Following that, the feathers begin to clump together—I call it "tufting" (Fig 25). By now the
loon really wants to get out of water because it is chilling him,
especially at the "prow" of the keel, where pressure is greatest. Often the delicate soles show painful wear patches from
having to climb out repeatedly. When loss is heavy and hopeless, the plumage sops up water instead of repelling it, and at
this stage if the loon is lifted out of water and a finger is run
down the belly, a ripple of water flows ominously ahead of it.
In the last dreadful stage of loss the skin is exposed
over the keel, making the loon really desperate to get out of
water if forced in, and finally, the skin actually splits open to
bare the keelbone completely. This happened in the wild to an
adult female loon in September after her esophagus had been
ripped by a hook (Fig 25).
These signs—deep yellowing, tufting, soaked belly, wet
through to skin at top of keel, and finally, exposed skin—mean
that the loon has no chance of surviving. They are red flags of
inner conditions, showing that the unfortunate bird has been
ill or injured for some time, unable to control the condition of
its plumage.

Stages of loss
Waterproofing appears to be a complex defence intimately connected with health, and a breakdown in health appears to
parallel a breakdown in the protective water barrier mechanisms, causing the loon to begin to go ashore. As soon as it
starts, the attractive snowiness of the breast and belly contour
feathers begins to wet, turning dull straw-colour in patches
like the loon in Fig 24, who had probably lost that much in the
dry day at a vet clinic before we got him. For him, this loss
was surface only and no worse on the belly. Because he had
been freshly shot, we kept him a few days to watch, but his
plumpness and strong healthy behaviour pointed to his return
to his home lake. The stress of captivity would only make
matters worse.
As an illness progresses, an unpleasant cycle of leaving (or being kept from) the water increases the loss, which in
turn increases the absence from water. Soon water starts to
seep through the contour feathers and into the fluffy gray inner down, flattening it, pressing out the essential layer of warm
air, causing the breast and belly to look quite wet and yellow,

Preening
Sometimes when talking to rehabilitators I hear waterproofing being dismissed as of minor concern, just something to do
with preening. There is some thought that if the bird preens it
will rectify the loss, but it has not been so in the Common
Loons and most other waterbirds that we have had. In health,
preening is essential and is a repeated ritual of every loon's
daily behaviour, but many factors must be involved in maintaining waterproofing besides the bill and the oily substance
produced by the preen (uropygial) gland. Loons here have
preened long and industriously between swims with loss steadily increasing despite good fish, clean water and even warm
air piped underneath their bodies when resting on the elevated
netting. In some cases overpreened contour feathers broke in
half and fell off.
Loss of waterproofing is a frequent problem for the familiar domestic and dabbler ducks as well. The director of Niska
Waterfowl Foundation, a very large waterfowl centre near
Guelph, Ontario, said that he has seen ducks lose their waterproofing completely, unable to regain it by preening—in fact

damaging their feathers by preening
too much. But for ducks, geese and
swans that can spend time comfortably on land, it is not a death sentence,
as they will regain their waterproofing with the new feathers of the next
moult.
Elsewhere, artificial indoor
conditions may be much better than
ours. For example, there might be a
larger swim area with constant access
to live fish of a reasonable size. It
might be a natural pond, or a fencedin part of a lake. Our pool has a
slightly abrasive finish that is rough
on webbed feet (we use astroturf
where possible).
But does even the most superior aquatic area make a difference if
the waterproofing is really lost to
start? Injured, deteriorating loons do
not survive long in captivity, so that
when the waterproofing is clearly lost,
euthanasia is the only compassionate
treatment, while aggressive "care"
only prolongs the bird's slow death.

Fig 2 6 . # 2367. Superwashed Red-throated Loon, all waterproofing gone. Critically ill; note the
half-open eyes, spiky plumage, and apathy as shown by its unbroken reflection

Getting Sudsy: A Bad Idea
After the Exxon Valdez oil spill on the coast of Alaska in 1989,
when hundreds of volunteers flocked to Prince Rupert Sound
and worked extremely hard to save birds while the world
watched, a rage swept the rehabilitation community to wash
aquatic birds. Workers got excited; the media loved it; there
were workshops and conferences and booklets and articles. Of
course if a bird is heavily oiled it has lost its waterproofing
and it does need to be washed, and washed correctly, but what
I noticed was that in the minds of some rehabilitators the washing protocol stayed linked not just with oiling, but with
waterproofing itself. Perhaps the procedure appeals to something in us—its sense of community, of urgency,
accomplishment, of "rescue," of direct and satisfying "handson" care, even though it has been proven that only a small
fraction of washed-oiled birds survive long after release.
However, the procedure is harmful in non-oiled situations. Eighteen months after the Exxon disaster, we got a
Red-throated Loon (Figs 26) from an Ontario centre where it
had been given much hands-on care. Perhaps too much. It was
starved, it had blood in the lungs, it was soggy to the skin and
dying, but it was very clean—it had been thoroughly washed
by someone from the Exxon team. But it had never been oiled,
its problem being starvation with accompanying loss of waterproofing, and it just might have recovered with a pool, peace
and quiet and fresh fish. Before capture it had been living on
an inland lake for months. I found no injuries.
It must be remembered that the great Washing Protocol is incredibly stressful to terrified, already damaged wild
creatures and should only be tried when excessive fouling of
plumage is present.

Dipression
Perhaps encouraged by the tube/hydrate component of the
Washing Protocol, I have noticed some rehabilitators automatically force-feed aquatic birds by tube. I realize that Robin and
I have very little experience with aquatic birds compared to
coastal centres, but we have never tube-fed any of our fisheaters (actually, almost never tube-fed any birds) simply
assuming that whole fish selected by the bird when it liked
provided both satisfaction and nutrition at the same time.
When we faced our first White Pelican and our first gannet
(both very, very rare here—presumed to be post-fledging dispersement) we phoned experts and were told Tube them!
Hydrate them! We looked at them doubtfully. It seemed so
unpleasantly aggressive when they were calmly paddling about,
drinking when they liked and eating all the fish we could provide—both were enjoying 1500-1600g of fish most days and
gaining weight rapidly. We shrank from such enforcement. Both
did very well and were sent to US centres where they were
ultimately released.
In fourteen days with us, the pelican gained over lOOOg by
choice, often snatching fish straight from our hands. We were
disappointed to hear later that the gannet, at 2850g now 850g
heavier by his choice than on admission twelve days before,
had been kept and tubed for some weeks before being freed.
Sounds somewhat like the forced-feeding of geese to make
pate de foie gras (overly fatty liver). One would think that the
reduced stress on the bird and reduced work of the worker
would together count for a lot. Surely both fish-eaters would
have continued munching and gaining on their own in the
ocean? Is there proof that they do not survive otherwise?
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NOTE. This hands-off approach is not just ours. In a TV documentary on the SANCOB rehabilitation centre in South Africa that
specializes in oiled birds (and has 75% success rate, meaning the
released birds lived more than twoyearsand up to 20 years, banded
and wing-tagged for proof) we saw that they used simple and natural approaches with their gannets. Groups of gannets were simply
tossed dead fish which they eagerly snatched in midair, their heads
swinging from side to side like a crowd of tennis-watchers. The only
birds they had to force-feed were penguins, which apparently never
eat in captivity, and for them they pushed down pilchards about 810 inches long. Again, they did not tube-feed.
In our green beginnings 24 years ago, we felt pressured to conform
to more experienced views and we did tube-feed a few of our early
birds. We hated it. The birds hated it. It only took a bit of experimenting to find out that choice worked best all around, and after
that, we rarely have had to resort to it. Among the fish-eaters we
neither tubed nor force-fed and who chose and ate their fish willingly were Bald Eagles, ospreys, cormorants, mergansers, some other
fish-eating ducks, three species of grebes, two species of loons,
kingfishers, several species of gulls, and five species of the heron
family (many of gulls and herons ate dead mice too). Oh, and anFrom hands or pans, the pelican enjoyed various snacks
other weather-displaced rarity—Ontario's only living Atlantic Puffin:
a difficult little critter to care for, we found, who only ate by snapping at minnows from
fingers (ow!) or forceps. It was later flown to a Newfoundland centre for release where
he died later, but he left here a fat, feisty little tub!
As for the loons, it has never crossed our minds to tube-feed them. Like all birds, their
expression of appetite gives us an indication of their health, and what fish they chase
alive, or choose dead from a dish, what species, how much, how often, teaches us a lot.
If they don't eat, then they are either already well-fed, strong and wild to get out, or
they are telling us they are too ill and they know better than we about the state of their
insides. Post-mortems have borne us out. We see our responsibility as offering the
freshest and most tempting fish, and taking note of how they react and how much they
eat, and avoiding the stressful indignities of chasing, grabbing and handling as much as
possible.

F i g 2 7 . At the edge of the pool, Robin (legs) puts fish in pan, gannet helps himself
enthusiastically
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Fig 2 9 . Tes, please!

the X-ray: t w o easy ways w e have found to
take them
Actually, it was the loons who showed us these peaceful methods that make the job rapid, safe and low stress. Anaesthetics
or restraints have never been needed. If the loon can be picked
up easily (oh, oh, bad sign) it can be set gently, belly-down on
the cassette where after a few wriggles, it will relax if the
atmosphere is quiet. Loons and certain waterfowl struggle
agitatedly if one tries to turn them onto their backs, perhaps
because of the consequences of being upside-down in water.
During all this preparation it is important to have just one
person, a quiet atmosphere, soft voices, slow movements; a
loud voice or quick hand-gesture often brings on an alarm
response. So without tapes, lead gloves, human hands or anaesthetic, the loon will often simply sit there looking around
for a minute, leaving plenty of time to slip away and press the
button.
So what if the head ends up superimposed on the neck?
Metal hooks, sinkers, and most shotgun pellets can still be
visualized even on a poor X-ray. Sinkers and broken backs
are the most urgent items to search for, both in the midsection
of the body. Both require euthanasia, if lead is still the predominant composition of fishing weights as it is now,
unfortunately (See more in Lead Poisoning, Pg. 35).
If the loon is too lively or aggressively active (aha!
Releasable?) he can be X-rayed in a cardboard box, either the
one that he came in, or in one pre-weighed for the scale and
the right size for the film. This is then set on the cassette; even
with the flaps shut or a towel over the top, fishing gear and
shot can still be seen.
In cases where an X-ray is not available quickly, one
must go by one's observations and instincts. Radiology is a
wonderful tool, but it isn't an oracle. If the loon is dying, then
it doesn't currently matter what the innards are like, and a postmortem will reveal most or all of the problems anyway. If more
thorough follow-up is indicated for study, an X-ray can be taken
months later on a thawed body if need be. Our main reason for
wanting an X-ray is to find fishing gear, especially sinkers
(see Pg. 34).
X-rays of juveniles
X-rays of young birds, up to full-sized immatures, differ from
those of adults because of the curious empty appearance of
joint spaces where ossification is incomplete. These can be
seen in the shoulders, elbows, ankles, toes and even the vertebrae (Fig 30, 50).
Note re lectures
For talks and publications (including this one) I have found
that by using a tripod and photographing the X-rays on a lighttable, I get fairly reasonable slides, considering the machine is
a 46 year-old dental model and I am an indifferent photographer. Occasionally I used to take a light-table and X-rays to
small-group talks; audiences appreciate that, as most people
don't get to see X-rays and are always curious and impressed
by them.

Fig 3 0 . Note juvenile joint spaces particularly at knees, elbows,
shoulders and carpals
w e i g h i n g and measuring
Knowing the age and sex, weights and measurements of a bird
in hand has a similar value as a doctor looking at a human
patient, or for a veterinarian looking at a dog or cat. These are
basic facts of identity on which other aspects of its history,
biology, injury and care may depend. The metric system of
weights and measures is used for aging and sexing and all scientific and medical studies not only because it is worldwide,
but because it is logical, and because it most accurately records
the size of small things.
"We don't do measurements. We don't have a scale."
When talking to rehabilitators this is a common reply about
any species of bird; in other words, it is regarded as unimportant. Yet these are basic scientific steps that benefit each centre
that establishes guidelines to show workers how to take and
record weights and measurements. This allows the case of that
bird to be shared with other workers, ornithologists, museums.
Why the resistance? A few rulers cost very little, a double-beam household scale is good enough for most middle-sized
birds up to 10 Kg, and small spring weights called Pesolas or
Pesnets (commonly used to weigh marijuana) are perfect to
weigh a small bird in a bag.

Establishing baseline values
These are practical and immediate. An admission weight is
needed to show what a bird gains or loses during its stay, and
relates to its history of injury. Admission wing-chords may
show age, growth, gender, and more practically, if it isn't taken
on admission, by the end of the bird's stay it may be made
impossible by primary feather breakage, or even forgotten.

ing until all have done it. There will be striking differences
depending how the bird, the wing and even the ruler are held.
Beak and leg-length measurements, taken with callipers, are also recorded in certain studies, particularly banding.
The beak measure, called the culmen, is from tip up the middle
to beginning of plumage; in loons the depth of the tarsus (for
applying the band) is measured just above the foot.

Identifying loon species
Because of the similarity in the four loon species, measurements may be needed to tell one from another. If you have a
Red-throat, it will be a lot smaller than Common Loons (see
Red-throats) but if you don't have much loon experience and
have no other loon to compare it to, how can you be sure it
isn't a small female Common Loon? Correct species identification is important in the understanding behaviour, giving care
and releasing.

Sexing
In many species weights and measures are essential to know
gender. Cottagers can identify loon gender fairly accurately
because they see a pair and note the difference in size and
behaviour, but in hand, gender is just a guess. Only the really
huge, heavy ones suggest 'probably male' to me, as I have
found testes in relatively small, lightweight adults. As we rehabilitators get loons often long injured or ill, we therefore
probably encounter consistently lower weights. Measuring
beaks and legs is considered important in sexing those whose gonads
will not be on view, but I have not
found such data in literature and have
not collected enough myself to be
useful. Looking at gonads in dead
birds is proof. Of those of all ages
proven by this method, we have had
61% males and 39% females.
If the findings go into a database
as they should, patterns emerge, as in
our unexpected genderfindingsin Pbpoisoned loons (Pg. 34).

^g 5 1 . A peaceful weighing on a double-beam
The measurements
The combination of a bird's weight with its wing measurement helps define its age and/or gender. The popular generality,
"a wingspan," wingtip to wingtip, is both awkward and very
elastic, and used only in popular literature. There are at least
four ornithological ways to measure a wing, and the preferred
one in North America is the wing-chord; a chord is a straight
line joining two points in a curve. (In countries where the wing
is flattened it is no longer called a chord.) It is measured with
the carpal (wrist) of the folded wing touching a stop at the end
of a ruler or metrestick and reading the length of the longest
of the gently curving primaries without pressing the wing down.
It is not a very accurate measurement except in small
birds. To prove this, measure a Red-tail or a Saw-whet's wing,
write it down, and ask others to do the same without compar'OL

Aging
(Or ageing, both correct.) When using the international system to
describe avian ages, the year in which
they are known to have hatched is
called their Hatch Year, or HY Because birds pop out of the egg in a
wide range of months and no one
knows in which month a bird hatches,
all birds are universally accorded an
official "birthday" January 1st and
from then on are known as After
Hatch Year, or AHY This means that any flighted Common
Loon received in breeding latitude from Jan. 1st until late July,
has to have been born at least the year before.
For post-release recovery data
Good banding documenting includes careful weights and measurements. They are part of the records for statistics, for writing
papers, for band recoveries.
Our weights in Common Loons
Though some researchers put the loon in a bag and dangle it
from a fish-scale, this is rather a rough, stressful way to do it,
and burlap or plastic grainbags are always dusty, irritating their
eyes. Usually we find with patience and quiet, slow movements, we can rest an injured loon on a pan scale (on that small

thing we have even weighed a Trumpeter Swan!) either on its
belly or undisturbed in the box. They are often approachable
enough that one can stand beside them and gently tuck a stray
foot under a wing while setting the balances. Both X-ray and
weight can wait if euthanasia is a certainty.

ADULT LOON WEIGHTS OF PROVEN GENDER
40 MALES 2650g
6575g
20 FEMALES 2240g
4770g
18 UNKNOWN (REL) 2600g
4450g

It is useful to remember, though, that a single random
weight may be suspect, as it can be greatly affected by a large
recent meal, a water-filled body, or a recent haemorrhage.

about loon care: special considerations
Are we needed?
As our experience with injured loons accumulates, it becomes
increasingly, painfully obvious that in captivity the human can
provide little help and do much harm, and often it is likely that
they don't need us at all. For example, the least stressful solution for a strong, recent hooking (provided no sinker has been
swallowed) is often just cutting the line and putting the loon
back at once; we have released seven with hooks still in place
(see Hooks). How could captivity assist further? In the freedom of its own home lake, the loon has everything it needs to
heal.
So before beginning the strenuous preparations to
"keep" a loon more than a few days, we must ask ourselves
earnestly whether such captivity will be beneficial or harmful.
Captivity is often detrimental, not just to the loon in hand, but
to its social life. In the breeding provinces and states, interrupting their family continuity means half the parental care is
lost, half the mate-protection is lost, half the territorial defence
is lost. Even in a few days this can mean death to the chicks,

Our wing-chords in Common Loons
So far, our wing-chord measurements on proven sexes have
also shown too much overlap to be useful. At what age do
loons stop enlarging? A reasonable assumption would be after
they are flighted and flight-feather growth is complete.
But joint spaces in toes and even in the vertebrae are
still incomplete as late as December; does further calcification mean enlargement as well?
To be safe in comparing wing-chords, I have excluded all the juveniles. Though the females as a group
were shorter than the males, the middle overlap was great.
I also found 19 loons with differences up to 20mm in
right and left wing-chords and there were probably more,
but about half the time we only measure one wing.
Wing-chord variations depend on how the bird is
held, how the wing is held, who measures, the state of
the moult, the condition of primary tips, the geographical location, and whether the bird is living, freshly dead
or museum-dead (dried). All Dr. Earl Godfrey's measurements in Birds of Canada are shorter than ours,
probably because they were measured on museum skins
which contract after drying. Curiously, wings extend
mm
slightly as they relax freshly in death, introducing yet
another variable. So far, my weights and measures have Jt^g 12. Part of our indoor pool, with overflow valve, plug and hose in view

ADULT LOON WING-CHORDS
GODFREY'S MALES 339MM
OUR MALES (40) 345MM
GODFREY'S FEMALES 314MM
OUR FEMALES (20) 325MM

81MM
85MM
60MM
70MM

shown a disappointingly wide gender overlap. To top off my
disenchantment, there has been no correlation between the
heaviest proven males and the longest wing-chords. So looking for gender of the living loons received for rehabilitation,
we are back to the start—just guessing. At present anyway. As
my collection of measurements grows, they may reveal patterns not apparent just now.

danger to the mate, or reduction of essential feeding territory
because it is only being defended by one partner.
Water to swim in
This is essential, even for the first fifteen minutes. A loon
needs continuous access to, and easy exit from, at least a foot
of clean, non-chlorinated water. This is their thermoregulator,
their "fluid therapy," their support, their bath, their bed.
Loon wings not used for propulsion
The six weeks of flightlessness of the remigial moult proves
that loons don't use their wings for propulsion underwater as
do some other diving birds. So if they arrive in reasonable health
with a fracture of either the radius or ulna and no other prob-
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lem, they can be released right away. We have released two
shot-fractured radii promptly without treatment. As long as
the loon is replaced in a lake that has adequate prey fish (of
course it should be the lake he came from, as there can be fatal
fights in the breeding season, see Pg. 1) the fracture, supported
by its parallel bone and resting in a natural position, will heal
in about two weeks. Like all birds, loons heal extremely rapidly.

and respiratory transfer of bacteria from hair and breath into
the wound. Though in North America it looks as if omitting
some of this procedure might be viewed as unprofessional, it
is interesting that this is not always so in Britain, according to
some documentaries I have seen. In their clinics, vets have
been photographed doing operations with bare hands and dangling hair. Even here, I have watched (with misgivings, as I
worked in an OR at one time) a European vet do operations
barehanded.

No infections
AVOID THE SURGICAL "PREP". IT IS VITAL NEVER TO PLUCK,
Birds
rarely
get
infected
wounds23 partly due to their rapid meSHAVE, OR SCRUB ANY PART OF A LOON OR GREBE
tabolism and high body temperature. As the wounds of aquatic
birds are being constantly washed clean, we have only seen
one infected wound in a loon. This was a dying male in spring
The loon cannot then be released quickly—it will not even be
whose skull had been fractured by a penetrating blow, most
able to stay in a pool—without water reaching the skin in the
likely from another loon. In any case, it seems unlikely that
bared area. Shaving and cutting are especially damaging to
antibiotics would be useful; several antibiotics actually stimuany bird as the cut stubs send no message to replace the feathlate the growth of aspergillosis, to which loons are very prone.
ers, which will not grow back until the next moult which might
Also, many loons brought in are already past help, which takes
be a year away. Plucking is bad too, and painful, and it takes
experience of several admissions to recognize.
those feathers up to a month to grow back. Never pluck flight
feathers. Scrubbing will probably ruin the waterproofing at
If it was thought to be especially important, pills can
the site.
be easily tucked inside dead fish mouths or vents and the fish
offered on dishes. Muscle injections are contraindicated beTemporarily taping the plumage back is the practical
cause of stressful grabbing and the inevitable pain and damage
compromise, and the operator just has to put up with the featheach injection does to the major flight muscles. If in doubt
ers. I cannot imagine a two to three week recovery from surgery,
about the extent of the tissue damage an injection produces,
involving a pinning, K-E or cast, all of which would have to
dissecting a pectoral muscle after an injection for euthanasia
be submersible. It would probably be wasted effort and cause
will demonstrate the torn muscle, ischemia and bleeding. Husuffering as well. Major fractures usually mean major internal
mans and domestic mammals get their intramuscular injections
injury too; we have to know when not to impose our medical
into their gluteus maximus, but they don't have to fly with it!
techniques. (If you have succeeded, I'd love to know!)
Incidentally, it is nearly impossible to find shot entries
Foot-wear
or small lacerations in the deep down feathers, and there is
Considering
the
rapid
wear
we see on the delicate soles and
nothing to do if one is found one anyway; even exposed wounds
tarsi
along
with
the
progressive
loss of waterproofing, helpful
on legs and feet wash clean, close up in hours and vanish.
captivity
time
is
extremely
limited.
Our kind of pool, painted
An Aside. Generally, preparation to incise automatically means
with
a
common
pool-paint
that
incorporates
cement to provide
the use of latex gloves to prevent direct transfer of bacteria on
a
nonslip
surface,
is
definitely
abrasive.
Bird-feet
were not uphands, and caps and masks to reduce the gravity -shedding
permost in the mind of the painter as he selected the paint.
Besides sole-wear, which also happens in the wild
when a sick loon keeps climbing out of water, other foot
injuries we have seen have included bleeding nails and
toes from hard land-landings, broken dead toes, calluses,
blisters, or abrasions on the soles, a rotting piece of metal
we shelled out, allowing the skin to close up overnight,
holes or tears in the webs, a dead foot and a paralyzed leg.
X-rays have revealed some deformities in toe-bones, probably from early fractures.
In the photograph of the skeleton I made, or more
accurately, uncovered (65 hours of picking, including a
long boiling in the kitchen; loon meat is tough and very
fishy-smelling) the bone of the right outer toe is enlarged
with a hole through it. Probably from a shot (Fig 12).
Judging by the nine broken or dislocated injured toes
we have seen, I feel they can safely be left alone and will
heal and be as useful as ever. The condition of the web is
•"ig 3 3 . Two winter adults at the other end of the pool where netting is
more important.
suspended above the water. Note warm air duct (front, centre)

keeping a loon for a few days:
choice is the thing
After stating that captivity longer than a few days
is usually harmful, I admit we learned much of
the harm the hard way with our futile early attempts. I like to think our setup is well-designed
for them, but the picture of deterioration beyond
those few days has continued. This is how they
are provided for:
The water
Holding about 40cm (15") of cold well-water, a
6'4" x 8' room in the clinic is constructed as a
pool, with shallow, graduated steps leading up
out of the water to thick cotton mats (rug samF i g 35.86ogfrozenherring on scale: a modest day's food
ples) set out for them near the door. After this
rest period is over, they scramble up onto a low
The food
4' x 4' frame covered with taut polypropylene netting on which
In the pool I have watched them snap up dozens of live baitshop minnows or suckers which are provided to assess some
of their abilities—sight, vigour, appetite, judgement, accuracy,
symmetry. These are definitely only diagnostic snacks; larger
fish are required for daily nutrition. The whole, slim, fresh fish
that are their preference are hard to come by here in inland
Ontario, so frozen herring up to 320mm, 275g (about a foot
long, half a pound) have proved useful. A loon has no trouble
swallowing such a long slender fish. Of the few loons kept for
several days, some were recorded eating 1000-1200g of fish
in one day. The fish have been accepted in a variety of ways—
from a shallow-water pan, a dry dish, and straight from the
hand. Not in the pool, though; the corpses foul the water.

F i g 3 4 . Adult loon, December. Resting on mats at the top of
the pool steps

they invariably climb, which suggests that it is comfortable.
From this vantage-point, a single foot-shove plops them back
in. The netting is expected to distribute weight and allow air
under their bellies. For some very soggy loons we have tried
ducting warm air from the furnace-ducts to blow a warm stream
under the netting, but though they dried faster, they were just
as sodden next time in.
The pool has to be emptied, cleaned and refilled every
day because of their giant shoots; this job takes quite a long
time. Usually there is only one resident, though twice we have
had two, luckily out of breeding plumage.
Rarely has there been cause to mix species, but we discovered that HY loons didn't mind ducks, and loons in
non-breeding plumage tolerated other adults and fuzzy juveniles who like to cuddle up to them. But don't add a heron!
Loons clearly don't like them, and attack them viciously.

Some of my daily notes about two 'inmates'
These were adult males here together in the same early winter,
both weak and ill.
# 4770 had internal problems, torn webs and bilateral hot swollen foot joints— our only case ever of loon bumblefoot, for
which I gave Tribrissen, Flagyl, and Baytril pills in the fish.
His waterproofing was poor and got worse, so he spent most
of his time sitting peaceably next to another sick adult loon
(Fig 33). They were snugged up together, but mind you, the
netting on the frame acted like a sagging double-bed.
# 4774 was equally unfortunate. He had been iced-out with a
snarl of blue monofilament around his beak that caused a sore
mouth and an eye ulcer as well. He had also swallowed a hook
and spinner. To this loon too I gave antibiotics for the mouth
and eye, but...
" a most surprising aspect of loon-nursing is how unafraid
they are of people. I wade or walk quietly around their big
bodies, cleaning the pool, changing damp mats, putting a drop
of antibiotic into an injured eye, inspecting feet and plumage
closely. Lightly touching them is usually acceptable and I can
even lift a foot for a look. They are entirely composed and
nonchalant. If preening, they do not stop; if snoozing, with the
beak thrust under feathers on the back, the most response my

Monofilament on beak and across eye of # 4774; the
light patch is the ulcer
arrival elicits is a mobile eye assessing me briefly. Unlike raptors, loons can move their eyeballs quite a lot.
"I help the one with painful feet by lifting him from the
water when he struggles to get out. He accepts this ride without demur, but afterwards nudges my hand away with a curious
soft "000" sound, similar to inter-loon utterances when both
are pressed together on mats or netting. With each other they
are entirely peaceful also, despite enforced closeness. The
nudge and "ooo" is used there too, as if to say, "More space
please, " but sometimes they simply lie alongside with a beak
resting on the other's back. This is the first time I have had
two adults together, but these are both much weakened.
"Feeding, too, is entirely amiable, showing amazing
tolerance for the awkwardness produced by captivity. They

F i g 3 8 . Copper spinner and hook-shaft in gizzard
of #4774
insist that their fish must be fresh and whole, of a reasonable
size and shape. Preferably alive. Otherwise, the offering can
be in water or on land, on a dish or taken with delightfully
good manners straight from the hand. For these two I had only
been able to buy less marketable mixed leftovers from a commercial netting. Unsure what I should select from five species
in a deep pail, I impulsively placed the pail on its side, showing the loon with the swollen jaw its contents. "Oo-oo!" Came
the loon's comment hollowly from within as he enthusiastically darted his head in and selected the slimmest, smallest
perch—the easiest to swallow."
# 4770 had euthanasia on Day 9 and proved to have liver and
kidney damage and severe aspergillosis as well as an unusual
muscle invasion.
# 4774, the one that had swallowed a hook
and a copper spinner, had euthanasia Day 6,
also had severe aspergillosis. Both may have
had the start of aspergillosis before admission,
but it is more than likely that the antibiotic
and the stress of both illness and captivity
stimulated its growth.

F i g 3 7 . Caseous swellings (bumblefoot) on the feet of # 4770
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The only long stay
# 3789, adult male, December. Found on a
frozen lake just before Christmas with the loss
of several primaries. Though he was quite active with no apparent other causes for missing
migration, he had no waterproofing. Could he
possibly regain and renew? Might he come
into his winter moult? We had never kept a
loon beyond two weeks. While we would not
consider repeating the attempt today, we did
learn a lot.
The following are from my case
notes.

"Day I. At least four days on the ice, temp down to -22° C and
a night in someone's bathtub. Shivering hard, very wet even to
the skin at the keel, yellowish 'tufting' on breast, and thin at

decided to go after the fish, ate all rapidly. Out on netting.
Later ate several more large herring, some of these after dark.
Summary: has an appetite! Prefers to be on netting or plush
rug. Has been active and preening. Ate about HOOg
Day 5. Apathetic' all day. Ate little. Not much interest in the
live minnows in the pool. Mostly stayed on netting over the
heat. I even wondered if I should put him down. Summary:
inactive, disinterested, low-intake day
Day 6. What a change! Ate eagerly from bucket and pool, once
swam 20 minutes before he came out onto towel, then onto
mat, where he preened nonstop for over 1/2 hour while I
sketched him. Altogether he ate hugely and showed some improvement in condition of his breast plumage. At about 7 pm I
lifted him back onto the netting over the heat, but he was dry
by then. I feel exuberant about him—he certainly had a good
day. Summary: active, preening. High-intake day 1200g

r

i g 3 9 . # 3789 preening hard on mat beside pool

3770g. Soles were fine but bite a mere nibble. He went into the
pool and swam about, mouthing some dead sunfish without
appetite. Summary: thin, cold, no waterproofing, no appetite
Day 2. We dumped a few dozen live shiners (averaging 5g) in
the pool; he became excited, pushed himself in and caught
them easily, soon sodden even with spiky head feathers, his
breast soaking two folded towels he rested on after getting out.
Summary: began to eat, mounted netting, very soaked. Intake
about200g
Day 3. Quite active in and out pool, preening and catching
some fish. I rigged a duct to shoot warm air under his netting,
and he stayed there till he was properly dry and very warm,
but swimming for even for a minute he was so saturated that
he again soaked two towels before going on netting. But after
he got used to the netting and the rushing air I noticed that he
went in less often, stayed drier for longer, and began to eat
decent-sized fish directly from a shallow bowl. After dark he
began to call and went adventuring around the clinic.
Summary:—active, in pool several times. Drying over hot air.
Began to eat fish from bowl. Intake about 400g
Day 4. Early, gave him two WOg herring in the bowl which he
ate at once; then I set out some plush mats. When he began to
hump about the clinic and he spied one he promptly leapfrogged
on and stayed for an hour, even though he happened to be in
our way close to the sink, and had to put up with our big boots
stepping over and around him frequently during our morning
cleanup. When I wanted to move him back to the poolroom, I
gripped the sides of the rug and carried him back like a jewel
on a cushion, setting the rug at the doorway where he had a
clear view of the fresh, cold pool and its 15 fresh, cold inhabitants. He preened there for another hour (Fig 39) before he

Day 7. Has been in. Still fairly wet below, dry above. There
was a wet Rock Bass beside him on netting when I tossed some
shiners into the pool and at once he looked over, interested,
then seized his bass and worked it down! It was rather a deep
fish. Robin and I set about cleaning the poolroom making more
fuss than usual—newspapers (under netting to catch some of
the huge shoots) rattling, and suddenly he became irritated,
tremoloing, humping through the clinic to the sink area, where
he bit me hard and bit the rug too which I was placing in front
of him for transportation. He was really lit up! No way would
he stay on the mat so I had to carry him back, struggling, and
put him on netting with heat blowing below. He calmed down
at once, though he called a few more times. I noticed his eyes
were quite round. Summary: very upset by rattling newspapers; 2 swims; 10 minnows; 1 Rock Bass, total about 150g
Day 8. Again the rattly newspapers upset him and he rocketed
rather hysterically around pool and clinic, yelling. Later settled on netting where a 200g, 290mm long herring was awkward
to manage, his rough beak catching in the nylon strands. So I
offered it by hand, and he took it neatly. Summary: intake
150g Rock Bass, 200g sunfish, 200g herring, about 550g total
Day 9. A perfect day for him. Summary: intake: 5 large herring, total 925g. Note: several are being eaten at night, or I
don't get up early enough
Days 10 and 11. Waterproofing better. Now 4285g, gain of
515g, very spirited. Preened for 55 minutes nonstop. Largest
herring was 320mm long, 275g. Summary: 950g each day
Day 12. Peaceful until a new loon ( HY # 3801, see Pg. 46)
arrived quite wild and active, but ours did not show much
reaction to all the fuss. Allowed 3801 to snuggle beside him on
netting. 3801 has a very white breast, fine waterproofing, to
be released soon as I find a way to get to open water. Summary:
quiet. Intake about 400g
Day 13. New # 2 made a hell of a ruckus when I went in to
clean. He leaped at me, stabbing my legs and boots very fiercely,

tremoloed, wailed, and shot out the door, bouncing crazily around the clinic. While both were in the water, # 2
threatened to stab our male; perhaps too close. Our
calm # 1 in the pool got "infected" after some minutes
of this hysterical carry-on, and also heaved himself out
the door and piled after the first. I rushed to empty and
clean the pool, the mats, the fish-pan and the netting,
and then the clinic floor after them both! Finally # 2
settled into the new pool, catching shiners. Later both
loons were snugged together on the netting (it sagged
under their weight, so they probably couldn 't help it).
New loon was released. Summary: stimulated by wildness of#l.
Days 14-19. Alone again. Waterproofing worse, even back
shiny. Not eating as much. Discouraging
Days 21-23. Loss of300g. Toes and ankles dry, hard, splitting
despite daily vaseline rubs. Upper beak overgrowing. Underdown shedding. Summary: deteriorating. Not eating much
Day 25. 4000g. Today quite perky. Several broken contour
feathers scattered about as well as down, and some broken
old primaries. All the contour feathers I collected—every
one—was broken in half. Curious behaviour when I put down
a green astroturf mat to anchor one of the small rug-samples:

K g 4 1 . # 37ft): wear on sole and tarsusfromexiting water often
he was in the water, and his eyes got very round as he looked
tensely at the new thing, and began to tremolo in a very
high-pitched series of cries. Refused to come near the step till
I removed the foreign object
Days 34 -44. Some days better than others, but slow deterioration continues. Now only 3770g. Time to stop. "
Post-mortem on # 3789
Healthy generally, some fat remaining. Organs excellent condition. Gizzard bright green. Lungs deep reddish pink but still
healthy looking. Airsacs clear. Liver, kidneys beautiful. There
was a small lump of hard tissue hanging in the mesentery (see
hook ruptures, Pg. 29.) Left teste half brown, half white, small,
oval like a pill's capsule.
There were still only two primaries on one wing, no
signs of any new feathers coming in. Feet had improved slightly
from the time I started to grease them (which I hate to do, as
the grease can be transferred to the feathers; but dangerously
dry skin is a complication of long-term incarceration here, especially herons.) I had also started to spread towels over the
polypropylene netting, which is a rough fibre. One sole still
had definite russet calluses, the other was nearly callus free
and both tarsi much improved at "ankles."
But his waterproofing could not be worse. He was always sodden after even the shortest dips and I could make
wavelets run out by a finger-stroke on his upper breast.
Summary: a much earlier accident had disabled him, quite
possibly a hook-rip that caused a small spill of food into an
airsac. He was unable to recover from that period of illness,
during which he lost his waterproofing; captivity didn't help.
The loss of several primary feathers is a puzzle, though
we have had two other loons with similar flight-feathers loss.
Do loons sometimes hit power-wires when coming in to land?
Examination of carcasses by the Canadian Co-op Wildlife Centre lists power-lines in with collisions. I also think our next
case clearly says yes.

F i g 4 0 . # 3789 at pool door. How even back is shiny wet

# 6747, adult male, May. Ruler-straight, perfectly healed cut
down ventral side of patagium almost to the elbow, which had
been dislocated several days before. Such old dislocations are
beyond help. On post-mortem, I found no other injuries.

CAUSES OF ADMISSION
INJURY AS W E SEE

A N D

T H E M

There is no doubt that here, inland on their breeding lakes, the
greatest damage and mortality is caused by "recreation;" boating, sport fishing, especially competitions, and random
shooting. Of all our loon admissions (excluding 1-2 day old
hatchlings, but including the rest of the juveniles) 45% have
been injured or killed by hooks, trailing monofilament lines,
and lead sinkers, and we have even found hooks and swivels
in some preflight juveniles. Of all loons involved with fishing
equipment, 85% were beyond help.
Another approximately 12% were almost certainly run
over by speeding watercraft. That number is probably higher
than that, but it is sometimes hard to prove.
the line
Of all loons (small chicks excepted) 14% were entangled by
line. Release rates are complicated by the fact that 94% of
them had also swallowed hooks, and 20% were shot as well.
What stands out in the pattern of those entangled is that none
of the total had swallowed a sinker, and that females outnumbered males almost 3:1.
Loons were injured or killed by long lines dragging from
hooks they had swallowed. More than half had their beaks immobilized, several had nasty mouth and tongue cuts, one had a
dead tongue, some had their wings or legs tangled or even
tourniqueted, and one had corneal ulcer from line-rub (Fig 36).
Most of them were starved, four had aspergillosis, at least four
had had the esophagus ruptured by a hook. Three were already
dead, and we cut the line short and released four others, one
being the juvenile # 5391 whose history is in the hook section.

# 4674, adult male, September (Fig 42, 48). In our clinic
there is a huge, heart-rending close-up photograph of this dead
loon's entangled head. In my notes I wrote, "There isn't a word
to describe the horror of this loon found dead today." There
were 27 strands of monofilament line around both mandibles,
then twisted around neck, reining the head down tightly. He
had starved in dreadful distress for some time; he weighed only
3200g, a very low weight for a male.
Metal clips as well as a lead sinker dangled on the outside of the head, a leader and swivel were in esophagus, and
the line led down to large single hook. This was embedded in
the gizzard, where walls were blackish-green, hard, friable and
somewhat foul, usually the look of lead poisoning, so it was
possible that he had ingested a sinker as well and it had been
all used up (see Pg. 34). The line had once bound the wing by
the patagium, as well as one foot, leaving deeply cut ridges,
and a long line was still free.
The post-mortem showed that he had originally been
very healthy, but all his waterproofing had vanished during
the stress and struggle of his slow death.

# 6012, adult female, November. In the lake, discarded line
can hang in a barely-visible cloud and entangle the unwary, as
in the female loon in this case. She was found completely enmeshed in a huge mass of monofilament. Her right wing,
strangled by lines, was so grotesquely heavy and swollen that
some tissues near the carpal had exploded outward at least
20mm, looking like ugly pink grapes stuck on the dark wingtip.
Though she was just barely alive, her fellow-sufferer
was not: a female Oldsquaw had also become ferociously entangled in the same mass, and probably drowned when dragged
under by the dives of the frantic loon. Within a day of observation it was evident that the loon's right wing was dead. She
was 4000g plump with fat stores.
Later we got the dead half of another double entanglement, a male Red-breasted Merganser. The loon with whom
he had been unwillingly coupled was
cut free and released on the spot by
the boaters who found them, though
what its chances were we'll never
know. The mass of line included a
huge 33mm spinner and a large hook,
both of which were still hanging free.
On post-mortem some remnants of black line were often found
in the gizzard, frizzled tightly by the
acid. Each "frizz" is a part of the
chain of fishing-gear responsible for
loon deaths. Though this seems obvious, anglers stubbornly whitewash
themselves out of the picture, so each
piece of evidence is valuable for
proof.
Other materials may tangle and
disable loons too. A Mississippi rehabilitator who called for help with
F i g 4 2 . Loon # 4674 slowly starved by line. Note sinker dangling at neck
a loon tangled in discarded electrical
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tape said it is not uncommon to find aquatic birds caught in it.
The narrow canal waters were fouled with much marine garbage and detritus dropped casually into the water from bridges,
she said, and added curiously, "People often fix their cars on
the beach, and just throw stuff in the water when they've finished."
Cars on the beach? An odd concept. Lying at the seaside brings images of being prone on a towel in the sun with
SF 30, rather than being prone in the shade of four wheels
with a greasy axle. A chacun son gout—you have your goo,
I'll have my goo.

F i g 44. Another hooked adult with swivel at beak, leader and large
hook in gizzard, (he was DOA, with aspergillosis and heavy loss of
waterproofing

Fig 4 3 . Line down throat, large hook snagged in esophagus

the hook
Of all our loons (chicks excepted, as we do not know when
young loons begin to catch any fish) 32% had internal hooks.
Of those hooked, seven had just-recognizable "jigs,"
which are hooks with their shafts sunk in a bolus of lead in the
gaily painted disguise of a small fish. The hooks varied from
small to over 50mm long, from single to double, from shiny
new to rusty and crumbling, snagged anywhere from the upper esophagus to the inside of the gizzard. Three hooks had

migrated elsewhere, and almost half the hooks were broken
from rusting or had snapped from the strain on the line (Fig
45, 49, 55, 57).
Because so many hooks were accompanied by other
parts of the tackle, such as swivel, leader, clip, and even a spinner, there was no doubt that the hooks were acquired by chasing
and swallowing whole an already-hooked fish that was dragging the paraphernalia. Either the loons were snatching the
fish off a line, or catching it easily because the line had snapped
and the fish got away, weakened.
Loons have been reported taking newly-cast bait fish.
Two such stories were told to me by the fishermen, one who
ended up reeling in a strong, fighting loon and then hurriedly
cutting the line before the loon ended up in the boat.
An officer of the Ministry of Natural Resources said
that more than once he has cast a spoon that attracted a loon
out of nowhere. As soon as he saw it dive, he reeled in as fast
as possible, barely evading the loon. Then he pushed off to
fish elsewhere, as he said there wouldn't be any fish with a
loon nearby anyway.

The damage hooks do: punctures and ruptures of the
esophagus, proventriculus and gizzard and migration of
fishing gear

without any intervention! Bird metabolism is so rapid that healing is probably complete in a few days.
Rupture evidence has included curious knots of adhesions on the outside of the esophagus or gizzard (adhesions
occur when damaged internal tissues stick together unnatu-

Not surprisingly, loons that have swallowed a fish with fishhook are often mortally wounded by internal rupture caused
by the snagging in the esophagus/proventriculus and the violent jerking when the
trailing line catches on an underwater branch
or other obstacle. People have reported loons
struggling, apparently tethered to a spot,
though they often broke free under the terror of being approached. Perhaps the fish
itself might have been already tethered by a
broken line when the loon grabbed it. (How
fishermen hate to admit that their lines
break!)
What is surprising is the number of
our cases that showed on post-mortem - and
occasionally on X-rays too—that they had
survived such a rupturing for long periods,
perhaps years, and that their torn esophagus
or punctured gizzard had repaired itself perfectly. So far, I have found 17. Imagine a
human stomach rupturing, spilling dinner
into the abdomen and then healing itself
F i g 4 6 . # 4501. Necrotic abscess which contained the hook-tip

rally). These ruptures cause contents to fall out into airsacs.
The strongest evidence of these gastric spills are the strange
things I keep finding in the neighbouring airsacs outside the
alimentary tract, things that had been originally swallowed.
Pieces of fishing gear, pebbles, scales, fishbone bits, organic
lumps: there is no other way for such debris to arrive in an
airsac. Even if any bit were ever inhaled, it would soon be
jammed in the tiny bronchioles inside the lungs.
Amazingly, I have never found infection. Instead, each
foreign bit, even one of the hooks, had been 'doctored' and
neutralized by the body by being neatly wrapped in fine, pale
tissue either adhered to the outside of the g-i tract or suspended,
swinging gently in airspace by little strings of tissue, like a
spider packages a fly.
Though these loons had survived for some time following the rupturing (the organic matter was often well decomposed
and odourless) many were doomed because of the incapacitation and pain following such a violent and sickening event,
with the frequent development of such secondary deteriorating illnesses as pneumonia and aspergillosis, both accompanied
by waterproofing loss. Despite such a clean aquatic life away
from the fungal spores of the land, loons are very prone to
aspergillosis (Pg. 52-53). To make survival even less likely,
five of those hook-ripped were lead-poisoned, two had their
bodies entangled in line, and four had been shot as well, though
as I said before, being shot is quite likely unrelated.
Here are a few of those hook-rupture histories.
F i g 4 5 . Loon # 4501. Hook in abscess in left lung
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# 2587, adult female, August Fishline trailing from mouth,
jaw destruction horrible from rubbing of long line. Thin, severe respiratory distress, probably terminal. Euthanasia.
Post-mortem revealed a small double hook that had torn
through the upper esophagus and embedded near bronchi causing adhesions; one airsac was partly filled with yellowish
matter. There were crayfish legs in the gizzard, suggesting
searching out such easy-catch creatures near shore. The X-ray
also showed a shot near the elbow.
# 4501, adult male, June (Fig 45,46). Floating listlessly inshore, severe dyspnea, easily netted, dying. Euthanasia.
Post-mortem showed tissue-encased debris and pebbles scattered widely through abdominal airsacs as well as a thick
1.5mm blackened broken hook-tip encysted in a necrotic ball
near a lung. No rupture was seen. The interior was foul, with
airsacs so thick some were like pita-bread pockets filled with
green aspergillus mould. To top it off, this loon had been shot
too; a pellet remained in the flesh of a wing.

The mystery of# 6032, August: what caused this?
This adult female was seen with two other loons, thrashing
and bleeding, and died before she was lifted into the boat. She
had bled to death, for all her plumage was blood-soaked—
head neck, breast, belly, even wings. On X-ray the upper airsacs
were opaque with fluid. She was very thin. Thorough examination and skinning revealed no external wound, cut or
puncture, so she had haemorrhaged internally out the mouth.
On post-mortem, her whole body had bloody water in
it. Unless one knew what a liver should look like, it was unrecognizable -a brownish green lump with a rough surface. There
were several pebbles in her gizzard, as well as a length of rusty

....and straight lengths of metal
In many loons with fishing-gear, we have found straight lengths
of metal—as many as four in one bird— in various parts of
the abdomen. One would probably be the hook's shank, but
where there were more it was puzzling, even to a few fishermen who have examined the pieces. Some were stainless,
evidently broken clips (quite common) while many others were
rusted. A fishing guide once identified some rusty ones as
"parts of a bottom crawler for pike." The only certainty was
that they came with the fish, as in the following cases.

K g 47c. # 6OJL metal embedded in underside of
sternal tip. Actual size

9*+**l T>

Fig 47 a. # 6032. Waterlogged, metal shafts

F i g 471t» #6032. Metal shafts, clip.

ig 4 8 . X-ray of # 4674 (see photo Fig 42) and
tracing of faint head and neck showing sinker and
leader outside, line with clip in throat

F i g 4 9 . Starved loon with broken hook: shaft in upper esophagus, barb in gizzard. Vertical line is keel
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metal that might have been a hook shank, and half of a very
long steel snap; also remains of small crayfish, with the one in
the esophagus being whole and greenish, yet untouched by
gasric acid. It did not seem that she had been lead-poisoned,
as the inside of the gizzard was clean, yellowish and pliable
(see Pb). However, she had been ill before she was found exsanguinating (thin, old liver damage, crayfish).
Her X-ray showed more lengths of metal I couldn't
find despite a long, frustrating search so I finally removed the
liver and intestines and re-X-rayed them beside body, and thus
found the other half snap, embedded in the caudal end of the
sternum! It looked as if it was glued to the underside of the
bone, but it was actually tightly sandwiched under a very thin
layer of transparent tissue (Fig 47 a, b, c).
Though some foreign bodies such as quills and needles
are known to "travel" through mammalian bodies, this looked
as if it had arrived there by force: it suggested a collision,
probably a boat collision, that had ruptured the gizzard and
javellined the piece of previously swallowed steel right into
the sternal bone.

Luckily, the torso was still in the freezer, so I asked for it and
took it back to the clinic. No weight or wing-chord could be
taken, but the body was emaciated.
The X-ray was clear and upright, showing a large
number of pebbles in the gizzard and a lot of small ones scattered throughout the opposite side of the abdomen; there was
no metal (but then again there was no head or neck either). A
large amount of thin, dry caseation surrounded the trachaea
and the right side of the esophagus following a rupture which
had spilled the pebbles. Some were rolling freely in airsacs,
others had already been "sewn" into tissue and were hard to
find. Dorsally between the testes there was a large blood-clot,
probably from the ripping out of the hook.
The poor loon had finally died of massive secondary
aspergillosis, thick, cream-coloured, flourishing, with one airsac that could be entirely lifted out like pita-bread.
# 5391, juvenile, August Captured without much argument;
long line with two lead sinkers on it trailing from mouth. Finders, who were observant lake residents, cut the line short and
brought the loon. X-ray showed a 25mm long, fresh hook in

# 5042, adult male, August Very weak, bleeding from the
mouth, old cuts in mouth from trailing line, respiratory distress. Thin. Euthanasia. In the gizzard there was half a brass
clip attached to a swivel with sinkers and a leader 25mm long.
Some blackened pebbles and an old, greenish hook were found
in airsacs along with a long length of metal.
# 4046, adult male, July. This was a "land-lander" (see Pg.
44) indicated by his scraped, bleeding toes abraded by a rough
landing on the tarmac of lakeside parking-lot. He was a very
strong, healthy loon whose X-ray revealed half a clip in his
gizzard and further down, certainly out of the gizzard, there
was a 30mm long linear piece of metal, possibly a hook shank.
Whatever he had swallowed, his waterproofing was perfect
and he was in fighting-fit condition, agitated, striking so powerfully that he broke three vanes of an air-vent in the clinic
with one blow. Despite our inevitable bruises he was refreshing, after so many moribund loons. We managed to band him
and slip him back into the lake at once. How long ago had he
swallowed the gear and had a rupture or puncture? Why did
he land on the tarmac?
# 4161, 4409 both adult males. In these two other cases,
lengths of rusting metal had penetrated the gizzard completely;
it may be that the strong contractions were powerful enough
to have forced these slender shafts through the depth of the
entire gizzard muscle. As I have found fish-spines thrust
through the gizzard wall, it suggests that the gizzard may often be pricked and punctured and that the loon's body deals
with it routinely.
Back to the hook ruptures
# 4592, adult male, July. When Robin and I were having one
of our rare three-day vacations at Presqu'ile Provincial Park
(sometimes giving a lecture in return for a campsite) one of
the rangers told us of an adult loon that had recently died on
shore. The body had been decapitated and skinned for the Park.
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F i g 5 0 . Even this large chick (77s) in its second down has a
half-clip and a swivel and so must have swallowed a hook that got
ripped out. He separatedfromparents and died at the lake. Note
joint-spaces especially at knees and elbows

gizzard (shaft sliver-barbs were undamaged). Waterproofing fine.
Quite lively, but also tired and overheated—had been wrapped
in towel, weather 25° C and slightly humid; feet very hot. Blood
for lead assay later proved normal. Banded and released back at
site at once by finders; to be watched. The hook would probably
rust out.
# 5412, juvenile, two weeks later. Same lake. Another juvenile, probably the sibling of # 5391, as both had been observed
by loon-watching acquaintances that summer. Found yesterday
in distress with thin green line wrapped tightly around beak, lead
sinker and leader hanging outside. Our friends caught the loon
with difficulty, partly because of aggressive attendance of a parent, even though juvenile was almost full sized.
X-ray showed a large hook deep in esophagus, as well as
a shot in the neck. We tugged out a ball of line from inside the
throat, cut the dangling mess off and snipped the internal line
short; there was a raw lesion on lower jaw from rubbing. Eyes
still round, still good spirit. However, there was a worrisome
loss of waterproofing on the upper breast. Blood for lead assay
later showed a subclinical lead level not considered toxic by the
lab. After banding, the finders again hurried to return the juvenile to its family.
A month later, our friends reported watching one of the
adults catching crayfish, tossing them across water to one of
these big juveniles, who would dive to retrieve it; this repeated
at least six times. The other juvenile had disappeared, so one
had survived and one had died (though it might have been killed
by aspergillosis, another shot, or a fresh hooking).
Survival in the wild: an observer's report
Another loon that survived a hook and line was a female on her
nest who one day began to toss her head about in a distressed
way; loops of line sticking out of her beak could be seen with
binoculars. Of course nothing could be done. However she finished hatching her eggs, somehow managed to swallow the line
and behaved like a healthy parent again, backriding her chicks
and so on. Probably the hook disintegrated.
At Last! Living evidence of a heal
# 6084, adult, May. Seen today struggling in middle of lake
near this island, bobble visible on beak. Unable to dive; captured with net and brought quickly at 5 pm. Bleeding profusely
from the mouth, gasping, rasping, spraying blood trails whenever he shook his head to try to clear his trachaea; finders had so
much blood flung across their legs that it had run down into
their shoes. Hyperventilating. After being calmed under a towel
for a few minutes managed to X-ray, snip the six inches of protruding line off, then slid him into cold pool. Waterproofing was
perfect; this hooking was very fresh.
The X-ray revealed large hook mid-thorax with leader
and line visible, and higher in neck there was a clip and swivel.
Unpleasantly, we also saw a shot near the clavicle, with another
lower and a third in the lower pelvis. Who knows how long they
had been there! Calmed, respirations improved but loon continued to spray lines of fresh blood around pool walls until about 9
pm. Rested on mats near door all night, occasionally spraying
old, dark brown blood in smaller amounts.

Day 2. On mat, dozing at times, in water now and then, on
netting later in the day. Respirations much better but occasional
wet raspy sounds. No spray but a few bright spots of blood.
Day 3. Still some bright drops of blood. I added a dozen large
minnows to the pool, and he struck my hand very hard (good
sign!) Later made a few passes at the fish, killing four but not
swallowing any, but in the evening ate them all—about 130g
Day 4. Only two or three spots of blood today. Eyes not fully
round. On netting most of time. Snapped at new minnows but
again did not eat until evening, another 130g.
Day 5. A few drops of blood under netting during 24 hours;
about 260g minnows, along with six much bigger suckers. Managing about 330g a day now. The amount of fish he was eating
was far too little to sustain him normally, but he ate what his
painful throat could bear.
Day 6. No bleeding!
Day 8. Respirations look normal until handled for banding and
final X-ray when the loon seemed rather weak, with eyes still
not round. But wear patches starting on soles, so dare not keep
longer. On the other hand, his waterproofing is still good.
Banded and released back into his lake. In the last X-ray clip
and swivel now in gizzard and the hook is upside-down with
barb facing the opposite direction.
Thoughts about #6084. When comparing his two X-rays, both
taken simply resting on the cassette with his head where he
pleased, the neck shot is easily seen on the first, but completely
blanked out by natural overlying tissue 'whiteout' of headover-neck-over body on the second. This may be the case with
other loons whose X-rays revealed shot and half-hooks when
closely checked by reducing the surrounding brightness. I made
up different-sized frames of cardboard and it is amazing how
much more can be seen when the light is focused only through
certain areas at a time.
He was never weighed nor measured, because it would
have been added stress which might have aggravated the haemorrhage. After admission, we did not touch him again until
banding him for release. Like most loons, he was quite tolerant of me emptying and filling the pool, cleaning up blood,
adding fish, and so on; I made it clear I was minding my own
business and that my activities had nothing to do with his person. In turn, he rested quietly, watching.
Could not this healthy loon have survived those eight
days resting in the wild without the intervention, especially if
he had had a good store of fat? All we did was provide him
with snacks—while also adding the stress of captivity and depriving him of sunshine, family, real water, and choices.
Summary of our hooked loons
• Nearly all hooks that were found were proven associated with
other metal gear used in fishing "setups." Several hooks were
high in the neck
• Many hooks had broken in half, while others had rusted and
crumbled fairly quickly; cheaper mass-market hooks are made
with iron.24 Quite a number were not found at all, but who
fishes without a hook?
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• Some loons can survive the swallowed hook, though how
often full recovery finally takes place in the wild, we do not
yet know
• Two awful surgical removal attempts we watched were far
more damaging than the presence of the hook, and both loons
died post-operatively. As I watched, I saw that even under
anaesthetic, the gizzard had a life of its own, eerily clenching
and writhing. Perhaps a well-practised nonsurgical hook-removal technique for fresh hookings high in the esophagus is
possible, but we have not seen it, and anyway, the internal
ripping injuries have already taken place
• Our treatment for those hooked applies to nearly every loon:
either quick euthanasia for the terminally distressed, or if the
loon was still strong, we band and release it, usually within
the hour, back in its own lake, where its chances of healing
simply have to be better than in cramped, indoor, artificial
stresses of captivity. At least there is a small chance of finding
out some day. See Band Returns, Pg. 55
• Our spill-and-heal findings suggest that some, perhaps many,
loons can survive both the hook and a rupture as well. As each
care-giver does a post-mortem, this thought should remind
them to look carefully for objects transplanted from the gut.
Note that 45% of those with spills had no hook remaining,
which must have simply crumbled and been evacuated. There
is so much unknown
lead poisoning

used. (Other explanations would be welcomed!) Note that males
predominate in this study anyway; of 67% gender-proven 61%
were males, 39% were females. So for reasons unknown, we
have received a lot more males than females, which is a puzzle
in itself
• Most Pb poisoned loons were very thin and had been recently subsisting on shallow-water crayfish and dragonfly
nymphs. However, it is not so easy to recognize thinness in
loons without practice; their keels are not deep enough for the
pectoral "flesh" evaluation used in raptors, an X-ray can be
deceptive due to variations in contrast or level of penetration,
and without knowing the gender the weight does not mean
much. If they are proven anaemic that does not mean much
either, as anaemia invariably accompanies severe starvation,
and starvation is usually a later consequence of this poisoning.
Characteristics of the lead sinker in situ
Lead is both a heavy and a soft metal, and in a tough, mobile,
grinding gizzard the exterior roughness of the sinker's poured
factory mould is rubbed off, leaving a very smooth surface.
This produces quite a different kind of erosion than a piece of
lead in a soft, stretchy stomach that does not grind. A bullet,
most likely scavenged from a dead mammal that I removed
from a the stomach of a Bald Eagle was a large misshapen,
sharp-edged thing, eroded yet rough, because the gastric acids
had an etching action and the thin, stretchy stomach had no
grinding muscle.
In a loon's grinding gizzard, the matte, slate-coloured
lead sinker becomes rounded, much smoother than its usual

At least 22% of our admissions, young chicks excluded (again,
unknown when juveniles begin to catch their own fish). No
releases
Most of the Pb poisoned loons were dead or dying.
Among them were these common characteristics:
• They had a history of being seen for days floating listlessly
near the shoreline
• They could no longer fly or dive, and had either beached
themselves or could be easily picked out of shallow water
• They were gasping deeply for breath, about one gasp every
40-60 seconds. The mouth was forced open then at the gape
• They were "gentle" or "tame" or simply apathetic
• Their eyes were partly slitted even in our presence: they
were too ill to care
• They nearly all had heavy loss of waterproofing
• Each had swallowed a sinker, which on X-ray showed as a
brilliant, smoothed metal shape in the proventriculus or the
gizzard, making the pebbles look comparatively dim. In two
loons, the lead had been completely absorbed into the blood no sinker left—and the lead was proven by laboratory assay.
The rest of the sinkers weighed from lg to 21g. In the worst
poisoning proved by the ALA-d blood test, the dying loon had
two sinkers, with a total of 3g remaining
• All were adults, and at last count, males were 77% of the
total Pb poisoned loons. Males are larger and therefore eat
more, perhaps going for more, larger, or different fish. At
present I am wondering if males have a preference for fish
species that live at depths where sinkers are more commonly
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Fig 5 1 . # 3680. Proventriculus and gizzard share
the contents: crayfish and lead above, pebbles in both

fellow pebbles; the colourful paint on a jig disappears, and the
lead body underneath gets smaller and smaller. Those studying lead poisoning in loons have told me they too have seen
cases where a jig or sinker was used up completely. It doesn't
take much to permanently disable; even the smallest splitshot,
less than a gram, is fatal for a loon.
Unexpected were several of those "used" smoothed
sinkers in the glandular proventriculus. This suggests that the
mobility of the whole alimentary tract juggles items up and
down during digestion. The proventriculus, though stretchy
and not strongly muscular, often has pebbles in it as well.

knee, where the strong alkaline synovial fluid of the bursa was
slowly eroding the lead which was then being absorbed into
her system. She died, mainly from brain swelling, before the
cause was found. However, I doubt that this applies to birds.
Some of my case notes
# 2878, adult male, November (Fig 52). Beached. Thinnish.
Gasping, dying. Euthanasia. Lead sinker weighing 3g in gizzard. Also two very large shots in soft tissue, one in thorax,

Other lead characteristics: A scratch with a fingernail on the
lead leaves a bright silver line25 and if the lead is rubbed on a
hard, pale surface such as a countertop it draws a dark mark
like a coarse pencil. On X-ray it stands brightly out among the
pebbles. Once or twice, though, a small one has been hidden
behind a big pebble, unseen until a second X-ray.
How lead poisons
When the soft lead enters the gastro-intestinal system it descends to the active digestive area where the combination of
acid26 and gizzard grinding quickly wears off lead, which is
then absorbed into the red blood cells in the bloodstream as
soluble salts and transported around the body, accumulating in
and damaging the brain, the liver and kidneys.
Because lead and calcium have properties in common,
about 90% of the lead is stored in the bones along with calcium. In the body, things are never stationary, always in flux,
in transition. Minerals such as calcium are hourly being either
stored in, or taken from, bone in order to maintain essential
levels in the circulation. While stored in the bone the lead is
temporarily not toxic, but when calcium demand is increased,
calcium and lead together are mobilized from the bone, resulting in lead poisoning "from within".27
The presence of the lead not only damages parts of the
nervous system, especially swelling in the brain, but it interferes with the oxygen in the haemoglobin of the red blood cells,
causing anaemia. Pb poisoned blood cells show basophilic stippling. In the kidneys, normal reabsorption of important nutrients
from the fluid that is becoming urine is inhibited, causing their
loss. Healthy kidney tissue finally becomes fibrous, leading to
kidney failure and death.
Comment about absorption. Lead only poisons the organism
when it enters the circulation, usually by being swallowed and
getting eroded by gizzard and stomach acid. Small, stealthy
effects are also caused by inhalation, or absorption through
the skin. When lodged in other tissue such as muscle, it rests
in relatively neutral tissue and scar tissue forms around the
bullet; lots of people, mammals and birds (including loons)
carry old lead shot in their bodies for years. This is why surgeons usually leave bullets in situ unless they are causing
trauma that is detrimental to life of the person or animal.
There are rare exceptions. On an American medical
TV documentary there was a woman who, over a five-month
period, was being chronically poisoned by a lead bullet in her

F i g 5 2 . # 2878. Large rough shot above, large
smooth sinker below
another in a wing, though neither looked fresh or related to
critical condition.
# 3652, adult male, August (Fig 53). DOA. Thin. Some loss
of waterproofing but good soles. Alimentary tract stuffed full;
bulge evident on X-ray, and there were delicate outlines of
snails and crayfish even in neck. Post-mortem showed a trace
fat under abdominal skin. Esophagus crammed with partly digested fishy-smelling matter and many crayfish bits already
reddening. Gizzard only contained a few pebbles, the end of a
small black and shiny fish-hook not yet rusted, a frizzle of
fishline, and a sinker, like a thick large coin—22mm diameter,
5mm thick, 21g.
# 3680, adult male, September (Fig 51). Beached. Gasping
desperately. Thin. Dying. Euthanasia. Though quite rolled on
the cassette, the unusual aspect of the X-ray was that the proventriculus and the gizzard were defined by crayfish, pebbles
and a sinker. Usually only one part or the other is the container
at the time of the X-ray, though as I mentioned before, they are
all part of the same mobile digestive tube.
# 5042, adult male, August (Fig 54). Very weak, cuts from
line and blood in the mouth, gasping. Thin. X-ray showed
30mm straight length of metal in abdomen, and gear in gizzard. Post-mortem revealed leader 25mm long, two bell sinkers

35

underwater and blew bubbles. Waterproofing loss slight and
even all over body.
On post-mortem there was a large Fallopian tube, large
receding ovary, no fat, organs relatively healthy except for gizzard which was dark and slimy green internally; the pebbles,
clip, and lead bell sinker were saved. Small tissue-wrapped
amounts of debris were in mesentery outside the proventriculus. Upper half of broken hook turned out to be resting in
mesentery too, among the intestines, and it was a sturdy shiny
half that didn't look as if it would break easily. No sign of the
barbed end.

F i g 5 3 . # 3652. Well-stuffed proventriculus and
largest sinker, probably home-poured
of different shapes 19mm x 9mm, 5g, and 10mm x 6mm, 2g,
plus half a clip (the brass crosspiece going green) attached to
a swivel, along with a few fishbones and scales. Scattered in
airsacs through the abdominal cavity were blackened pebbles
and an old greenish hook, proof of a rupture. Liver not very
healthy. Fair amount of fluid in pericardial sac. Whitish testes, about 15mm, mature. Some flukes in mouth.
Post hoc. I didn't find the long piece of metal, so it
must have ended up like the piece rammed into the sternum of
# 6032; at that time it never occurred to me to look there.
# 6328, adult female, June (Fig 55). Had been beached; dying. Eyes slitted, deep gasping about one a minute causing
mouth to gape at corners with effort. In pool, beak hung limply

# i)]A Sinker, clip, short shaft in gizzard; half a
hook in intestines

.
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F i g 5 4 . # 5042. Two pieces of lead and clip in gizzard; long metal shaft outside gizzard
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Note: The os pubis ends were overriding and very flexible,
easily widened with fingers; so this is how those large eggs get
through that narrow gap.
# 5069, adult male, September (Fig 57 a, b). Lifted into boat
with very little protest. Gasping, sides of mouth grey with saliva, eyes half open. Very large heavy loon just starting moult—
sprinkle of head feathers beginning to escape and body plumage loose. Good waterproofing: first time in 13 lead-poisoned
loons. Euthanasia. Blood then taken. Post-mortem showed reasonably healthy interior. No fat. White testes. Gizzard was green
and blackish, hardened, with many pebbles and a leader as
well as a worn, small ovate lead sinker 5mm x 10mm, lg. Half
a hook—the barbed half, clean and sharp—was among the intestinal coils, neatly bundled in tissue like a spider's fly. Rest
must have broken off and been hauled out with the line.
A fishing guide's opinion : "# 2 long shank, # 7 swivel
wire leader. Setup for pike. 8-lb test monofilament." ALA-d
ratio 3.75, lead-poisoned. Of course.
# 6382, adult male, August (Fig 56). Reported run over by jet
ski, but not injured by it—already dying. Deeply gasping, eyes
slitted with nictitating membrane closing often, head hanging,
dry gray foam collected at gape. Dreadfully weak. Euthanasia.
Bird in fine condition with good waterproofing and soles
undamaged. On post-mortem the gizzard was empty except
for pebbles and a capsule-shaped sinker. Airsacs opaque and
rather tough, and one small white spot near lung suggestive of

<ig to / b. Amid the pebbles is a shiny clip; at the tip of the forceps, the
sinker. As the title-card shows, I didn't know a clipfroma leader in those days

aspergillosis starting. Lungs reasonable. Testes oval, bluish.
Liver looked a good, dark colour. Pancreas obvious.

Fig 5 7 a. # 5069. Sinker, clip in gizzard; broken half hook migrated into intestinal coils
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W h a t to do if you think vou have a
lead-poisoned loon
Until a miracle medicine is found, the following is the only reasonable and compassionate treatment:
• recognition of symptoms of terminal illness and lead toxicity.
An X-ray will show the sinker in situ28 which can be done or
repeated after death. The X-rays are then available to be shown
at lectures, or photographed for publication
• prompt and peaceful euthanasia
• post-mortem study to at least retrieve the lead, prove its composition, then label and save it as proof. I am often asked to
show them, to send lists of the weights, sizes and types to groups
fighting to ban lead sinkers (see A Futile Campaign, Pg. 39). It
is an important responsibility to see that no loon's death is wasted
• label and freeze the body so that it can be sent to a laboratory
for the highest level of investigation—actual measurements of
lead stored in the liver, kidneys, and bone. Or at least send it to a
museum for DNA and where the corpse will be used
• If there is a someone familiar with the extra precautions needed
to avoid clotting bird blood—which (at least for the ALA-d test)
needs much more attention than mammal blood— and there is a
researcher wanting the data, it is good to have a blood sample
taken, which can be fast-frozen for lead assay. One test, called
ALA-d, measures the amount of free lead in the blood by calculating the ratio of an enzyme in the haeme that is inhibited by the
lead.29 If a frozen body is sent to a researcher, the lead in organs
such as the liver and kidneys can be measured. But most labs are
not set up to do it, and most such projects are being carried out in
universities

?ig 5 6 . # 6j8i Large oval sinker in gizzard

An unusual, pain-free way to take a blood sample
Here I want to share with you a surprise I accidentally discovered during the three years I had a contract to provide histories, blood
and/or bodies to Dr. Anthony Scheuhammer, a researcher doing lead, mercury and selenium studies at the Canadian government's
National Wildlife Research Centre. I had to learn to take the blood samples from loons whether they were strong and healthy or
weak and dying, and though instructed to use the brachial vein I soon found the bare tarsus a much more manageable site—loons
desperately don't want to be turned on their backs—and the loon could just rest on the treatment table with a leg hanging over the
edge and let me get on with it; if he had to be held it was an easy position, but if the stick did not hurt I have managed by myself.
So there was bare skin, little argument, less blood being spilled that was mine (healthy beak-stabs really penetrate; one even once
went right through my rubber boot.) But there was always the bird's pain and fear caused by the needle-jabs, which I hated, so that
whenever possible I took the sample while the bird was losing consciousness during the course of euthanasia.
One day, about to begin the usual loon-wrestling, I tried an off-the-wall idea. I prepared two syringes and two tubes identically, rinsing all four thoroughly with the same fresh heparin solution and labelling them "A" and "B." I then inflicted one last
painful indignity on a loon dying of lead poisoning, taking sample "A," and later during the post-mortem, I much more easily took
sample "B" from a very large hepatic vein leading up into the right lobe of the liver (Pg. 50 and Fig 67b).
The lab results: "A" had clotted uselessly as often happened, but "B" from the dead bird was perfect! The lab scolded me
over wasting a sample (and their time testing it, I suppose) but they missed the exciting point: usable blood samples can be drawn
from birds freshly dead—maybe even deader than that—thus avoiding the pain and struggle for both taker and takee. Everyone
working with living creatures should be constantly aware of the terror and hurt that such tests inflict on them, and try to avoid it
whenever possible.
The implications have great application for studies involving blood taking. And this is a really big vein in loons, often
tensely full: the first time I came upon it, I thought it was a giant aneurysm. It is an ideal site because it isn't necessary to hack one's
way up the long bony sternum to find the big vessels of the heart.
Some time later, I found some other researchers taking dead bloods too, even in raptors.

Treatment?
The diagnosis of lead-poisoning may prompt a grab for a bottle of neutralizing compound such as EDTA. This is intended
to neutralize the lead that is circulating in the blood stream,
but there are dangers. If the state of health is uncertain (as in a
creature with which one is unfamiliar) Pb poisoning should be
proven first, which takes money and time. I know little about
aggressive medical treatments that are used for waterfowl, but
I am quite sure that for loons, only caught when they are already critically damaged by the toxin, trying to treat them would
be useless and cause much suffering. If, as in the case of 25/27
lead-poisoned loons we have seen and autopsied so far, there
was a sinker seen on X-ray and the bird was obviously very ill,
it was too late for treatment.
With our first Pb-poisoned loon we were instructed to
give an injection of EDTA, and the loon died immediately. In
humans, "[A brand]...is capable of producing toxic and potentially fatal effects" mainly by further damaging the kidneys,
reads the Compendium of Pharaceuticals and Specialities,
1991. When an early-poisoning-stage creature is treated with
these chelating injections, usually EDTA30 the (intended) improvement in signs and symptoms is due to a temporary respite
caused by the reduction of that 10% circulating lead in the
blood, but the lead still in the bones is unaffected. There it is
stored, sometimes for long periods, without provoking new
symptoms. Pb poisoning recurs again and again over months
and years because all the lead is never mopped up.
In the brain, some lead is stored too, but it cannot
recirculate back into the main bloodstream and so is 'trapped'
resulting in long-lasting or permanent signs and symptoms. In
industry, lead-affected workers, clumsy and lethargic, often
get a pension; in homes, children's IQs shrink,31 in the wild,
brain-slowed loons just die.
All birds are not equal
.... and certain aggressive treatment regiemes developed for
dabbling ducks and swans are, in my view, simply not applicable to loons. Studies have been done involving deliberate
lead-poisoning followed by attempts at treatments using penned
waterfowl—hardy, relatively tame, at home on land, easy to
feed, easy to care for, easy to study. Some veterinarian articles
have encouraged the treatment of lead poisoning and advocate
aggressive therapy, and it may be appropriate in certain species. One of the therapies32 took up to six weeks and included
both lots of i/m and i/v injections, tubing and a gastric lavagecolonoscope procedure, yet no statistics were given to indicate
its outcome or whether the birds were ever released.
None of this applies to loons. It is unimaginable to consider trying to capture healthy loons for experimentation, and
hopeless, even cruel, to inflict aggressive treatments on those
dying from Pb toxicity, whose brains, systems and organs are
already permanently damaged. Much of this damage can be
found on autopsy.
A futile campaign?
When confronted with the one deadly aspect that they could
wipe out altogether, the lead sinkers, the reaction of the an-

glers is a curious combination of disbelief, dismissiveness and
denial. One fishing-camp manager told me that if I could prove
that fish were being poisoned by lead sinkers, then the fishermen would take interest! Outdoor sport TV programs and
magazines rarely give it mention, and though the Canadian
government passed a bill it was a feeble, piecemeal approach,
banning sinkers "50g or less in Federal Parks," which allows
all the larger sinkers for trolling for walleye etc, and knowledgeable fishermen say that not much fishing is done in Federal
parks anyway.
Though some anglers have agreed that a few simple
changes in fishing practices would make a great difference to
wildlife, the majority do not see themselves in the frame at all
and the greatest devotees wax passionate, even angry, when
culpability is inferred. One sickly fisherman has been writing
whining letters everywhere for years trying to make groups
like ours out to be the culprits, printing such nasty lies and
spoiling their fun. I am left with the impression that fishermen
want to go on with their pleasures without any interference,
especially from the regulations of the government or the urgings
of non-fishing laywomen.
So for three years I teamed up (the government prefers
the more cautious term "collaborating," which sounds like spy
stuff to me) with Dr. Scheuhammer, as I mentioned. His papers, published by a male, lab-coated PhD, are sure to have
more impact, though their dryness makes them slow going and
the government follow-up avoided taking a stand on the issue
despite the evidence.
Though we never met, we once saw each other on a
short lead-sinker documentary on the CBC TV's The National;
my bit was in our clinic, showing X-rays and gizzard contents,
with a dead loon on my treatment table, and Tony's bit was in
his laboratory, showing the assay techniques, with a dead loon
on his treatment table (one of mine—I recognized the toe-tag.)
Then the interviewer, who had the most expansive segment in the documentary, chatted with three fishermen. The
first was disbelieving: "Such a remote chance, like a needle in
a haystack." The second was dismissive: "The chance of it
happening maybe what, two to three times a year?" And the
third was disputing: "Yeah, but there are all kinds of pollutants in the water that are as bad or worse." These are direct
quotes from the video-taping done in August, 1996.
Angler's defence
Here is the commonest defence we all hear from anglers: "But
the statistics show that only a few loons die of lead poisoning." They are correct is pointing out that even the most
productive and well-done studies produce only two-digit figures. But the anglers are looking at the problem back to front.
No one can argue that lead is fatal when swallowed and anglers use sinkers made of lead. It has and is being repeatedly
proven that loons swallow fish with lead sinkers and die of it.
The statistics look feeble because so few loons are garnered to
be checked at all; researchers who don't get much, can't give
much. The scarcity of evidence is caused by the tiny number of
people who respond correctly to a dead or dying loon. And the
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LEAD SWALLOWED* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
**********************************
ILLNESS NOTED
***********
DYING OR DEAD: PICKED UP
****
TAKEN TO APPROPRIATE AUTHORITY
*
AUTHORITY ANTICIPATES & PROVES LEAD, PUBLISHES REPORT
anglers are in the best position to observe—out on the lake for
hours—and to help—with a boat and nets—if they care to do
so. But we don't see them at our door.
Every year, just at our rural centre amid dozens of lakes,
we log many distressing reports from people who have seen
sick loons on their lake. They won't, don't or can't, act. The
loon gives up the ghost and disappears. Another invisible death.
No body. No evidence. No proof.
Since our first proven lead-poisoned loon in 1987, I
have worked hard digging into corpses to provide proof so
that statistics can be produced to convince anglers of the simple solution they can provide -just don't use lead sinkers!—
and for influential groups such as government bodies to publish and act on; the simple solution they can provide—just
ban the sale of lead sinkers.
Besides the federal lab contract, I gave over sixty lectures (before getting tired of preaching to the converted) wrote
and published dozens of loon articles and photographs in venues varying from local newspapers and lake associations
newsletters to glossy Ontario Out of Doors and Fly Fisherman and Cottage Life magazines, as well as a fair number of
'loon' columns during my eleven and a half years as a freelance columnist in the Kingston Whig-Standard, the city's
(then) only daily newspaper. I continue to quiz every visitor
about lead use in their family or friends, giving away signs to
post at popular fishing sites, newsletters about loon-lead
mortalities, free packets of nontoxic sinkers, and information
where they can be bought (very few places). Bait shops say no
one asks for them, that they would have to be specially ordered, that they cost four times as much.
I have dutifully appeared on TV and radio repeatedly,
sometimes lugging my loon skeleton and precious gizard-bags
(Fig 58) clear plastic envelopes containing the laundered contents of each dead loon's gizzard. As those bags were pushed
into the hands of reluctant fishermen or passed from person to
person in an audience, it was obvious that those contents had
a greater impact than anything I said. There, in their hands,
they held the small gray instrument of death, often with its
accompanying tackle, and they recognized it.
Yet even those anglers that nod and give lip-service are
evasive, saying it is hard to understand how a hook could get
in a loon, that lines don't break, especially not after a fish has
been hooked, and certainly not their lines; and lead sinkers
are a puzzle too, but they suppose they are grubbed up off the
lake floor. If that were so, I'd like to ask who put them there!
Save it!
This is a reminder to all those working with birds, and with
lead-poisoned loons in particular, to make a routine of physi-

F i g 5 8 . Just ten of our gizzard bagsfromleadpoisoned loons. The lead is on the left, the pebbles
and line on the right

cally saving the findings. Ideally, all that has to be done is to
have the loon X-rayed first to prove the presence and location
of the sinker and other gear. If no X-ray is available, just do
the post-mortem anyway; check the gonads, snip out the gizzard and proventriculus, open and empty the contents into a
sieve at the sink, rinse, dry, pour into ziplock bag and label.
Fishermen have been surprised to recognize fishing "setups,"
government committees have requested exact weights and
measurements of our sinkers, photographs of bags have been
circulated. If each of us contributes such proof, who knows? It
may finally have a positive outcome.
After being compassionate to the dying loon, this is the
most positive thing we loon-workers can do to make up for
that needless death.
Save it!

loons run over by boats?
a guess: about 11% of ours
Unfortunately it is not uncommon for loons of all ages to be
run over, often with intent, which has characteristic results as
they try to dive down to safety. Though only one witness reported a collision, we have had about 16 very-likelys, including
a very small chick that was acting normally with parents as
some boaters passed (friends of ours, very respectful of loons)
going down the lake. On the way back, the chick was dying.
Suspicious findings:
• any dorsal-surface injury, including the skull, back and wing,
particularly lacerations, probably from propellers
• tarsal or toe cuts or amputations
• paraplegics—broken backs and/or scapulae
• massive internal haemorrhages from smashed livers
•elbow dislocations and any fractures not apparently caused
by shot
• Very suspicious- any of the above in unflighted loons
Differential diagnosis: shot, hard land-landings, ventral fight
wounds, haemorrhage from internal hook-ripping. In DOAs a
thorough search is needed for broken spines or pelvises and
g-i spills.
Question: can boat collisions cause internal bursting of full
esophagus or ejection of metal shafts from the g-i tract as in
loon # 6032 (Fig 47)? Collision with cars or windows have
popped crops externally in raptors and grouse, but these crops
are high, thin and exposed, and were probably all hit head-on.
Loons being run down are not likely to be facing the boat.
My notes on some of the suspicious cases
• 3027, second-year, August (Figs 6,7). Beached. Feisty, striking, good waterproofing. In remigial moult. Balance problem;
rolls over so head is under water. X-ray showed no metal.
Caught live fish easily. Kept a week, improved, but still occasional "Untied." Difficult to assess in small pool and afraid to
keep longer for fear of loss of waterproofing, so banded and
released. Without any sign of shot, brain-damage in a loon that
cannot fly is very suspicious.
• 6354, juvenile, July (Fig 23). Back broken. So violent was
the collision that not only was the scapula broken, but a vertebra was knocked right out of place, which I have never seen
before in the sixty I have examined so far.
• 6213, juvenile, July. "Body found floating belly-up. Skull
crushed inward like a soft ping-pong ball. 930g was all that
was left now and the blood was still running from its mouth
after thawing so probably at least lOOOg originally. Sternum
like a thin layer of soft rubber—very easy to cut with scissors.
Liver is very large on the young and this one was crazed—
fragmented into dozens of pieces still in place. Gizzard healthy
with fine fishbone debris. Bluish testes quite noticeable hanging in tissue. X-rays very interesting because of the big joint

F i g 5 9 . # 6273. Waterlogged with haemorrhage in every
airsac
spaces. Death almost certainly caused by collision with watercraft."
# 4009, adult male, July. Ugly fracture that had nearly amputated the tarsus; dying foot. Deep laceration higher on leg too.
Busy lake. Loon in fine condition otherwise.
# 6273, adult male, April (Fig 59). "Body seen floating bellyup for six days, mistaken for a buoy. Very large adult, good
condition. Loss of some skin on tarsi and feet from maceration. Well-washed 22mm-diameter ragged tear midback
between tips of scapulae, shallow, not penetrating, and 80mm
well-washed dorsal tear over humeral bone which was fully
exposed but undamaged, ditto muscles. Head seemed swollen
but nothing unusual found when opened. Waterlogged plumage, but real waterproofing still very good in the middle breast
and belly. Wet weight 6900g! Washed off loose matter, partially dried bird, then three X-rays—all opaque as body was
full of water. Only findings were pebbles in gizzard. Mouth
uninjured, but dribbling blood.
"Post-mortem showed very small amount of fat under
skin. Massive haemorrhage in every airsac; blood seemed undiluted, liver perfectly intact. Pericardial sac full of blood. Two
small dark free lumps of old, organic matter out of g-i tract on
right side, largest 8mm diameter. Gizzard 160g, clean, healthy,
yellowish pliable rugae, fishbones, pebbles and many tiny straw
and brown patterned beetles (could they have entered his mouth
after death?) Testes like large capsules attached to tissue either
side of surface of large hepatic vein. All tissues about the same
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shade of dull, washed pink. Impression: healthy loon suffering immediate death from collision on midback and shoulder.
Fight ruled out—no wounds ventrally, neck perfect. Weight
when body somewhat drier still 6575g, largest ever."
#4311 was the most unusual 'boat prospect,' a dying female
with a severe head deformity and internal haemorrhage. See
Pg. 51-52.
shot
Of all loons past the downy stage, 20% were proven shot.
Several others may have been missed: some shots are throughand-through and leave no provable mark. In our early days,
when we only had small film, heads and necks flopped off the
cassettes, but the museum that skinned the loons at that time
reported finding some pellets under the skin of the head and
neck, so realizing that loons are often shot above the waterline,
we began to add separate head-neck films. Of all those proven
shot, 12% had pellets found in these abovewaterline areas. Now on large cassettes the
heads of the living squatting undisturbed are
retracted above the S-curved neck, creating
a three-layer superimposition where shots are
faint to see. Of those proven shot, 24% were
released.
Though shots cannot be proven without an X-ray (very rarely on post-mortem)
their presence is merely academic. They may
have been incurred months or years ago, and
many loons carry shotgun pellets in their bodies and appear unaffected by them.
Shot need not be removed unless it is
discovered immediately beneath the skin,
which means it could surface and perhaps be
swallowed while preening. Even in people,
shotgun pellets are usually left in (but see
Comments about absorption, Pg. 35).

6 1 . # 2185 as he arrived at the clinic. Huge bubble of subcutaneous emphysema over
lower back

Coco
4 » ?
Doc to W 3
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Case histories of particular interest
# 4779, juvenile, December (Fig 60). Very small male. Over
16 lead pellets and fragments in beak, head, neck, thorax, leg
etc. Weighed, X-rayed, examined; weakened and thin, but respirations were normal. Kept overnight. I helped him swallow
a small fish next morning but suddenly he was desperately
gasping, so he was given euthanasia. Puzzling.
On post-mortem I found an extensive, thin layer of very
dark, hard necrotized tissue under the scalp, extending deeply
into the skull mostly behind the right ear (Fig 60). However,
of the four shots in the neck, one had made a neat circular hole
through one side only of the trachaea, marked by an upsidedown feather33 shoved through the hole (it's easy to examine
the trachaea—pull it free or even take it out). It occurred to me
later that during the handling and struggling, the pellet, lightly
stuck to the inside the trachaea, had been jogged loose and had
fallen into a bronchus. We have had four or five cases in other
species of sudden violent dyspnea and even death following
inhalation of a food fragment.

6 0 . # 4779. Necrotic matter on the skullfrombeing shot
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# 2185, adult male, July (Fig 61,62). Noted by a cottager for
some days floating listlessly in the same area. He was hindered in diving by an enormous 90mm-diameter bubble of
subcutaneous emphysema34 that covered most of his lower
back; there was about a pint of air forced unnaturally under the
skin from a ruptured airsac. Clearly this had troubled him for
some time, for he had pecked and worn the area until most of
the covering feathers were merely stubble. By the time he was
captured, he was critically thin and ill, and he died that night.
Slides, a quick video-taping and an X-Ray of each end
of his long body were taken, and to our surprise (this was one
of our early loons) the composite revealed four rather large
shotgun shots scattered close to the midline of the body, and in
his gizzard there was an old rusty, fish-hook broken in two. At
least one shot had penetrated an airsac and created the giant
bubble.

But the cause of final capitulation was severe aspergillosis which
thickly wallpapered both the ruptured airsac and the false one
hugging his back. His delicate stretchy airsacs, which normally
should resemble large translucent soap-bubbles, were now stiffly

Fig 6 2 . # 2185. The flourishing XfffgUu colonies on the nside of the

# 6456, adult female, November. Unexpected ammunition.
Found in the morning on a damp road. Wing very floppy because of great separation of bones. Humerus was fractured
midshaft, a single spiral break, but I could feel a spike of something poking out of the skin near the
fracture, yet X-rays did not register the
thing. It turned out to be a 31 x 11 mm piece
of rotting wood jammed inside the flesh,
parallel to the humerus and enveloped in
caseation.
Two bow hunters allowed that it
was most likely a piece of arrow. I was told
that arrows are metal-tipped but these ends
may break off on impact, allowing the wood
to continue forward as the projectile; and
some hunters retrieve the tipless arrow,
sharpen and reuse it.
That same summer, many kilometres away, another bow-hunter's target was
watched by several people, swimming about
for weeks with an arrow stuck through a
wing like an antenna. Though some attempts
were made, he could dive too well to be
caught, though he could not fly. The unfortunate loon finally disappeared.

skin of his back
yellowed and solidly encrusted with the flourishing, colourful
colonies of mould. Such debilitating trauma provides ideal habitat for the opportunistic growth of the ubiquitous aspergillus
fungus.
# 1528, second year, remigial moult, July (Fig 63). Beached himself, ill, weak. Died second day—aspergillosis. A shot was wedged
right inside the right pelvic bone, having first gone through a kidney, spraying bone chips into it. I have the skeleton still.
A curiosity is the seven irregularly-shaped holes in the sternum, smoothed by bony regrowth. Four are 2-3mm and roundish,
one oval, and a larger comma-shaped one looks quite a lot like a
beak entry. Could these have been related to a fight, or to shot, or
were they some kind of growth deformity?
It is not often that I take off all the pectorals to inspect the
bone, so such holes may be more common, but they looked unnatural. I found another small healed hole in the sternum in a
female dying of internal haemorrhage, cause unknown, and have
seen one or two occasionally in the sternums of Great Blue Herons too. However, perhaps they are not significant.
# 3844, adult, April. A 3mm-diameter shot in middle of head on
a cranial-caudal view (from under chin to top of head) with two
more in neck, but loon strong and apparently unaffected. Some
waterproofing loss present but had been at least a day out of water in an animal clinic—that would do it. Released same lake on
day of admission with a shot-fractured radius. As discussed in
the section on treatment, wings are not used to chase fish, and in
about two weeks it would be healed.

F i g 6 3 . # l p l Sternum with holes. (The thin caudal end curled
while I was boiling it. Scotch tape holds it upright on the scanner)
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land-landings and ice-outs
land-landers were 33% of our flighted admissions
A frequent and puzzling behaviour: why ?
When you consider that except mating or at the nest, a healthy
"feathered fish" should never be on land, this earthly thump
is a potential death sentence. The heavy-bodied Common
Loon can neither fly from the earth nor walk on it, and
though humping along for a short distance is possible, it
soon abrades the soles. This is when the finder excitedly
reports, "A loon with two broken legs!" Because they expect all birds to stand up, and of course, a loon cannot—
like the Little Mermaid, it is the price to pay for being such
a superb diver.
Yet there are several witnessed accounts of loons
being found away from their medium, particularly on roads;
I call them land-landers. We have had 32 Common Loons
and Two Red-throats (much smaller, lighter loons which
can stand for a few steps and fly from land if forced to).
There is a small chance that a loon found on a road
near water might be leaving a frozen lake where there is
not enough water to taxi off, or be leading chicks overland
from a low-level lake to higher-level one nearby. Given
how frequently we alter lake levels to suit our own preferences, and the variations in rainfall, these appear to be more
or less natural causes.
A prevalent theory is that they mistake shining, wet,
paved asphalt for water. This seems a possibility in rare reports of more than one stranded, perhaps encouraged by a
leader. Several loons were once described on a highway during an early spring snowstorm35 yet one wonders how such
sharp eyes and brains could allow such a fatal mistake.
Our own experiences have been with single strandings,
occasionally related to a thunderstorm, heavy rain, or a foggy
night, and a flooded field. At least seven landed early in the
morning. But it is hard to understand mud puddles, ditches, a
baseball diamond, skating rink, two bridges and all those dry,
fine-weather landings (see table Pg. 45). These inappropriate
sites of about 75% of land-landers suggest that they were injured, ill, or visually or cerebrally clouded, perhaps by small
accumulations of mercury, selenium, PCBs, etc. In five loons
we found evidence—shotgun pellets, hooks, a fishing swivel
and a lead sinker. Severe weather would leave them flying
blind; they may well become fatigued, and then again, who
knows? Maybe birds get a headache or a charley-horse just as
we do.
These findings provide a set of questions to ask of each
new case: what sort of surface? What time of day? What kind
of weather? Where, geographically? For example, loons in
winter plumage have been found dead on highways in the
southern U.S. But in each case it would be fascinating to know
why did they land at all?
Of our land-landers, 77% were banded and released by
the second day (Day 2). This small cross-section suggests that
many were probably reasonably healthy. Some did not seem
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fully well, but without a strong reason for euthanasia, we
thought their best chances were back into their own world as
quickly as possible (early ones we didn't know how to evaluate were sometimes kept overnight and released on Day 2).
Those with fresh injuries showed how jarring the impact with
the ground must have been for a body designed to land on
water.

64. # 4424. Smashed elbow of land-lander

Case histories of some land-landers
# 4424, adult male, May (Fig 64). Found in the yard of a
concrete factory at least a kilometre from the nearest lake. Really terrible dislocation, wing inside-out over back, split open,
foul and swollen. Thin, feet not worn, large amount of beaktip
broken off. Euthanasia. ALA-d ratio 1.45, normal. Healthy findings internally. Power-wire?
# 4161, adult male, August (Fig 65). Found on dirt road, at
least 3 km from nearest loon-possible water. Foggy night, transmission towers and many power wires nearby. Very soiled with
earth, eyes not round, not feisty, hardly bothered to nip when
handled, no waterproofing. X-ray showed an arrowhead-shaped

Fig 6 5 . # 4161 sinker, pebbles, and four lengths of metal

Fig 66. LAND-LANDERS EXAMINED AT, OR REPORTED T O , A.C.R.F.
CAS560
979
1047
1655
1719
2353
2649
2912
3126
3174
3514
3781
3921
3945
4012
4046
4161
4332
4424
4625
4756
4958
5091
5485
5502
5572
5792
>1

M/DAY

SITE FOUND

09/09
12/14
05/11
10/15
04/28
11/24
11/09
12/19
12/27
05/03
06/12
11/27
06/10
07/03
07/13
07/13
08/17
12/24

flooded field

05/13
08/05
11/11
06/29
09/21
11/28
12/22
04/30
01

07/03
05/01
08/25
05/12
05/11
07/01
6410 08/30
09/12
?

6070
6170
6279

Queensway (4-lane highway, Ottawa)
paved highway
dirt road
witnessed coming from ditch
bush country far from water
small muddy puddle in field
road, surface unknown
skating rink in Toronto
orchard; water not far away
gravel rd 8 am after rainstorm
u
baseball diamond
dry asphalt road
dry road
country parking-lot in am
dirt road after a foggy night
am; road near Lk Ont (still open)
yard of concrete factory, am
road, am
in field
dirt road
laneway

AGE EX
HY U
HY U
AHY U
AHY
AHY
AHY
AHY
AHY
AHY
AHY
HY
AHY
AHY
AHY
AHY
AHY
HY
AHY
AHY

U
U
M
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
M
F
M
U
F

PROBLEM BEFORE?

—

reported ; loon not seen by us

*

taken first to another centre

Fx

fracture

END

ood in mouth. Toes bleeding

rel 1
rel 2
rel 2

old Fx radius-ulna shot

hook in esophagus. Thin
not fully well

shot
hook, swivel in gizzard
sinker, hook, ruptured eso
aspergillosis
old healed Fx tarsus
*

cataract

frozen puddle in field
back yard
deep, wet ditch
road
road, 8 am after thunderstorm
main bridge to Prince Ed.County, 9 am AHY U
9 am: main highway, after rain
AHYU
main highway
AHY U
railway tracks
main road Kingston, 8 am
U U
gravel drive, 4pm. sunny
AHYU
dry paved country road, 1pm sunny
AHY U
phone call: on bridge nr Niagara
U U

SOME IMPACT INJURIES

rel 1
rel 2
coracoid damage, int. haem
euth 1
toes bleeding
rel 1
rel 2
rell
rel 1
Fx radius/ulna/clav/toe./beaktip rel 17
rel I
rel 1
broken beaktip, toes bleeding
rel 1
«n
toes bleeding
euth 1
toes bleeding
rel 1
islocelbow, Fx radius
euth 1
rell
euth 1
rel 1
disloc coracoid, Fx keef sternum euth I
rel 1
rel 1
pectoral &• femoral dam. Haem euth 6
rel 1
g toe
rel 1
wM
roadburn feet

rei

'
rel 1

umatic blindness
old healed tear 1 web
(put into lake)
(finder put loon in lake)
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sinker and four metal pieces. On post-mortem some airsacs
were thickened at site where longest shaft had partly exited
the gizzard; interior of the gizzard was mucky, foulish and
black-brown with lining separated and a clear hole through
lining and muscle. The rupture spill contents were well walled
off in neat small lumps. Feet had flat wear patches from exiting water frequently.
# 3126, adult, Dec. 27. Landed on a skating-rink in Toronto's
Centennial Park. Small, strong, lively, wailing, round-eyed and
bit me hard (this is a good diagnostic tool!) No findings in
rather underdeveloped X-ray. Banded and released in less than
a day in an open part of the St. Lawrence River. Later, when
the neck in the X-ray was re-examined using a focusing frame,
I saw a piece of thin, slightly curved metal there; half a hook.
A verbal report, May. A witnessed landing on a main highway in daytime, sunny clear weather. Road burn on feet;
hyperventilating from being transported in a cooler on way to
being released into a river.
# 4332, juvenile female, December. Weak, ill, gasping. Postmortem revealed widespread small colonies of aspergillosis,
but no previous injury to account for it, and she had lots of fat.
As she was found on a road near a lake that was still partly
open she may have climbed out rather than flown there; in late
December there would not have been much open water for
taxiing.
# 5091, juvenile female, September (Figs 16 a, b). Three
days at another centre, minimal access to water, force-fed 6
small mice each day (this centre had apparently not addressed
the problem of finding fish market sources, though it was in a
big city.) History: found by a dog in a laneway. The loon was
emaciated, weak and severely injured with very little waterproofing, and she consistently listed to one side in our pool,
where she managed to catch a small live sunfish with effort
but was exhausted, and when she was picked up we felt and
heard a strange, rattling vibration. Her X-ray showed a severely dislocated coracoid, accompanying wracking of the
clavicles, and a fracture of the keel, so she was given euthanasia.
# 1062, Red-throated Loon. Our only six- pack. See Pg. 54.
loons on ice, land-locked or land-landed?
Loons in freezing-winter latitudes are sometimes reported either trapped in a small puddle of open water in the middle of a
lake, or frozen out altogether, squatting pathetically on the
ice, cold, dehydrating and vulnerable. The young do lift off on
their southern migration later than the adults, but loons have
been designed for millions of years to respond appropriately
to weather patterns, so the natural freezing of lakes ought to
trigger them to leave in time. Have we an explanation why
some loons stay too late? Perhaps we do. Of the ten we have
had "iced-out," nine had been disabled.
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Reports. One iced-out juvenile was picked up and taken to open
water, and survived the winter there. Another iced-out juvenile
was attacked by three Bald Eagles and died of the wounds.
They may have been previously weakened, but more likely they
were offspring of too late a brood, a re-nesting.
NOTE. There is always the possibility that a loon found on ice
land-landed there rather than being frozen out. We remember
# 3126 from a skating rink, and the following case in which we
were lucky to have reports from watchers.
# 3801, juvenile, Dec. 31 (Pg. 25). Had been seen flying around
lake some weeks; then lake froze, leaving the loon on ice. Arrived overswaddled and heatstroked, gasping desperately—very
hot feet—straight into pool, quickly recovered. Wild, nervous,
tremoloing, in and out of water, rested next to an adult loon,
and struck ferociously at me. Think waterproofing perfect.
Day 3 managed to get him into a box and out to open
water in Lake Ontario. Appeared in fine fettle, wild and difficult. In fact we were definitely afraid of handling him so forgot
to weigh him, and (cardinal sin) even forgot to band him. Had
to do his X-ray in the box; it turned out very well, revealing a
swivel in his gizzard! Could he have been delayed by other
fishing gear attached to swivel?
# 4333, adult female, December 28. My notes. "Seen for several days swimming in small open-water area left as ice
advanced in this bay and most of surface was frozen. Very small,
thin female in adult moult, good condition, round-eyed, fairly
lively. The wing, which had an old concurrent radius-ulna
malunion, was quite limited in extension; a few secondaries
were missing at the fracture site. Post-mortem showed gizzard
clean yellow, Interior healthy. Liver excellent. One airsac somewhat opaque. Several small, black, hard bits in a tangle of
adhesions near duodenum, probably from a previous rupture
of the esophagus."
encounters w i t h land-landers or iced-out loons:
what to do
Unlike the gentleness of loons enfeebled or dying from line,
lead, or severe disability, most land-landers behave as if they
are quite healthy, strong and ready for an argument. It is usually urgent to get the bird off the road in a hurry, so you may
have to use just what is at hand (or on body) but the most efficient weapon is that large rolled-up baggy sock pulled over the
head (Fig 13). Again a reminder never to tape the beak, as this
is stressful and dangerous.
Tuck the head under your arm, with loon feet and rear
pointing away, and keep the loon cool, not bundled, to prevent
heatstroke (see "Transporting" Pg. 13). In theory, the next step
is to take it to the nearest experienced loon rehabilitator, especially if it appears to be injured (when finders are not too far
away, we encourage them to bring the loon for checkup and
banding first anyway, because such information is so rare and

valuable) but if that is not possible, then the loon should be
rushed to the nearest large body of water, large enough for
them to take off—at least half a kilometre long, and released
immediately. Every minute out of water is highly stressful and
destructive to their waterproofing.
T H E DETECTIVE WORK:

POST-

Death is not an end, but a beginning. All bodies, especially
loon bodies, are valuable for studies, and an autopsy is the
privileged unwrapping of a well-packaged, beautifully constructed organism. After each of my loon post-mortems the
body is tagged and bagged and sent to individual researchers
or to the Royal Ontario Museum, where both whole and parts
of bodies are shared. In this way I can do as detailed a postmortem as I need because even chopped-up remains are
valuable to someone else and nothing is wasted. Many researchers worldwide are looking for loon bodies for lead, mercury,
and selenium studies. Museums are happy to get them for
mounting, for skin or bone collections, and any bits for DNA.
Because rehabilitators and their veterinarians are almost
the only groups with the opportunity to receive the body of a
loon, it should be a policy that none of these magnificent creatures are wasted; what is learned may be important in their
future.
The search inside the body is rarely unpleasant or bloody
as is usually imagined. If the exam is fresh, the smell is fine,
the colours of the organs fascinating—pink lungs, wine-red
liver, bright emerald gallbladder, violet blood-vessels. For those
unsure of what they are seeing, it makes sense to write notes
and then share it with someone knowledgeable with bird
anatomy. Snippets of suspicious organs dropped into little jars
of 10% formalin can be identified later by pathologists, so that
next time around these can be recognized.
Some people are afraid of "catching something" from
the corpse, but in my view this is a almost a myth; even parasites are almost all species-specific and not interested in us
humans. I am cautious about pockets of pus whose bacteria
might well affect humans, but pus-y infections are really rare.
Wearing latex gloves does makes sense; I do some small-bird
posts barehanded when I am impatient, otherwise I prefer
gloves simply because I like my hands and nails clean and it
saves all that scrubbing afterwards.
Our method of searching the body
To be useful to a museum, the bodies need to be tagged with at
least the case number, location and date the loon was found,
and the name of the collector. I also add the weight, wingchord, and gender. The ID number allows a museum member
to ask for a complete history from my database if needed.
Tools: a flexible halogen lamp (strong white light), a
logbook to scribble in, callipers (plastic cheapies work very
well) an artery forcep or two which can be bought not only at
medical supply centres but even at Radio Shack for electron-

ics; scissors, a blunt scalpel, and a kitchen strainer for rinsing
gizzard contents, a few baggies for extracted organs which may
be stuffed back in the body in case they are of value to someone else.
Before beginning, I do an exterior examination, weigh
the body, measure the wing-chord, beak, the depth of the tarsus and take a final X-ray. Often things on X-ray look different
and clearer after death. Angles have changed. Hooks have
moved. Food has descended. The body lies flatter. It's not
breathing.
If there is any suspicion that there might be back or
spinal injuries I slit and pull the skin away from the vertebrae
first, looking for anything asymmetrical or abnormal. There
may be blood actually in the vertebrae. This is often the only
way to find a broken scapula, rarely visible on X-ray (the distal
half is too thin) frequently associated with back blows and spinal fractures. Most bird plumage, and waterbird plumage in
particular, is just too thick to hope for even a peek at the inside
of the skin where the injuries show most clearly.
Then, turned onto its back under a good light, I cut a Yshaped slit in the small space between the sternum and the
cloaca by lifting the skin up and snipping it; pressing down
with a scalpel may nick the liver or cloaca, making an unwanted mess. I work free the skin with my fingers as far as
possible to look for punctures, bruises, bleeding, pectoral
ischemia, keel fractures and so on. With pectorals only about
30mm deep at the deepest part, the keel is fairly shallow compared to a strong, superb flier like a pigeon, who though twelve
times lighter, has pectorals almost as deep. There are two ways
to view: reasonably quickly by method (a) and a more thorough but slower method (b). All rights and lefts are the loon's.
Method (a) A loon autopsy is harder to do than most birds
because the skin is tough and the very long sternum (I have
measured it at 225mm in a female loon, compared to about
70mm in a Roughleg or Redtailed Hawk) makes it difficult to
squint up inside at the lungs and gonads. As the "Y" enlarges I
search up the left side, breaking the airsacs as I go, moving the
gizzard and the intestines aside to be examined later, and respectfully bypassing the liver until later. Now the kidney, gonad,
lung and heart become visible. I describe the gonad, and measure it if I can reach it. Though there are testes on both sides,
the ovary in loons is only on the left. The gonads are close to
the adrenals, which may not be noticeable, and both are at the
inner bases of the lungs close to the spine.
Finally, the liver is checked, cautiously and gently, by
opening its thin capsules on each of the two lobes to see the
colour and note any free blood, pale healing plaques, cracks,
spots and so on. The liver is very fragile and bleeds easily,
paling the organ and flooding the floor plan. Juveniles have
especially large livers that reach higher than the base of the
heart and cover most of the underside of the sternum.
The right side is then inspected also, including the thorax walls. Regular whitish, round areas on the inside thorax
are probably rib joints rather than aspergillosis, and a suspicious spot on an airsac is not fungal if it can be wiped off
easily. Healthy airsacs are almost transparent, with an occaBEAKS, BRAINS AND BONES, VOL 3 PAGE
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sional small splat of mucus or debris. Each airsac needs to be
looked into, as they compartment the body; if there is bleeding from an organ, the blood will usually be contained in only
one airsac, and similarly aspergillosis, if present, may be growing in only one or two airsacs. When a kidney has bled, the
blood is often sitting on top, quite obvious, shrink-wrapped in
the kidney's invisible capsule.
The only signs of trouble I have seen looking at the
heart is when fluid or blood is in the pericardial sac surrounding it, a serious sign that other systems and organs were in
trouble. To check, I make a tiny snip in the sac and if healthy,
nothing should run out. Though uncommon, fine yellow powdery deposits of crystals of uric acid— visceral gout - may
cover the outside of the heart, as in one adult loon where shot
had ruptured the intestines and probably damaged a kidney.
Finally, with some blind wrestling, the proventriculus
can be cut as high as possible so that it and the large, hard
gizzard can be tugged out, the lower intestine cut off and the
contents opened and rinsed carefully in a large strainer at the
sink so that nothing is lost. Sometimes there is something of
interest quite high in the proventriculus, so I usually check the
stump too. All fishing gear is important to find and save.
Method (b) The most thorough overviews are seen after patiently cutting through the ribs at those soft pale joints,
retracting the pectoral muscles to expose the feet of the coracoids so that they can be dislocated by severing the ligaments
on the underside, and lifting the entire sternum off like a lid.
This affords a complete look at all the organs in their natural
positions.
After all the organs have been checked, there are details to look at for curiosity. A little Dremel circular saw can
section bones to see the inner construction; the loon's coracoid, humerus, femur have all proved to be marrow-filled (of
course if the proximal long-bones are marrow, all the distal
bones following will also be marrow as there can be no pneumatic channel from the airsacs to them.) The cortexes of the
loon's long bones are extremely thick compared to other
birds—it takes a lot of force to break them.
The intestines can be removed, cut into lengths and their
contents toothpasted out to look for parasites, dried feces or
blood. Sometimes I slice through the liver, or with my finger I
shell out a lung from its cradle in the ribs to see the dorsal
surface, or cut a slice through it to see what the inside looks
like. It is all worth the work, because you never know what
you might find!
A typical post-mortem is recorded in # 6273 in the section Run over by Boats, Pg. 41.

TRACHAEA
ESOPHAGUS

HEART

R. LUNG

R. LIVER

INTESTINES
PANCREAS

GIZZARD
UNDER
LIVER

F i g 6 7 a. # AHY male P.M. This is the top layer after the sternum
has been removed

General findings from about 85 loon post-mortems
The lungs. Very large, some being 95mm long, and when
healthy they are a nice pale pink, with at least one obvious
ostium (hole) tunnelling into it from the mouth of an airsac.
Often they are soggy with blood; the less pink area, the less
there is for them to breathe with.
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The airsacs (see Pg. 11). Transparent and extremely thin, like
a lot of clear soap-bubbles or balloons, they fill the abdomen
and thorax. They act as bellows to push and pull air through
the lungs. As they have to be broken to reach various organs,
their astonishing volume is not apparent, so before breaking
any, blowing through a straw in the glottis will expand those

GIZZARD RETRACTED
L. LIVER RETRACTED

L. LUNG

R. LIVER RETRACTED

INTESTINE
L. KIDNEY LOBES

CAECA

RIBS

CLOACA

F i g 6 7 1 , the bottom layer, intestines removed, upper layer retracted. Testes were small and did not show here

that are intact. More than anything else, understanding the
space-filling capacity of the airsacs shows that birds have no
tissue in which to store fluids.
The spleen. Behind the gizzard. A small purplish sausage-like
organ with tapered ends, 44-60mm long. In a juvenile I have
seen a tail on it.

The gizzard. Large, egg-shaped and very hard, like a turkey's
gizzard; some were 110mm long and weighed 160g. The lining of stiff ribbing, or rugae, is slightly abrasive, pliable and
yellowish in healthy loons such as those suddenly killed by
being struck by boats. This lining is easily separated from the
outer hard, muscular shell and I often tug it free to assess the
depth of punctures through the lining. In advanced lead-poisoning, it usually is blackened, friable, and crusted.
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The intestines. In a juvenile, they measured 1800mm long.
See post-mortem section on ospreys (Pg. 85) for comparisons.
Various species have differing geometrical coiling patterns.
The pancreas. In the duodenal loop of the upper intestine,
same site as other birds and mammals. Pink, smooth surfaced,
multilobed and in this case very frilly, which is unusual: I
have seen the frilliness only once before, in a Bald Eagle. Both
are fish-eaters, and now that DNA has proved that hawks, eagles, herons and loons are genetically related36 is there some
significance about the pancreatic similarities?
The liver. When healthy, it is smooth-surfaced, attractive deep
burgundy in colour with sharp edges. Livers have weighed
from 150—215g, and are two-lobed as in all birds. A single
lobe was 135 x 80mm. In juveniles, the liver is very large.
From the right lobe there hangs a gallbladder, a dangling green
sac between 27^1 lmm long that holds bile. Some species such
as the pigeon-dove family don't have one, and in others it is
quite obtrusive; each time you see one in a Great Horned Owl
you think what a huge gallbladder.
The green bile flows into the duodenum through a bile
duct and is partly to break down fats. Birds whose gut is empty
from not eating for a few days pass small green-coloured droppings; it is as if the thought of food stimulates the sac to contract
even in the absence of a meal in the stomach. I have no idea if
this happens in starving people too, but if human gall-bladders are blocked, fecal matter, now lacking the colouring of
the bile, become pale.
A hepatic vein. In a loon, this is a curious and unexpected
structure to encounter the first time, and despite having done
post-mortems on about 210 species, I have found it in its expanded state nowhere else. It is a large vein created by the
joining of two slender veins on the dorsal midline, often hugely
dilating as it rises to disappear into the dorsal portion of the
right liver. Sometimes it seems the ordinary size as you expect veins to be, but in about 20% of the autopsies it was so
wide—from 22-35mm diameter—that I thought for a while I
was encountering some sort of aneurism. See the drawing of
the post-mortem. It is the easy dead (and vice-versa) bloodtaking site I spoke of in the section on lead poisoning.

loon (33 females). Though all hawks are said to have two
(sometimes the cluster of follicles really looks like a single)
many or most other species have only one functioning ovary,
the left.
The loon's ovary shows much variety in size, shape and
colour especially during the ripening. Ours, usually about
30mm long, have been translucent, peach-pearly, greenish, gray,
or dark. Because the follicles in bird ovaries are on full view,
the ovaries characteristically have a sandpapery, grainy, or seedpearl surface, not smooth and shiny like testes.
Fallopian tube. During breeding season this becomes visible,
snaking across the left kidney; at first thin and translucent,
expanding until it is very large, wiggly, creamy-coloured and
filling much space. As each follicle ripens it enlarges, turn yellow, then orange; finally slipping into the infundibulum of the
tube on its way to the uterus, which prior to egg-laying is a
widening just above the cloaca. There, the shell is applied.

Two caeca. Paired pink, blunt twigs 40-70mm long, off the
lowest part of the intestine just above the cloaca. One purpose
is to help break down vegetable fibre; in the loon their use
seems unknown.
The cloaca, which one usually only becomes aware of after
nicking or pressing it and wishes one hadn't. Here the sperm
is placed, the egg exits, and the gritty wastes of kidneys and
intestines combine for ejection many times a day. A busy place!
The ovary. On the left near the spine at the base of the lung.
Of some of the 800+ bird ovaries I have looked at, the separation of the right ovary from the left was seldom as clear-cut as
the textbooks suggest, sometimes being apparently amalgamated into a single wider or irregularly shaped organ, or the
right one being non-functioning and very tiny—easy to miss,
especially if a bird is small and immature, unless one was
searching hard for it. I have never found a right ovary in a
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The intestinal coiling in a loon
Testes. Located in the same place as ovaries are found. Paired,
fairly close to each other but separated by the ultra-thin transparent membrane of the airsacs, and often different colours;
frequently the right one is smaller. Again (48 males) I have
seen a great variation in shape, size and colour, from long thin
gray, bluish oval, pink sausage 30mm long in May, or 35mm

large white, and have also seen puce, teardrop-shaped gray,
creamy, or even orangish one side of the midline yet greenish
the other. From 20-35mm long. All testes characteristically
have a shiny, smooth surface, and if they enlarge during the
breeding season, they don't become outstanding in size as do
those of some other species such as thrushes and ducks.

But then, he had found the loon originally, and was excited by
her condition.

In hatchlings there is an umbilicus and a really large yolksac; in fact it seems to take up most of the abdominal space. In
one dying 24-hour old hatchling weighing 96g, the yolk
weighed 14g—15% of the body weight. Along with a huge
liver, this assures the hatchling a large reserve of nutrition until regular feeding begins.

# 4jn. Deformed head. Her nictitating membrane is forcibly
exposed, (he is partially through her fall moult

F i g 6 9 . the huge yolk in a hatchling loon
An unusual case: osteomyelitis of the skull
# 4311, adult female, November. She was found under an
overturned boat the day after a storm, a thin, horribly injured
loon with mild dyspnea and a lot of waterproofing loss. Her
initial fecal shoot contained bright blood and the next, 'coffeegrounds' (old blood). The poor creature's head was dreadfully
deformed, with eyes bulging outward exposing the inflamed
nictitating membranes. One pupil had a cataract, and she behaved as if she was blind as well as severely brain damaged. I
took a few quick photographs and put her to rest.
The post-mortem was rather gruesome. Her duodenum
had dark blood in it. The skull had a fracture with a piece missing, the lumps on the skull were callus, gritty but not fully
hard, there were two old hematomas containing dark, bloody
fluid, and her brain was leaking nasty semiliquid muck from
within. As I uncovered layer after layer of her head, I wondered how she had stayed alive at all.
The diagnosis of osteomyelitis was made in a Toronto
(human) hospital. Though I took a lot of photographs of her
head after death, I still feel gypped that the MD who took her
skull for his pathologist to examine never returned it to me.

^ig 7 1 . # 4311. Her eyes are bulging outward in her swollen head

•ig 7 2 . A healthy looking skull. The beak's outer black keratin
layer came off during the boiling of the head
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all our admitted species; more than gulls
and as much as Snowy Owls. It includes
five immatures, the youngest one of
which was just losing the last of his
brown down and had half-grown flight
feathers, the other four full-sized. Nine
were males, five were females (but of
all our loons of proven gender, 61 % were
males, 39% were females anyway—
about the same ratio.) Traumas caused
by lines, hooks and shot were in 64%,
while one had a kidney disease. I could
find no cause for five and only one with
F i g 7 3 . A healthy loon's skull. Note salt glands on skull and bony opening at the gape of the lead-poisoning had aspergillosis as well.
I am convinced that aspergillosis is
rough-edged beak, which is why a hand bitten by a fish-eater is better off pushed towards the
a secondary condition following a prisofter gape rather than instinctively pulled away from it
mary insult, usually a traumatic one; of
145 cases of about 25 species, 93% had
obvious trauma. The spores, which probably most of us living things carry
harmlessly in our respiratory tracts, need
some damaged respiratory tissue in which
to put down their roots, or mycelia, and
to become toxin-producing colonies. It is
surprising that loons are so prone to it,
living on water far from soil of the land
where the highest concentration of spores
rises in the air.

Fig 7 4 . # 4 j n . Her necrotic skull

K g 7 5 . # 4}iifromabove
Either she had been shot through the head, or had her
skull fractured by a boat; the X-rays gave no clue.

I believe aspergillosis is always fatal in birds. (If it isn't, we can't prove it.)
Even if there were a practical non-aggressive therapy, the diagnosis can usually not
be proven quickly without stressful tests
which worsen the condition if it is
present, and by the time one strongly suspects it, the
bird is very ill, and it is too late.
Anecdotally, I have heard rehabilitators say they
have cured a bird of aspergillosis, but without a confirmative diagnosis to have proved it in the first place,
a "treatment" might not have been treating anything except perhaps an ego. Beware post hoc ergo propter
hoc— confusing sequence with consequence.
If there is an easy treatment, it is preventing its
development in captivity by reducing stresses of human presence and handling, avoiding penicillin-based
antibiotics which stimulate the growth of this mould,
and above all, releasing birds as soon as possible. Aspergillosis is discussed more fully on Pg. 29-30 in
Beaks, Brains and Bones Vol. 2.
Visceral gout

Diseases and parasites
Just once, mentioned in method (a) Pg. 48.
Aspergillosis (Fig 62 and Table 76)
Fourteen loons, or 13% (the five hatchlings excluded -they
didn't have time to develop it.) This is the highest percent of
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Parasites
Very few seen, about 8% of all post-mortems, and none seemed
significant.

F i g 7 6 . Aspergillosis in Common Loons at A.CR.F.
>E

MO.

AGE

CONDITION AND FINDINGS

RX

END

Dexamethazone,
Tetracycline
D examethazone

died 6

1528

July

SY

shot. Emaciated. Remigial moult

2185

july

AHY

2656

nov

HY

shot, old broken rusty hook. Thin. Subcutaneous emphysema
on back invaded by massive asperg
emaciated

3115

dec

AHY

3318

sept

AHY

3722

aug

AHY

4332

dec

HY

4501

June

4592

shot in head. Hook. Tangled in line. Frozen out on ice.
Emaciated
loss w'p liver damage, internal haemorrhage, rup't eso.
missing many primaries. Thin. Tongue dried up
thin. Asperg everywhere

died 1
died 1

Septra

euth 10
died 2
DOA
euth 1

AHY

land lander, no inj found, had fat. Hundreds of small asperg
colonies
Pb poison.Hooked. Shot. Rup't eso. Thin, Massive asperg

July

AHY

rup't eso. Emaciated. Int. haemorrhage. Massive asperg

DOA

4770

nov

AHY

bumblefoot. Hepatitis. Muscle invasion ?parasites? See slide

4774

nov

AHY

line around jaw/eye. Swallowed hook 6- copper spinner.
Starved. Copper poisoning?

euth 1
Dex.,Tribrissen, Flagyl,
Baytril Vit B
Flagyl, DMSO, eye gtts
Gentamycin, polysporin

euth 9
euth 6

5140

nov

HY

line around beak, swallowed hook, starved

DOA

5946

aug

unknown. Thinnish

DOA

6425

sept

JUV
HY

severely tangled beak, limbs, tongue, emaciated, hook driven
through flesh of ibia. Aspergillosis just starting

• Thin, thready tapeworms in upper intestine, in a loon with
hook and rupture
• a few tapeworms in the intestines of a juvenile with aspergillosis
• Brown roundworms in intestine, adult dying, legs and feet
cut by propeller
• 2-3mm flukes in the pancreas and liver of a loon with Pb
poisoning. (Pathology report announced,"Hepatic trematodiasis," in other words, flukes in the liver.)
• There were 29 red flukes in the choanal slit of a chick in its
second down; the chick had been ill, having swallowed some

COLO

Fig 77. Echiniimm^encysted

<f£?

assisted sliding down little died 2
fish— could not eat

of the usual fishing gear, and died en route to us. In Great Blue
Herons, mouth flukes are always present as a harmless part of
a cycle of certain fish, including yellow perch
• Parasites in the proventriculus in an adult shot x 16 proved to
be echinuria uncinata (Fig 77). These are not uncommon in
loons, and much more common in mergansers (pers. comm.
Dr. Mark Pokras). The loon's case is described on Pg. 42
There have never been any ectoparasites, that is external lice, mites or fly maggots
A curiosity: a sculpted body. A Pb poisoned loon found dying
at dusk and left in the quiet water near the shore was dead at
the site next morning. No surprise there. The oddity was the
way certain upper body parts had been neatly carved away. All
the neck muscles had been removed without damaging the vertebral projections (try that!) the jaw had been cleaned quite
well and one eye and all the muscle between the clavicles tidily removed. The pectorals also had been expertly sculpted
out, leaving just the cleaned skin in place over the empty space.
It seems that the artists were probably crayfish; they
come out in packs in the dark to nibble on dead meat in the
shallows.
Note. The lead-laden crayfish would then pass the toxin up the
food chain.

in proventricular wall
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T E N RED»THROATED
These were small loons in non-breeding plumage that came to
us August through December, with one in March. Northern
and coastal, they are not breeders in our latitude. Ours weighed
from 875g thin to 1500g, with wing-chords from 225- 282mm.
(These measurements removed any lingering doubt about identity when we wondered about some small but full-grown
Common Loons that weighed as little as 1940-2150g, with
wing-chords of 317-330mm.) One Red-throat was DOA, five
died right away and the rest were banded and released.
Causes of admission included one attacked by a predator from above; she had deep back and neck lacerations. None
had been involved with fishing gear, probably because they
are largely oceanic and 70% of ours had been found in months
when recreational fishing is minimal here. Land-landing seems
to have been their little trick—40%, if it is fair to grace such a
small number with a percentage. They are able to spring up
from water into flight, but from land? I don't know. Perhaps
not soon after a jarring landing; and once again, why do they
land anyway?
In mid-November one year I suddenly received two
migrating land-landers within two days of each other, both
juveniles, spirited, healthy huge-eyed and wild with lovely
waterproofing. We were astonished to find a shot in the head
of one. A single X-Ray gives only one "fix" or axis of the
whereabouts of a shot, so its direction and position are unknown. The shot might have gone through the brain, or again,
it might have just gone through the skin. Whatever happened,
there are a lot of loons living with shot in their heads. Both
these two migrants were banded and quickly released into nearest body of water.
# 2367, female, December (Figs 26, 78, 79). 1250g. At another centre for five days, where being dry was more the norm
than being wet. Said found near road near lake that froze over
the night before. She had an old compound distal metacarpal
fracture. Eyes not round. Eating and preening well, but no
waterproofing on arrival and did not improve. We tried for
five days; but still no waterproofing. She died.
There was fluid in the pericardial sac, and the intestines were inflamed in appearance. Lungs and liver fine.
Nothing else of note.

^ig 78. # 2.367, Red-throated Loon on exam table
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F i g 7 9 . # 2367 on pine-needles while bathtub being filled (early days)
# 1062, December. This one crash-landed in front of a horsewoman in her paved trotting oval. Both loon and lady stunned.
Like her horse, the loon was bridled—there was a plastic sixpack holder over its head with two rings jammed in its mouth.
This was cut off by vets in a nearby clinic, so we were unable
to photograph it. The little loon swam about in the pool, showing no interest in dead minnows, which was all we had. We
examined, banded and promptly released it back in Lake Ontario, not too far from the site of origin.
Incidentally, contrary to public opinion, statistics say
six-pack entanglements are quite rare, and this is the only one
we have ever seen.
Our only loon waterproofing recovery. Another late fall migrating Red-throat was found and captured on the shore of Lake
Ontario and unfortunately kept two days at a Humane Society,
so the cause of the rather extensive waterproofing loss could
not be certain. Probably he was kept dry in a cage. The little
loon was weak (did they feed him?) but lively. He was cynical
about thawed smelts, and so was given live minnows to catch
for himself; he ate over 200 averaging 6g each during his stay.
From each batch of similar minnows, a few should be
weighed and measured to estimate a bird's intake. Otherwise,
"200 minnows" could be 500g or it could be 2500g.
We kept him eight days, during which he chased and
gobbled and his waterproofing improved dramatically until it
was perfectly white and beading on the breast. He was not
only always very feisty but definitely aggressive, attacking
broom, hands, feet, etc. To clean the pool I could usually get
him out of water by just waving my foot from "shore" whereupon he rushed out to drive it away! It was satisfying to band
and release him in Lake Ontario; according to banding reports,
very few Red-throats are ever banded.
I attribute this, our only loon waterproof recovery of
either species, partly to the light weight of the Red-throat. This
reduced body pressure on the breast and belly, allowing him to
get off his belly now and then, even walk a few tottering steps.
But more importantly, he was also a very healthy bird.

loon banding and releasing
Loon-banding is done only by those who are have the correct
bands and permits and are experienced in ovaling each individual band to fit the flat, deep tarsus of each particular loon.
As so few are banded continent-wide and only a small fraction
of those ever found again, it would be a big step forward if
every centre that regularly receives loons tried to have a prearranged agreement with a loon bander so that this valuable
opportunity should not be missed.
As always with loons, it is important whenever possible, and as soon as possible, to return them to the lake where
they were found and when this is not feasible, to the nearest
large body of water from which it will be easy for them to taxi
off if it doesn't suit.
One of the vexing facts with some species,
especially loons, is that one never gets to see them
fly at release. Maybe not for days, and certainly
not when you are around! They just don't fly then,
though they have a predictable routine: swim away,
peer, dive, surface, flap and shake, peer, swim.
Halloo! Swim some more, dive again (See # 2353
below). So one can never be sure, especially with
wing injuries, that loon flight is indeed possible.
Such a release cannot use the back-patting
adjective "successful;" a release is only a release,
a living loon being freed. Releases can be termed
"successful" only weeks or months later—those
proven by banding, colourmarking, radiotagging
or other identification method, to have survived
for a reasonable period of time. Otherwise, a release is just that—freeing the bird, with good
og 8 0 .
wishes.
Common Loon band returns/recoveries
Of ours, only three of 34 Common Loons so far—about 8.8%
of those banded. Compare this with our Red-tailed Hawk returns, 16%, and Great Horned Owls, 11 %. Dead loons are much
less likely to be found and still less likely to be retrieved. See
Pg. 40.
# 1655, juvenile, October. A healthy-behaving but thinnish
land-lander whose banded, amputated leg was found by a dog
five weeks later on the same lake, during the hunting season. It
was most likely cut off by a boat propeller.
# 2353, adult, November. Early loon in our green years, with
the finders vehement that they had found the loon on a logging
trail in the bush at least a mile from water, which we translated
as meaning the loon had to have flown there, even though it
had an old malunion concurrent shot-fracture of the radius and
ulna37 which we now feel fairly sure would not have carried
him far. Instead of giving euthanasia, we banded and released
it locally. Two weeks later the loon became iced out; though it
had had the opportunity, it hadn't left, which was a bad sign,
and was recaptured in a dust-up of media publicity and rereleased into Lake Ontario by a TV crew. On the unedited video

they gave us, it was amusing to see them shivering in the December chill, impatiently watching the loon swim out, peer,
flap, etc., as they waited for that all-important dramatic flight
for the newsroom. They got colder and grumpier and finally
packed up after making some earthy comments not intended
for viewer ears.
# 2912, adult, December 19. Found on a road by the police,
who told us, "Leg badly smashed as if in a trap." Scraped toenails was the problem. (Imagine that officer as a witness in
court!) Big, heavy at 4335g, lively, strong, wailing. Promptly
banded and released in Lake Ontario. Band return was by report only; he had been found dead in the same lake in June six
months later, which didn't tell us anything except that he had
lived that long.

# 5 0 . Watchers offered fish to beached loon. Note paralyzed legs
# 5926, adult female, August (Fig 80). This curious case was
not really a band return, and I haven't counted it as such; it
was more like an experiment in the lake. This adult female
was first brought to us on August 7, showing signs of illness
by beaching herself, preferring shallow waters and showing
poor balance, often extending a leg like an oar to correct posture, and occasionally turning upside-down altogether, which
meant some sort of central nervous system damage—brain or
spine. She was moderately strong with waterproofing only
somewhat reduced and though her X-ray showed only a single
4.9mm shotgun pellet high in her right shoulder area, there
was no damage to nearby bones. Her intestines were unusually
well filled with fine, opaque grit.
She was seriously incapacitated, but not being sure what
her problem was and feeling we had nothing to offer indoors
(and admittedly, heavily pressured by the cottagers) we banded
and returned her the same day, knowing that she would be under daily observation by the determined residents who were
ready to watch and report to us about the progress of "their"
loon. If she improved and was able to hunt down fish, she was
better there; if she deteriorated, they would offer fish and she
could be recaptured. However it was a bad sign that she had
not been hard to catch to begin with.
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For the next five days she was indeed well observed at
various sheltered bays on the lake as she moved about. Though
she continued to have balance problems, she was seen to dive
a short distance. One afternoon she climbed out on a rock and
preened busily, and had four loon visitors all at once. But she
allowed people to approach too, and on her fourth day a fisherman in a boat offered her strips of chopped fish, which she
ate, and after that she accepted offerings regularly but continued to deteriorate and when we visited with some live suckers,
it was clear that she had paralyzed legs. The weight of the
residents' disappointment hung like a dark pall over us as we
bore her away for euthanasia.
Post-mortem showed that there had been very little
function of lungs, airsacs, liver or kidneys. She had an old
injury in the right mid-spinal area, possibly from a boat collision, leaving a damaged right kidney with a huge 40mm
diameter blood-clot in its capsule, and close to a thick, tough
mound of tissue that looked almost like a tumour with little
follicle-like bubbles surrounding and involving both her right
adrenal gland and the right spinal nerves. When cut, a yellowish thick fluid flowed out.
The pathology report was rather puzzling, and sounded
puzzling to the pathologist too. The mass was diagnosed as
non-neoplastic (non-tumourous) adrenal tissue, with a query
about the follicles being thyroid tissue! Birds do have a thyroid gland, of course, but like ours, it is in the neck. I had been
struck by the resemblance of the 'bubbles' to ovarian follicles, but loons don't seem to have a right ovary. And what
could the yellow fluid have been? It made me think of pale
yolk.
It seemed likely that the growth, whatever its composition, was abnormal and related to the nearby kidney/adrenal
injury and had involved spinal nerves, causing the leg and
bowel paralysis from which she
suffered. Perhaps the sandy
look of her intestines on X-ray
were a sign of this. Her pericardial sac was filled with fluid
- a sign of congestive heart failure—and her bowels were
overfull with foul brown matter. She had lost 370g in those
five days.
But the big surprise
was in her second X-ray, which
revealed a 39mm broken hook
in her gizzard, which she had
swallowed since her return to
the lake.
I wondered if, some
weeks before her first admission she had been struck on the
back by a motorboat or jet-ski
and gradually succumbed to
her internal injuries, but managed to catch a fish slowed by
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a hook in her last few days. The lead shotgun pellet in her
'wingpit' had been neatly encapsulated in soft tissue with no
visible accompanying damage; it may have been old with no
bearing on her present condition.
Another, perhaps more likely possibility: the shot went
through her back first, ending up in the 'wingpit.'
A Repeat Report. A most unusual land-landing loon was picked
up alive not once, but three times! This smallish adult Common Loon was first found on land near Toronto on September
28 1993, and taken to our friends Hilary and Ofer Pittel,
Avicare, Bowmanville, Ontario.38 On admission the loon had
only scrapes on the feet and the X-ray was negative for metal
or fractures, so though a bit thin at 2200g, a blood sample was
taken for lead assay and it was promptly banded and released
in Lake Ontario.
On Dec 6, 1998, the same loon was found a second
time, now in New York state on a pond too small to fly from.
Here it was captured by biologist/naturalist Dr. Judith Mclntyre,
who examined and re-released it. This time it weighed 2676g.
She felt sure it was a female.
On November 4,1999 near Lindsay, Ontario, about
100km from first landing, this unlucky (or slightly impaired?)
loon was captured for the third time, on a road in heavy downpour. She now weighed 2850g. She was re-re-released at once
in Lake Ontario. At this time, the Pittels finally learned that
the blood ALA-d assay done in 1993 had a value of 3, which is
considered by that lab to be just lead-poisoned. Could this be
why she made three potentially fatal errors in those six years?

'ig

i l . A release and the happy rush to freedom

SHORT N O T E A B O U T

GREBES

in nature
Though not directly related to loons39 these are one of the most perfectly wateradapted of all birds. A wary, sinuous, rapid diver, disappearing so swiftly from the
surface that they have long been called "hell-divers" and "water-witches." This
pigeon-sized waterbird has no real tail—just a thin wisp—thin, deep tarsi like
loons, but lobed toes. Though they cannot walk, they can trot a few steps at a time
before sitting down, and need some distance of water on which to taxi off into
flight. They are migratory, wintering mainly on both coasts from Aleutian Islands
to Baja California, and from Nova Scotia to Florida40 so are at home in water that
is either salt or fresh.
Their diet is nearly anything small that moves either in or out of water little frogs, tadpoles, small fish, crustaceans, snails, leeches, spiders, and a large
variety of insects such as midges, wood-borers, weevils, bees and wasps, as well
as aquatic larvae of mayflies, caddis-flies and dragonflies. Both adult and young
also eat some of their own feathers (young eat those of their parents)—and as
much as 55% of stomach contents may be feathers.41 It seems that the keratin supplies something important in their diet.
Grebes have 12 primaries, apparently more than any other Order, and 22
secondaries, again a very high number, especially for such a short wing.42
^Lg 8 3 . Pied-billed. They can trot a few steps.

in hand: observations of ten grebes
as with loons, waterproofing is the most urgent concern
There are six species in North America, of which we have had three: the small
Horned Grebes, with healthy weights 320-370g, the equally small Pied-billed
Grebes, with healthy weights 200-430g, and the much bigger and wilder Rednecks, weighing about lOOOg. Generally, grebe care mirrors that of loons, with
waterproofing the most urgent concern.
Like loons, when brought into captivity, they need to be released as soon
as their waterproofing is good, as little as a week. No need to hesitate about
releasing in what we think of as "bad weather." Red-necked and Horned Grebes
winter by choice, among other places, around the Aleutian Islands, where brutal

F i g 8 4 . . . . before suddenly sitting down

/

Fig 8 2 . Grebe's toes. There is a small tear in the outer one

gale force winds of 60 m.p.h. and temperatures of 20" below
zero F. are part of the daily weather pattern. All they need is
food-laden open water, and that mid-Pacific chain of islands is
a busy commercial shrimping and crabbing grounds.43
They eat often and they eat a lot; Konrad Lorenz once
kept two dabchicks (as they are so delightfully named in Europe) for over a year, and stressed their high metabolism—he
found it such a struggle to keep them constantly supplied with
live fish of the right size that on occasion when he ran out, he
had to rush around to petshops to buy goldfish to keep them
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alive.44 We have found that some will eat mealworms, dead
minnows or thawed smelts at times, but without enthusiasm.
They really are high-metabolism hunters.
Aside from having fractures and being shot, they are
frequently brought into rehab centres because they either land
inappropriately or are caught in a sudden freeze-up on an inland lake. In the unusually cold January of 1994, hundreds of
Horned Grebes were found squatting on the stark bareness of
ice and snow on lakes that had not frozen before. A rehabilitator in Buffalo, N.Y. had fifty!
After being taken off the ice, grebes must have a bathtub, sink, or pool deep enough to dive, with some sort of an
"island" onto which they can climb whenever they wish to
dry, preen and busily renew their waterproofing. They are very
spirited and energetic, plopping back into the water every few
minutes for an exploratory swim and a meal of live somethings,
usually minnows that are suitable to the size of their mouths.
They are very likely active at night too.
As previously mentioned in Red-throated Loons, to estimate an intake, a few minnows in each batch need to be
weighed, as even in baitshops where they are roughly graded
by size they vary a great deal. As to the question, "How many

K g 8 6 . # 4340 and her 300 mm tapeworm
should I feed?" Just make sure there are always more
than the grebe can eat!
After hunger and thirst are slaked, the serious problem of waterproofing loss must be watched closely. A loss
is caused by being kept out of water by an accident or star-

F i g 8 5 . Adult female Pied-billed Grebe, smashed elbow. Even the skeleton
is beautiful
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i g 8 7 . # 4340 Red-necked Grebe. Wear patches
toesfromtoo-long captivity—27 days

Of the five grebe post-mortems I did, the most
interesting anatomical finding was the absence of a grinding
gizzard, and the presence of that little second stomach.
# 2382, Horned Grebe, adult, January. Again iced-out in
winter, a bit thin at 320g. This time we tried the laundry sink
with a floating island, where he worked out his own in-andout cycle —again very rapid, every few minutes or so. When
out he preened busily, and even performed a charming imaginary landbath with noisy thrumming of wings. A typical meal
was 35g, composed of seven minnows 65-70 mm long, and
there were many meals in a day. Gained to 370g. Fully waterproofed in eleven days; banded and released in Lake Ontario.
Like loons, their bands have to be carefully shaped individually to fit the knifeblade shape of the tarsus.

Fig 8 8 . Horned Grebe diving in aquarium
vation before (or after) admission, but often the waterproofing
returns if they are healthy enough and given the opportunity to
run their own in-out schedule. This is all-important; only the
bird can know when it needs to come out or when the time is
right to jump in, and this also reduces stress by preventing any
handling. The waterproofing repair may take one to two weeks
(See Waterproofing, Pg. 15-17).
some case histories
# 4340, Red-necked Grebe, second-year, female, January
(Fig 86, 87). Another sort of bird altogether. Feisty, panicky,
difficult bird with a fractured clavicle and complete loss of
waterproofing. Shrieking, stabbing when alarmed, very wild.
In poolroom, where we had to keep the door shut. There she
averaged 330g of minnows each day for 27 days, but
perhaps not enough, as she lost weight. Sores developed on her soles and her waterproofing did not
improve at all.
On post-mortem her organs were in good condition, and her clavicle was of course fully healed.
Ovary and convoluted Fallopian tube present. Stomach was slightly thickwalled, had almost no lateral
muscles, and had a ribbed, pebbled internal surface
stained green and containing a wad of feathers. Between it and the duodenum there was a small second
stomach with feathers in it too. The caeca were 45mm
and 55mm long with thickened green tips.
There was a surprise; she had company. From
the completion of the duodenal loop nearly to caeca,
the intestine was curiously pale and flattened by a
monstrous tapeworm, 7mm wide and over 300mm
unstretched, filling the lumen of intestine (Fig 86).

# 1703, Pied-billed Grebe, adult, March. (Figs 83,84). Found
on land far from water. Completely undamaged. Aggressive,
lively, biting hard (when these little fellas take out chunks of
your skin repeatedly, it is a diagnostic sign of good health.)
Before the bait-shop opened, he agreeably snacked on haddock bits from a peanut-butter lid. Only occasionally visiting
the astroturfed float, he spent all his time in the bathtub, diving
and swimming expertly. When underwater, the tiny pointed,
barely noticeable tuft of thin feathers that is the tail made him
look like a swimming turtle; long neck, round dark shape.
Banded and released in the flowing water of a nearby creek
two days later.
Some have shown strong opinions. One Pied-billed that
recovered nicely from fatigue and a moderate loss of waterproofing would not dive, nor would he eat much. Mind you, he
felt rather mushy on arrival, which turned out to be a huge
store of fat and explained why he didn't fancy my minnows.
But I worried that something must be wrong that he was apparently unable to dive, and was afraid to release him with
such an awful handicap.

F i g 8 9 . # 1358. At the water's edge, Robin and I banded the little grebe
Iphoto January 1 700, courtesy Jean-lLouis Irruna)
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One day, trying to catch a Cooper's Hawk near the poolroom, the hawk neatly dodged under my arm—typical accipiter
manoeuvre—and crashed straight into the pool. At once there
was a flat brown submarine streaking back and forth under the
hawk, who was flapping frantically along the surface trying to
get out.
Having proved that diving was a thing of the mind, we
released the little watersprite the very next day in a bay of Lake
Ontario. Here he dived and zipped about underwater fourteen
times in ten minutes! (I fancied he stuck his tongue out at me
once, too.)
# 1358, Horned Grebe, December. (Fig 89,90) (see "A Waterwitch," Pg. 10, The Avian Ark). Found on ice, dried-out and
starved to 225g. We minded him in a large aquarium where he
caught minnows easily—gulping down twenty minnows in a
single chase was normal—but he was soon soaked through.

Having a "shoreboard" he established his own cycle, plopping
in and climbing out every few minutes.
Suddenly, on the tenth day, he was completely waterproofed and fattened to 350g. He no longer needed to come out
because he was uncomfortable, and began to spend his nights
on the water as grebes do. By the time he was triumphantly dry,
the aquarium leaked, everything in the room for yards around
was soggy, and the bait-shop ran out of fish. Oh, well, it was an
unforgettable adventure.
Videotaped by French-Canadian wildlife filmmaker JeanLouis Frund, we banded and released him in a shallow, flowing
river.
Jean-Louis' videos are very well-known and frequently
shown on TV. (To order videos, see Frund in Bibliography.)

F i g 9 0 . Horned Grebe enjoying the cold flowing water
(courtesy J e a n - E o u i s F r u n d )
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OSPREYS:

A STUDY OF
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T H E OSPREY IN NATURE
When their reproductive stakes are high, flight foraging takes up to a third of their daylight hours
The hunter
Hawks of the air, of great sky-spaces, soaring hunters of fish.
The osprey's life is defined by large amounts of time in flight
and by the fish he must catch several times daily. Their extremely long wings with are made for over-water hovering and
long periods of slow flapping which allows sharp-eyed coverage of shallow water below for an opportunity at a target. They
are superb in the air, spending as much as a third of their day
on the wing, but ungainly and ill at ease on the ground.
Their spectacular foot-first plunges into sea or lake are
known and admired everywhere in the world where ospreys
are familiar—which is every continent except the Antarctic.
Adaptations for plunging include an absence of an orbital ridge
over the eye, and soft slitted nostrils that close under water.
Their long legs and thick, bluish, heavily scaled tarsi are designed for the impact of the plunge, and their roughly studded,
prickly feet, which have a moveable toe to improve grip, end
in large, needle-sharp half-round talons perfectly designed to
pierce and grasp fish.

adults miss their strikes between 10% to 60% of the time depending on the species of fish, the clarity of water, the
weather—high wind and rain make hunting very difficult—
and other factors. This co-ordination takes experience. A large
fish is preferred, usually 150 to 300g taken fairly close to the
surface.2 Maximal catch would probably be 400g, as it represents about 1/3 of a male's weight, and above that it would be
too heavy to carry.
Lacking flight practice and muscle, experience and
judgement, fledglings are generally poor foragers.
The prey and the eating of it
After rising from the water—as deep a plunge as a metre—the
osprey adjusts his flapping catch and flies heavily up to the
nest or to a high, favourite roost to eat. Unlike wide-jawed
"gulpers" like loons, herons and kingfishers who swallow their
fish whole, ospreys are "grazers" with narrow jaws and a long,
slender hook on the upper beak, and consuming a fish takes a
long time—one small, deliberate bite after another, looking

The thick, strong tarsi and sharp half-round talons of the osprey
Catching a fish from the air is a difficult task. In order to
spot one, osprey vision is very acute, with a resolving power
of the retina about 3-4 times that of man; like all hawks they
have two foveae, one for monocular vision and one for binocular vision, with cones so heavily concentrated that their
visual acuity is about eight times that of man.1 The hardest
part of the hunt is the judgement needed to read the refraction
of the water, to estimate the depth and the speed of the prey,
and descending suddenly from air into this totally different
medium, to target it in seconds. Even the most experienced

'^

The specialized hook for ripping off bits offish. Note adult's
pale yellow eyes and lack of spots

around the world between bites to be sure their meal is safe
from pirates.
They always start at the toughest, least delectable part
(one would think) the mouth of the fish, working hard with
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twisting, wrenching motions to rip off bits of strong bony parts
of snout, cheek and gill covers, standing on top of the fish if it
is particularly big, or holding it near the tail with their talons
if it requires pegging down. Their very large crop accommodates up to 300g of fish, but if the catch is particularly bulky,
the osprey may either give the rest to his mate or simply lug it
about, never leaving it unguarded. Ospreys sometimes even
eat away at it in the darkness of the night.
Fish diet imposes limitation of energy
Thus the hunt and the ingestion of the prize, repeated several
times a day, take a large period of their energy-budget. Because fish-flesh generally has less calories and is digested more
rapidly than meat, more weight of fish is needed each day to
stay healthy and do the other things of life; to soar, preen,
build and maintain those huge nests, and for the male to bring
fish to court the female, to feed her while she incubates, and
to nurture her hungry young.

F i g 9 3 . An osprey's nest with brooding female
Unlike most raptors, the male may have to continue providing fish for all his family even after the young are strong
enough to fly from danger; though some females help provide
about 60% of the fish eaten by fledged young in Virginia3 studies of other populations show they rarely hunt for their
fledglings.45
The nest
This is the other great defining aspect of osprey life, and the
place adults and juveniles alike spend much of their non-flying time. Their giant eyries, which are added to year after year,
are the key to their courting and breeding successes. Adult
ospreys lead long lives and very seldom divorce;6 a change in
partners is usually due to death of one.
Good nests may be in short supply. The male's main
courting-card is his nest, which, carefully maintained over the
years—pairs make up to one hundred trips a day carrying material—may exceed a ton in weight. This seems an incongruous
mass for its two or three smallish eggs, but the high, exposed

waterside nests must often withstand gale-force winds, and
insubstantial nests of beginners may blow down. Nests are always out in the open on the top of something to make it easy
for these long-winged hawks to come and go without risking
damage to their flight-feathers. As well, ospreys clearly don't
mind having their home in full view, as opposed to many other
raptors that conceal their nests and whose plumage is
inconspicious while brooding.
Female ospreys will fight fiercely to defend a nest; we
had one found in June on a small island (no people, no wires,
no shot found) with a severe distal wing injury that caused the
death of the wing. Four ospreys had been seen circling the
little island before this one was discovered and it is fairly sure
that two at least had a nasty fight over the nest-site. When the
nest structure is satisfactory, the female stays at the nest nearly
all the time; while brooding and raising her chicks, she does
not hunt even for herself unless she is desperate.
Chicks and juveniles
Meantime, the male is working hard to provide for the entire
family. He lugs each still-living prize back to the nest where
the female tears it up, little bite after little bite, and offers each
tidbit to the nearest hungry mouth. Fish dumped into the nest
are often twisting and struggling, and so the nestlings learn to
recognize fish unrelated to water early. The sight of a stillflipping fish on the ground before them is the trigger to feeding.
After about a month, nestlings begin to practice flying
and making their early experimental dives into the water, and
between these flights they come back to the nest to be with
family, to rest and to feed. On initial flights they sometimes
have difficulty steering or landing; we were once called out
for an "injured" youngster that had been clinging for several
hours to a cottager's uninviting shoreline of rocks held up by a
sort of chicken-wire basket device (gabion). The newly-fledged
osprey found the group of us just too much, and cheeping in
fear, it released itself awkwardly and flew off. We followed it
down the lake and presently found it in a tree with its parent.
Most of these beautiful, white-spotted, orange-eyed juveniles need a full ten days to three weeks or more of parental
backup for strikes missed during practice.
Migration
Like loons and nearly all fish-eaters, they migrate, and like
loons, the juveniles stay in the south until their third year when
they are ready to breed. Southward migration starts as early as
mid-August, and the further north on the continent they are,
the earlier they begin to leave. The early departure is not due
to how the cold affects the osprey, but how the cold affects the
fish; they go deeper or further out and are consequently not
available to striking feet.
Though some juveniles stay at nests a week or two after their parents depart, most juveniles leave when their parents
do.7 Those that stay have no further backup when they miss
strikes, but at least they had their natural learning period with
their parents. Worse off is a youngster that has missed the tutorial period between fledging and independence; he will be
facing his hazardous migratory journey with no hunting skills
at all. What hope is there then?

T H E OSPREY IN
fragile

and fearful,

60% of our admissions

H A N D
are dead, dying or beyond

help

Most injured ospreys are found near water, and some are found in it. They can be scooped up with rubber fish-nets (the coarse, thick
netting prevents tails and flight-feathers from becoming entangled) and on land, all they need is a towel over the head to reduce
their terror, and to be grasped from behind, the hands sliding down the back and gripping the parts of the legs closest to the belly.
We have never seen any sign of aggression or even self-defence; only stark terror. Mind you, like any bird, fingers moving too
quickly near the face may be nipped, but their bite is not damaging.
Like most of our birds, we prefer that they be transported in dark cardboard cartons; the darkness reduces some of their
agitation, and the softness of the cardboard helps protect the needle-sharp talon-tips. If these are blunted, there is no way to sharpen
them, no way that I can imagine that they could possibly improve in captivity where they are forced to be on their feet all the time,
seeing that they spend so much natural time off their feet in flight; and no way to return them to the wild without their dinnercatchers.
Arrival at the clinic
For the most effective care, the relevant osprey points are these:
•

They don't keep well, and need much more thought-out preparation than such hardy land-based species as Red-tails and
Great Horned s

•

Their terror demands space and privacy and a lot of time and distance from humans. Ospreys are very nervous incaptivity, grunting and whinnying and backing up fearfully, crushing their long primaries and tail-tips

•

Osprey feet are designed for fish-piercing and fish-grasping, not walking or gripping a perch for long periods. The great
half-round talons blunt easily, so talon-tip wear is a great danger

•

Their vision may be even more important in catching prey than that of land-hunting raptors. Can they fish with the use of
only one eye?

•

Fisheaters starve more quickly than meat-eaters

•

The sight of a still-flipping fish nearby on the floor, not in water, is the trigger to feeding

•

Because the osprey has to grip the fish while tearing little bits off, fish less than 5" are often too small to hold

•

Ospreys are bite-at-a-time grazers that feed slowly and need to feed often—they certainly cannot be force-fed whole fish
(the narrow beak and jaw makes force-feeding even single slivery bites an awful job—don't try it!)

•

Ospreys get all the fluid they need from the fresh fish they eat
Add to that...
Osprey plumage is different from that of other raptors; it
has a pungent smell from the chemicals in the uropygial oil
and is particularly stiff and surprisingly inflexible, causing
the flight-feathers to break very easily
They usually behave as if dazed and do not move much
Fledglings denied their weeks of hunting practice before
migration time will probably starve quickly after
release, so euthanasia of injured or nest-deprived should be
seriously considered

The weeks of supervised learning with the parents are
crucial. When missed, the unskilled juvenile will almost
certainly starve

K g 9 4 . Primary damage the first day despite carefulness
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PLUMAGE DIFFERENCES IN JUVENILE AND ADULT
OSPREYS

F i g 9 5 . Adult osprey, no spots

our procedure
As soon as the osprey arrives we do a quick checkover, take an
X-ray and a weight, and for the record, a wing-chord. Then if
euthanasia has not been promptly required, we hurry to present
the osprey with spacious privacy and that precious first fish.
In our experience with these beautiful, gentle eagles, nothing
matters more than starting that slow grazing intake of nutrients and fish-fluid, and this takes distance, patience,
understanding of their behaviour in the wild, and the right sort
offish, preferably alive, as its movement on the ground nearby
is the trigger to eating in captivity, just as it was in the nest.
The physical exam
If the osprey is able to stand, I slide her ("her," because we
have had more than twice as many females as males) out of the
travelling box onto a carpet runner, and for a few minutes just
watch her reactions, her balance, the symmetry of her wings.
Usually their injuries are major and easily recognized.
After a bit I scoop her up in the cradle-position in the
crook of my arm, look closely for blood in the nostrils or the
mouth, note her eyes, and if she can tolerate it (no signs of
respiratory difficulty from internal haemorrhage) I turn her on
her back on a towel on the exam/X-ray table, cover her head
lightly with a small cover, and look for splats of blood sometimes jetted out by a shot onto the white plumage inside the
wings or on the body. I also look and feel over the wings, the
keel and crop and examine the condition of the feet and talons.
The commonest problems we see in ospreys are starvation and fractures from shot and collision from (apparently)
hitting overhead wires. If she does not need euthanasia at this
point, we continue.
X-raying
The X-ray then defines any skeletal injuries, and as she is already on the table, it is easy to slip a labelled cassette under
her without disturbance. We take the X-ray the same way we
do all birds except loons—on their backs, no anaesthetic, no
taping, no hands, just that little cover over their heads, and
after slowly releasing the legs we tiptoe away, take the radiograph and tiptoe back to take the legs again. It always works.
Loons squat on their bellies instead.
Given their methodical manner of eating fish, swallowing a sinker would not happen; they even carefully pick
out and discard the swim-bladder. But we do sometimes find
shot in various soft tissues. More than half our ospreys have
fractures, nearly all in the wings.
Note that the large joint spacing in juveniles—there
are even some joint spaces in flying ones—can be misinterpreted as joint dislocations by those unfamiliar.

F i g 9 6 . Juvenile in Robin's hand. Note 'spots
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The indoor unit
From the cassette the osprey, still quiet on her back, is gently
lifted to the nearby scale, where the weight too is taken while
still lying trancelike with only that face-cover. That and the
wing-chord are all accomplished before setting her gently in
the largest indoor area we can offer, which for us is 6' or 8'
long, under full skylight behind one-way viewing doors.

All the emphasis on quietness, low voices, soft-soled
shoes, slow movements, and good preparation to speed the
procedure may seem excessive to some, but it is essential to
reduce terror which in turn rapidly uses up precious remaining
calories. Like Sharpshins, ospreys have a very thin line between living and collapsing. Because starvation is often
involved, calories expended now at a time of high stress may
result in an inevitable slide to death. Have not all rehabilitators experienced the newly "rescued" admission who then dies?
To protect their talons, their entire floor is covered with
astroturf everywhere they have to take a few steps. Other ruglike materials must not be made with looped or knotted threads
that snag the sharp tips. Three of our admissions had already
blunted their talons somewhat, just from being grounded for a
few days.
They do not move about much, but like most birds, they
do prefer to be off the ground. To accomplish this, we have
found that a choice of a few thick low barky branches or perhaps a firewood half-log (both also covered with astroturf)
fastened to sturdy bases work well. They are often too weak to
climb up far, but staying at ground-level means wear on tail
and flight-feathers. Another idea is a perch made of a styrofoam water "play-log"—those long coloured cylinders sold
everywhere for summer water-fun—firmly nailed to a broad
non-tip base and covered with astroturf. These may be protective of the talons, yet afford a good grip.
Re bandaging, casting, taping, etc.
Their wings are huge—extremely long radius-ulnas give them
that curious hunch-shouldered look. The 'shoulders' are actually the carpals (Fig 97, 98). Like most birds, but especially
those with such long heavy wings, any restrictions such as bandaging not only prevents preening and interferes with
thermoregulation (those wings are like big blankets) but puts
them seriously off balance. Because they are so inactive in
captivity, restrictions are seldom needed, and minimal supports
that interfere least with them have worked well, even outdoors.

F i g 9 7 . The hunch-shouldered look created by the extremely long wings

F i g 9 8 . An X-ray of an osprey showing how long the radius-ulnas are

measurements
Weights
Proven males, 9 full-sized. Very even; their admission weights
ranged from 1135g thin-1300g in good flesh, though later given
unlimited access to easy fish, two gained to about 1700g.
Proven females, 20 full-sized. The starved ones were from 950
-1175 g, while the healthy ones were from 1300-1870g. The
females were usually somewhat heavier but the range was not
much different, and some of the fledgling females may still
have had some growing to do. I wonder why we have have had
three times as many proven females as males?
Wing-chords
This measurement is taken on a closed wing from the carpal
to the tip of the longest primary, with the primaries keeping
their natural curve above the ruler and the carpals just touching the stop at the beginning of the ruler. (In countries where
the wing is flattened onto the ruler, it is no longer called a
"chord" and the measurement is longer.) I have not yet enough
data to be useful. Females were usually longer-winged than
males, but not always and again there is a big overlap. Females measured 410-500mm; males 452^185mm.

The wing measurement is not needed for age or gender, as age is obvious—the juveniles with their attractive
pale-spotted plumage and orange eyes the adults with solid
dark backs and wings and yellow eyes' (See Figs 95, 96). In
captivity, gender matters mainly for the record or for banding;
but it should be taken early before the primary tips start to
break off, which they will (Fig 94). Though there is an overlap, males are usually smaller than females and often
whiter-breasted, but plumages vary. Our proven females were
20, outnumbering proven males who were only nine; the remaining measurable ones were evenly divided by guess. I have
not yet seen a brood-patch or a cloacal protruberance.
But while it is satisfying to know the gender, it is not
necessary for care. Just give the bird all the fish it can eat!
Humeral lengths
Just for curiosity, I took humeral measurements from X-rays
on all the full-sized ospreys lying on their backs relaxed, so

that the humerus is actually on the cassette. This is an exact
measurement that might better indicate body proportion (there
it is again, the pleasure of measuring!) Not surprisingly, the
small number of males all had shorter humeri, measuring 142—
143mm, while the majority of females were well above 145mm,
mostly above 150mm and one even up to 168mm long. As so
often happens, there was just one that spoiled the "female is
bigger than the male" picture, a female whose humerus measured only 137mm. She couldn't be ignored, as she was
definitely an adult in the beginning of July with a large ovary
and Fallopian tube as well.
So even these exact measurements show a great variation in gender size. To further confuse the issue, the humeral
lengths often were not reflected in the wing-chords. The shorthumerus female had a medium to large wing-chord
—480mm—while another female who had nearly the longest
humerus, also had the shortest wing-chord. For now, I give up.

about starvation, dehydration and low blood volume
34% of our osprey admissions were starved
Of those starved, 83% were dead, dying or died soon

Before discussing feeding strategies for starved ospreys, I should like to put the whole issue of feeding and drinking in perspective.
Ospreys are vastly different in their needs from other raptors, and raptors are vastly different in their needs
from seed-eaters, and all birds are vastly different in their needs from mammals.
In the care of wild birds, it is crucial to understand their marked physiological and anatomical differences from mammals
to ensure they are considered and treated appropriately.
Mammal vs bird
Baby mammals are fed nothing but fluid for a long time; baby
birds are never brought a drop.1 Mammals die of dehydration
in just days, while birds can go weeks without food or drink—
in the case of penguins, up to five months. In the care of injured
mammals, fluid replacement is first priority, but in my experience of birds it is closer to the last: when birds haemorrhage
their vasopressor system prevents them from going into circulatory shock—their blood-pressure does not drop significantly,
and they have to bleed out entirely before they go toes-up. In
unpleasant experiments it has been proven that dogs and cats
die of blood loss long before pigeons. Species that go into
shock from haemorrhage exhibit acidosis, and [chickens] do
not become acidotic after sustained haemorrhage.2
In further lab experiments, the natural restoration of
fluid during the first 90 minutes after the bleeding [in the
chicken] was twice that of a dog. So automatic tubing "fluid
therapy" for injured admissions is appropriate to mammals
rather than to birds. This is especially important to realize in
fish-eaters, who get all the fluid from the bodies of the fish
they eat. And subcutaneous injections of fluid are apparently
not effective in birds; about 100% of the fluid has been recovered 24 hours later.3
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The skin of birds is extremely thin—the top layer or epidermis
is only about 10 cells deep, while mammals have five times
that thickness. Under the epidermis, birds have no subcutaneous tissue. Technically, a layer of loose connective tissue exists,
and in certain places it can store fat, but compared to mammals it is so barely noticeable that you can see right through it.
Without subcutaneous tissue there are no sebaceous or sweat
glands, which is why bird skin is always very dry.
In apteric, or naturally featherless areas such as the
sides of the neck, the skin—especially dampened skin—can
be looked through like a translucent window: a perfect living
anatomy lesson, a view right onto the muscles, bones, tendons,
even veins and arteries, unobstructed by any subcutaneous tissue. The inner (ventral) surface of the humeral part of the wing
of passerines and herons comes to mind, and the drawing of
the plucked wing of a Great Horned Owl in Beaks, Brains and
Bones Vol. 2 Fig 61 is an example.
It is astonishing to those who have not experienced it;
with a dead bird on its back with a wing outstretched, you can
make a small snip in the thin skin over the humerus which you
can clearly see as if through Saran-wrap, and you are then touching the bone itself! In ospreys and some other water or northern
birds this view is partly hidden by extra plumage.

That thin skin has no stretch at all.—The skin is completely
non-stretchable, which is why there are lots of wrinkly areas,
e.g. on belly, neck and armpit, ready to be un-wrinkled by expansion; however, their dry bagginess has nothing to do with
fluid loss and everything to do with providing potential space
for enlarged stomachs and fat storage.
The larder. Fat is both stored and used up in a certain order,
and the amounts and sites are of great interest to ornithologists, museums and others. 4 Outside the bony skeleton,
yellowish layers of fat become visible through the translucent
skin along their sides, on the abdominal muscles, over the pectorals, and in the hollow "V" between the clavicles;
bird-banders particularly pay attention to this last cache, and
rate it.
Some birds such as Snow Buntings even store it in their
wings, and I have found fat on the skulls of owls too. Within
the body frame of ribs and sternum, the fat bulk is pillowed
around the gizzard and the intestines, so that the outline of the
bird remains unchanged; changes in body shape are caused by
feather compression or elevation for warmth, cooling, or signalling.
Airsacs. Filling the body cavities, each bird body has in constant use at least 9-11 airsacs with extensions into the
wing-bones in many species; think of them as a bunch of delicate, transparent balloons with their mouths in special openings
on the lung surface. The organs, covered with thinnest membranes, are inside the airsacs. This leaves no room for tissues
capable of storing water; any spare space is used to store precious fat.

The fluids difference
Lacking subcutaneous tissue and having no stretch in their skin,
birds can store very little water, nor do they require water the
way mammals do. It is unfortunate that we are all overexposed
to feeder birds, pet-shop imports and domestic fowl, all of which
are seed-eaters—note how often pigeons, chickens, budgies,
and parrots are the common models for textbook studies and
instructions. Further, the commercial seed they are allotted is
refined and thoroughly dried, not fresh off the plant with its
natural moisture content, and so of course all these captive
herbivores need to drink water every day, which by extrapolation leads many people to believe all birds need to drink water
every day. (How many times have we all admitted a waterdish slopping about in a carton with a hawk or owl, a swallow
or robin or woodpecker?)
Healthy wild birds that eat meat, fish, fruit and insects
seldom need to drink, as they get their fluid from the food they
eat. And the metabolism of both food and/or fat produces both
energy (calories) and water.
Water conservation. Birds have special strategies to prevent
water loss: very little is exhaled, they do not sweat, and fluid
output in their urine and droppings, collected together in the
cloaca, is very small. If it were not so, they would need a bladder, which they do not have.
I actually had to witness the slow death of an beautiful
osprey (# 969, Pg. 78) due to routine operative "fluid therapy;"
an i/v was left running continuously during a 3- hour and 15minute attempted cancerous bone-graft. The disastrous effect
went unnoticed, probably because of all the drapes, and the

Well-fed Northern Harrier. Airsacs filling body outline
organs

F

g

1 0 0 . Healthy lab rat, the same weight as the
Northern Harrier. Ho air
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surgeons did not examine the bird afterwards.
The grafting from tibia to a poorly-healing
metacarpal fracture was complicated and no
doubt technically excellently done, but the \l
v silently ballooned the tissues everywhere.
Later, when awake, the bird's breast was so
heavy that the poor osprey kept falling forward, the unbandaged wing sagged to the
ground, and the leg on the same side became
horribly sodden and crepitating. The tissues
leaked pink fluid in many places and the bird
died two days later. Post-mortem showed fluid
in every imaginable tissue, even pooled in the
lower airsacs. Ironically, there was only about
a Q-tip of blood loss during the operation.
As 1 said earlier, ospreys get all the
fluid they need from the fresh fish they eat.
While they enjoy a luxurious splashy bath, it
is doubtful if they ever drink if they are uninjured and well-fed. Of course in captivity,
which involves both injury and artificial surroundings, water is always made available, but though I have
watched for hours behind our one-way mirrored doors and
into observation aviaries, I have only once seen an osprey show
the slightest interest in water in any vessel, pool or running
from a hose, except by bathing enthusiastically outdoors in a
small pool during a downpour.2
Having said all that, we did have just that one osprey
(Fig 101) that was really thirsty. My notes read:
" #5919, juvenile female, August. Fascinating colour: shades
of cafe-au-lait, with brown talons and pale, buff-coloured legs
and brilliantly orange irises. Had been in captivity 1 day and
force-fed by finder who said blood came out of mouth. X-rayed
by an animal hospital, diagnosed as a fractured coracoid,
transferred to us. Severe rapid dyspnea immediately obvious,
rocking the body. The instant my hands began the lift her from
the box she gaped severely and nearly expired. Left undisturbed for 24 hours with flipping fish; understood the fish but
not interested, but to our surprise drank a lot from large dogbowl with aquarium bubbler identifying it. Dyspnea did not
abate by the morning of the second day so gave euthanasia.
"When I touched sternum it gave way, no keel could be
felt and the lower sternum was boggy. Two X-rays were curiously puzzling; something wrong but not sure what; upper keel
out of line and broken, which I could feel with my fingers anyway. So I dissected her from the clavicles to cloaca, and
understood. The keel was broken off altogether. Her sternum,
which was well-fleshed, was smashed into at least ten pieces,
split down the middle all the way, yet still perilously connected
together at the top, with the clavicles and coracoids intact.
Dreadful destruction; have never seen a sternum so jaggedly
mashed. Body full offree bloody fluid—had to take out 45cc
before I could see organs—lungs deep mauve and sodden, kidneys with hematomas and red crosses, right liver lobe palest
buff with capsule filled with bloody fluid." She had bled to
death internally.
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Partially albino osprey # $ w

Note. The "red crosses" on the kidneys are likely to be small
veins or arterioles criss-crossing the surface of the organ that
has become pale enough to become a background contrasting
their presence.
Low blood volume?
In trying to decide if there is a blood volume shortage, it is
useful to consider the circumstances and the weather. The finder
can tell you if it had it been raining lately where the bird came
from, or if the bird—any bird—had been found near a pool,
puddle, or stream. In such cases, if it was capable, it is likely to
have helped itself to water if needed, and though injured or
starved, it most likely will not be dehydrated. Ospreys do not
like to walk, and an injured osprey will not be far from the
scene of the accident, which is probably fairly close to water.
In our post-mortem searches we have found low blood
volume in about 1% of all birds of all species admitted here,
whereas starvation has been found in 17%. Of that 1% with
low volume, about 18% survived more than five days by nonintrusive means of assistance.
When we were fairly sure that a bird was seriously low
in blood, we were careful not to have them subjected to anaesthetic until they had time to top up their lost quantity, as their
livers might not have enough circulation to eliminate it. Besides, the liver is often damaged in traumatic incidents.
Renewing the quantity (by the body increasing volume
of the serum) does not take long, though renewing the quality
of blood (by the body producing new red-blood cells) takes
longer, as anyone knows who has given blood. The following
is an unusual case of severe internal haemorrhage.
Haemorrhage in a healthy Northern Goshawk
# 6702, adult male, December. Witnessed and brought in very
quickly, very ill from a collision on side of garage near roof;
photographs were later given to me showing the blood on the
fascia. A few feathers were found stuck there too, all just inches
from clearing the roof in fast chase. Though the gos fell im-

mobile and bled in the snow, his terror still enabled him to runflap off a short distance when finder tried to pick him up.
On exam, his crown midline divide was obvious, the
feathers flat on one side and raised on the other, showing some
cranial nerve damage in the brain. His eyes were slitted nearly
shut, and there was a lot of thick, bright blood in his mouth,
probably from the choanal slit. I wiped out the worst of it and
then in his unit placed him gently on his breast, releasing the
legs last. Here he collapsed altogether with legs still trailing,
cheek on astroturf and eyes fully shut; very unexpected. Usually if a bird feels so desperate that he must lie down he does it
with tarsi underneath him, as birds do when brooding eggs. I
lightly covered him with a dark cloth.
He lay there like the dead from noon until nine, only
flinching slightly each time I touched him to see if he was
dead. At 9:00 pm I was sure he must be dead, and had the
blood tube and syringe ready to take post-death blood for the
Canadian Wildlife Service heavy-metal program in which I
was participating, but when I opened the unit door, he leaped
up! He looked awful, eyes at half-mast, awkwardly hunched,
miserable. I poured water into his bowl noisily and he reacted,
showing he heard it, though I don't know if he drank or not. I
slipped away and left him alone.
Next morning, he was on a perch; the water-bowl looked
untouched (clean, and the surrounding astroturf dry). By afternoon he began to eat and looked much healthier. By the
eighth day he was too active—knocking over perches and crashing about—so I put him in a large outdoor aviary. On Day 13
he was banded and taken by finder where he was released at
the same site. Lots of birds there to eat, the finder said cheerfully!
The only "treatment" we did for this brain-damaged,
haemorrhaging accipiter was to clear his airway and quickly
let him rest. Haemorrhage is a such common adjunct to brain
or body injury so this is fairly standard procedure in our clinic,
though when appropriate—some of the calmer species, and
not flat on their faces—water is offered by eyedropper to the
beak. We don't give Dexamethazone any more; several vets of
our acquaintance have stopped giving admission
Dexamethazone, and I know of an Emergency Room where it
is not much used now either.
Post-mortems in those with low blood volume
When looking inside in the post-mortem of each death involving severe dehydration or low blood volume, it seemed clear
that forcing fluids could hardly have helped (or did not help)
the most critically affected, as many were so far gone that they
had no volume at all. The surface of the liver was shirred like
a dry jello pudding, and when snipped, this normally very vascular organ only dripped a drop or two instead of the healthy
gush I often wished I hadn't started.
Besides eleven Great Horned Owls savagely torn up in
barbed wire, causes of these extreme cases included a Great
Horned trapped in the very hot upper part of a factory for a
week—he caught and ate the pigeon he was after, but died
finally of critical dehydration. Harrier chicks have sometimes
bled out from arterial haemorrhaging from chopped blood-

feathers after being mowed over by a haybine; the artery in
each flight-feather really spurts. A Great Blue Heron could
not swallow anything because of four hooks in his mouth.
Another Great Blue in July had a half-grown muskrat jammed
part way down his throat and died of dehydration. Then there
were those with badly ripped arteries and veins from shot, or
vehicle collisions, and an usual occurrence for an osprey, see #
5922, Pg. 80.
Starvation vs dehydration
Over the years, we have always been given the impression that
starvation, which is obvious by the condition of the pectorals,
should be treated as if it were dehydration, which does not
reduce muscle mass: our early instructions were always "mammalian"—to force fluids for days before cautiously giving small
amounts of food. In starvation, which is extremely common in
the rehabilitation of wild birds, what good is forced fluid when
intake of fluid was so rarely a priority in the first place?
Of course starvation and dehydration do occur together
sometimes, but critical dehydration in birds is something we
so rarely encounter that each case is memorable (as above)
and it can only diagnose by commonsense, such as those with
arteries ripped in barbed wire; when such a bird is capable of
drinking, after recognizing water in a container or pool they
drink thankfully on their own or perhaps with a little help, such
as offering an eyedropper or holding a bowl up to the beak.
The quantity of fluid can thus be made up without added stress,
and the quality will be rebuilt with good nutrition.
If a bird is thirsty it does not mean it is dehydrated, any
more than you are when you take a long, cold drink on a warm
day. If a bird is dehydrated some body tissues have been deprived, but there can still be good blood volume because the
body sacrifices minor systems for major ones; for the heart
and brain, good blood volume is necessary, and fluid may be
"borrowed" from other less important tissues to keep up the
volume of the main circulation.
nutrition
Feeding ospreys
We feed them at once. We have found that the most important
first step with any osprey is to get it to eat by itself as soon as
possible, as fat stores are nearly always non-existent and weight
loss is continuous, and as shown in the table on Pg. 72. 72% of
starved ospreys died either just before or just after admission. Feed first, ask questions afterwards is our motto, unless
the bird has to have immediate euthanasia.
Nearly always, they need to begin with a live flapping
fish, which focuses their attention on it, giving them a chance
to recognise it in its strange environment. It has to be flipping
on the ground, not far from the osprey's feet. A bait minnow of
5" or so will do, but not smaller, as it will be too short for them
to grasp with their big foot. There is no use offering a swimming fish in a brimming pan; though fish-in-water seems logical
to man-thinking, it conveys absolutely no stimulus to the osprey—the eyes stay blank, the head droops.
It often takes several tries with a live fish because of a
dilemma: if you are too close, the osprey fastens his fright-

ened eyes on you instead
of the fish, until the fish
gives up the struggle; if
you are too far, the toss is
likely to be inaccurate.
One solution is to toss it,
and disappear.
After the osprey
recognizes a fish and
takes a bite out of it, the
food problem is basically
over. From then on, the
osprey accepts dead fish
tossed or placed and eats
them readily. Some have
greeted the first fish (even
occasionally, a dead one)
promptly and got down to
business; what a delightful sight that is! Others
have taken days and
caused us much anxiety.
If all our units are
already occupied, we
have had success using a
long astroturf runner right
on the clinic floor, with

F i g 1 0 2 . Once, after he had started eating, one osprey actually accepted fit minnowsfrommy fingers

the osprey at one end and the fish-tosser crouching as inconspicuously as possible at the other end, ready to sneak away
on hands and knees. On occasions when it was impossible to
get a live fish pronto, we have resorted to dragging the fish on
a thin, weak thread or pancake-flipping it by using a long, slender stick, or even frisbee-ing it so that it arrives on the move. If
the fish happens to hit the osprey's foot, the bird looks down to
see what the hell is attacking him; and in that minute he may
recognize it...you hope.
How much fish to give an osprey? Just make sure there
always is at least one fresh one within his reach and vision.
Note about the large crop
As they swallow bite after bite, they "pack" it into place. This
involves a curious snaky-neck movement which makes me
think of long-necked Balinese dancers. All raptors do it sometimes, but it is particularly curious to watch in the osprey. Like
other raptors, a full crop is a clear bulge at a distance, and on
an X-ray it obliterates a large space (Fig 103)!
Ospreys are said to make castings at times, but we have
never seen any. Fishbone dissolve very quickly and are refined to a powder through the great length of intestine (see
post-mortem organs, Pg. 85).

F i g 1 0 3 . X-ray of a plump osprey with a fiill crop
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About the food value offish
There are less calories in a portion of fish-flesh than in an
equivalent portion of meat. To compare values of meat vs fish,
here are some examples:
% water calories g protein % fat
Baked (no added fat): bb%
flounder or sole

lb

bO

17

1

relatively lean beef roast

57

205

23

12

8>5g cooked

% water calories g protein g fat

5 random fish, the average

66.4

135

19

5.2

5 random meats, the average 53.2

226

22

16.5

I selected an average of five 85g cooked samples of fish and
meat showing that compared to most meat, most fish is much
lower in calories, protein and fat.1 Of course, fish species vary
in their fat, protein and non-edible content—some are very
high in oil, some very bony—and in the wild ospreys eat a
variety. Rarely will two different fish be equally valuable to a
hunting osprey, as fish species differ widely in quality and the
amount of edible flesh. In winter they often snatch flounder
off the shallow sea floor; other fish recorded include herring,
perch, sunfish, smelt and occasional trout.
But whatever the fish, it is clear that these fisheaters
have to eat a lot to keep up their weight and health, and double
that to store up fat!
Species offish we have offered
To compare, the weights of ospreys vs Redtailed Hawks are
reasonably similar, except that male Retails can be even smaller
than male ospreys. Of course the bone/fat/flesh ratio of the
food offerings varied, but Redtails fed mice in captivity with
us needed only about 100-200g a day, whereas ospreys, doing
basically nothing and fed mainly sunfish, needed 500-800g a
day. Only four of 40 (10%) had good fat stores on admission,
and ospreys lose weight rapidly.
I should add that we have very little control over what
fresh or even frozen whole fish we get here in inland Ontario.
Some ospreys enjoyed fresh bait-shop suckers and live sunfish, others had frozen perch, whitefish, crappie, sunfish, rock
bass, even alewife, and a few got fat on occasional batches of
small dead trout given to us by a fish-farm. I've seen them
climb up on top of a really big fish to eat.
Big, fresh, whole and juicy is best. Whatever the fish,
the eating of those small bites is slow, measured, and lengthy,
on and off all day long, so care has to be taken not to keep him
from his fish; whenever distracted or alarmed, he just stops
eating. Also, the longer the fish lies there, the drier it gets.
One summer I tried to keep some sunfish in a large
aquarium for such emergencies, but the job of changing the

water, the risk of fish jumping out or birds falling in, and the
aquarium leaking into the electrical furnace ducts was just too
much for the occasional one or two ospreys we get a year.
(Once or twice early in our inexperience, we got caught out
with no fish at all, so we made do forcing bits of defurred
mice, but it was an exhausting and hateful job for all concerned—please don't try it!) We now always have on hand at
least a few fish frozen in water, which prevents them from
drying out in the freezer.
Fat and the set point
To many people in this age of corpulence, "fat" means "bad."
But the natural storage of fat in wild mammals, much of it
under the very stretchy skin that causes the body shape to
change as it accumulates, is vital to their health and is programmed to be burned in place of food during lean times, such
as hibernation or failed hunts. Nowadays for many of us there
are no lean times. The key to fat loss and gain is each body's
metabolism which acts like a bank book: consistently increased
caloric intake above that body's daily needs creates a deposit
of fat (a credit) and the weight (balance) goes up: consistently
decreased below that body's daily needs creates a debit, and
the balance goes down. History and culture illustrate the effects of known increased calorie intake—think of the Japanese
sumo wrestlers—or decreased calorie intake—think of concentration camps. Among today's well-fed masses, think of
anorexia.
In birds, when food is plentiful, as much as possible is
stored as fat for failed hunts, winter, long migratory flights
and emergencies; the burned fat produces both energy and
water. Our foster-parent owls go for up to two weeks at a time
during the winter eating nothing, drinking nothing; fat mice
are of no interest to them. When I appear with my basket of
goodies each day in the fall and late spring, they arrive immediately to snatch them straight from my hand. In winter, they
merely blink at me from their favourite high perch and don't
bother to move. They are using up their fat stores. A certain
level of stored fat that tells the body when to stop eating is
referred to as a "set point." '
About recovery from starvation
When the fat stores are used up and there is no food coming in,
the body starts to burn muscle to provide critical energy for
the brain, retina and adrenal medulla. As the pectoral muscle
is the largest in the bird body, it is important to look and feel
the muscle on the sternum, using the keel as a sort of dipstick
for thickness and symmetry. In mammals, recovery from starvation or severe illness has to be done with fluids and small
easily-digested amounts of food, or it will be rejected by the
stomach.
In birds, particularly in raptors (those that have not
passed the point of no return, for at a critical point in starvation there are neither enzymes nor thiamine left to metabolize
glucose for the brain)2 large quantities of food are eagerly taken;
mice either chopped or offered with forceps if help is needed,
or simply presented in a heap, letting them ehoose what they
know they can handle, and often it is an amazing amount—a
Red-tail gobbled fourteen mice at one go; among starved Great
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Horned Owls, a 950g-female ate 400g, a 890g-male ate a whole
rat on the second day, and a man fed one a squirrel that hugely
tented her stomach. A Snowy ingested three 150-200g rats in
a day, and so on. All survived and most were released.
All birds past that invisible point inevitably deteriorate
after the second day, but that happens with tube-fed ones as
well; we did tube a few, without success.
Though starvation is usually after, not before, an accident, juvenile ospreys often starve because of hunting
inexperience. Only one of our fourteen starved ospreys was

an adult, crippled by a bad fractured tarsus. Nine were September-October flying juveniles, three being injured before
starving. The six remaining juveniles starved without primary
injury, again suggesting the difficulties of learning their hunting craft.
Would tube-feeding have helped these? It seems unlikely. Excepting # 5922 (Pg. 80) all eight that died did so
within the first day or two, even after ingesting some food.
Post-mortems showed critical deterioration.

Species

total
adms

of t o t a l ,
% starved

of starved, of starved, of starved, of starved,
DOAs
euth soon released
died soon

Snowy Owl

47

40%

11%

10%

37%

42%

Great Horned

456

39%

9%

11%

50%

30%

Red-tailed Hawk

327

31%

4%

14%

51%

31%

Osprey

41

34%

14%

57%

0

14% *

TABLE COMPARING STARVED ADMISSIONS OF FOUR RAPTORS
* not included are the two chicks which were rushed back to their parents (see Returning the Young)

Some blood tests : more harm than good?
I may be poking a wasps' nest here, but I shall express
an opinion that has been reinforced steadily over the years of
contact with rehabilitators about blood tests on wild birds. It
seems to me that they are relied on to the exclusion of common-sense, and this reliance should be questioned. Are there
proven baseline data on the blood values of wild birds? Are
the tests all being done in the same way? How well-trained are
those that take them, and those that read them? Is it the same
at sea-level as in the mountains? Is a robin's hematocrit (for
example) the same as a heron's? Is a Red-tail's the same as a
Sharp-shin's? Is a juvenile's the same as an adult's? Is a male's
the same as a female's? (The range of human hematocrit and
hemoglobin differs in men, women, children and newborns.)
If these baseline values are not proven, what is the point of
the test, unless a researcher is intentionally collecting data?
Sturkie's Avian Physiology (see, Pg. 66) cites many exhaustive and often cruel studies on blood volume, hematocrit,
etc., which show a great deal of variety in species, age, gender. Yet most of their experiments were on just one
species—chickens.
Somehow, doing tests make some people more comfortable. Lovers of lab tests may disagree with me but I can't
see the point of sticking a needle into a critically injured, terrified bird to take blood from an already blood-depleted body
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when there are clear signs to see of blood loss or anaemia if
one is looking. Even if the test says the bird is dangerously low
in blood volume or red blood cells, which could already be deduced by observation and history, what more can be done just
because a test proved it? For 99 % of caregivers neither i/v
fluids or blood transfusions are an option, even if they were the
supreme answer. In short, if the procedure of taking blood is
detrimental to helping a distressed bird (which it has to be)
and despite the results nothing technical can be done to improve the existing condition in the lab readout, why do it at all?
Transfer notes of raptors sent to us sometimes included
impressive-sounding lab test results (PCV, TP, HCT, serum protein) but in nearly all cases the caregivers were satisfied just to
have had the tests done, and failed to look at the vital picture
of the whole raptor. They observed the lab sheet, not the bird.
Missed were dead wings, hundreds of porcupine quills, two old
dislocated elbows, an owlet dying of starvation and obvious
white-mouthed anaemia. In one case a hawk hit by a truck had
been in captivity for four days with a paralyzed leg from an
obvious 50mm-pelvic fracture, but blood-work and
Dexamethazone were the only things done to help the hawk.
In no case was any assistance given based on the results of a
lab report.

I should, however, make one thing clear: to us, the
point of helping a bird survive is for its release only. It is the
law here, and I strongly support it. Keeping crippled wild prisoners should seldom be acceptable for rehabilitators: it is far
from compassionate, it sends the wrong message to the public, and it is usually manipulation of the helpless for our own
ends. Pet owners do it out of emotion. Zoos do it to make money.
Rehabilitators should be swayed by neither.
Blood tests in wildlife, which unarguably cause stress
and pain by grab and stab and damage fragile tissues needed
for flight, may only serve to show that caregivers feel pressure
to prove by lab analyses they are "professional" and as I have
said often, (we) rehabilitators are not professional anything,
nor do we need the pretence. Ours is a special niche; we are
quite different from doctors, veterinarians, humane society
workers, naturalists, biologists, ornithologists, bird-banders,
museum curators, and wildlife officials. We have unusual opportunities to see and do things none of them do. (Mind you,
any of them could become a rehabilitator, if they gave up their
job and became available to the public all day, every day without charge!)
"Very well," you say, "Here is modern technology, and it
is negligent for us not to use it for an evaluation." But you can
make an evaluation of the two commonest losses—immediately, non-intrusively, adequately. Observant doctors, nurses
and veterinarians do it all the time: they note the colour of
mucous membranes in the mouth in birds, of the gums in dogs
and cats, of the inner lower eyelid in humans. My OB-GYN doctor, a leading man in his field, would compare his palm to mine;
anaemia drains the colour from the palm-folds. In humans and
dogs and cats it takes only seconds to note skin or gum colours
that may be diagnostic—rubor, pallor, jaundice, the blue-greyness of heart trouble. Then lab tests can have value.
The two main losses that need prompt recognition in
birds have signs that can be evaluated by the naked eye:

A) dangerously low in red blood cells—anaemic, which
is frequently weeks old. We see this chronic anaemia often;
emaciated owl hisses—quickly, look inside: ah, white mouth,
especially the palate. Not enough red cells to make it pink. Why
should we be surprised? Anaemia usually accompanies severe
starvation. What can be done about it? Reduce injury pain and
fear, provide rest and good nutrition: the anaemia resolves naturally as the body recovers from the starvation. Recognizing it,
not measuring it, is what matters.
B) dangerously low in blood volume —a fresh acute
haemorrhage. Listen: gargling of blood in the trachaea, especially when the bird is turned on its back. Look: blood in the
mouth, nostrils or ears, or splashed on the feathers or in the
box (though possibly blood on the beak may be from prey). A
history of recent injury— barbed wire, vehicle collision with
blood on road, window collision, etc., help confirm a recent
haemorrhage. Dyspnea. What can be done about it?
Immediate reduction of pain and fear (hands off as soon
as possible!) Provide waterbowl, which should be identified and
located by making splashing sounds with fingers or an aquarium
bubbler, or water can be gently assisted by dropper by just touching the beak without touching the bird. A suitable footrest.
Perhaps something for pain. Fresh-killed mice or fish with their
life-giving supply of warm blood are provided. Then leave the
bird alone. This is not neglect—rest is a positive, vital treatment which may not have a lab result or be quantifiable, but it
takes thought and preparation to provide it.
The healing sleep provided by peace and a sense of
safety is often the difference between life and death to a terrified, weakened wild creature. The bleeding source thus has a
chance to clot firmly and if undisturbed, will heal rapidly—a
day or two at the most! The quantity and quality of blood will
soon be made up. Again, recognizing it, not measuring it, is
what matters.

The osprey in an outdoor aviary
After one or more days indoors depending on their needs,
we would put them out in the largest, least-treed aviaries.
Here they usually hop-flapped onto a low, prearranged branch
or big log (Fig 106,107) while those less able usually managed to climb up an astroturfed ramp to a perch which had
both bare and astroturfed sections for their choice. Other
stumps and low branches of different sizes, heights and types
were always available. The grooves of coarsely barked logs
offered a more varied surface, allowing changes of pressure
in parts of the footpads and talons. Always choices!
Walls
Any chain-link proved to be bad, whether white or green
vinyl-coated, as they crashed and clung with their precious
flight-feathers and tails straining through (Fig 108). Solid
materials were better, but like some raptors, ospreys misinterpreted white walls as distant space, but no matter what the

.#3068 Dreadfully worn talons
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Feeding them outside was whole new problem for them (and for us)
for with all the expanded strange ground, they had to learn to recognize a
dead fish all over again. To cut out the confusing patterns of plants and
leaves on the ground, we spread large areas of plain light-coloured astroturf
on which we discreetly tossed fish until finally they recognized one. Despite
their amazing vision, these dinners were so greatly displaced from the natural sites that they seemed unrecognizable at first. Also, about 8% of our
ospreys had brain-damage with visual problems, which probably makes things
even worse. Finally, they accepted the new strange routine and got on with
the business of eating, resting and healing.
They don't last long before their flight-feathers break and their talons blunt; I have seen primary tips start breaking off the first day (Fig 94).
Once we overwintered an osprey, and here our winters mean snow and ice.

F i g 1 0 5 . # 3068. Ruined flight-feathers
surface, they tended to crash repeatedly when
alarmed. They are designed for wide, high
spaces for flight and cannot adjust. Even knowing they are being watched (or photographed)
is disturbing to them, causing them to break off
eating and look about anxiously, thinking of
flight. When they really fly it takes an effort
and they need a lot of clear distance. We soon
found that we had to go to extraordinary lengths
not to spook them, even using a blind at the
door through which to take pictures.

F i g 1 0 6 . Overlooking large astroturf for fish-tossing

Yes, we found a way to offer fish
in water (just enough to keep them
from freezing) in a shallow pan
heated on electrical heating coil,
but the damage to the poor osprey
was terrible (Figs 104 & 105).
Never again will we attempt to
keep one longer than a few weeks.
It is likely that any type of
ground summer or winter, earth or
snow, will wear down talons, as
they are meant to be suspended a
third of the day in the air. As for
their flight-feathers, damage
seems inevitable.

F i g 1 0 7 . Osprey on log, exercising those big wings
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Pools
Every bird needs access to a bathable pool of some sort,
and each of our aviaries has a handmade unpainted concrete one. Excepting on a single occasions when an osprey
had a fine bath in pouring rain, these pools were ignored by
ospreys. Just as well, as we've found since how damaging
concrete is to tender soles of loons and grebes. Ideally a
natural pool would be best, but there must be better artificial surfaces than ours.
some of the causes of admission
Starvation

„,<- <h»U

Osprey Fractures
metacarpals 7
coracoids 4
humerus 2
humeral crest knocked off, 2
ulna and radius combined 3 (one was a nestling)
sternum and keel, 1
femur 0, tibia and tarsus one fracture in each
Dead Wings
For comparison (nestlings excluded in all species)
Great Horned Owls = 1.3%
Redtailed Hawks =1.5%
Great Blue Herons =10%
Ospreys =16%

1 0 8 . Osprey crashes on wall,
clinging and flapping

Enjoying his fish on the
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C a u s e s of injuries

•
collisions — 12 or more
•
proven shot—7
•
fights with other ospreys—1
•
fishbone in the mouth—1
•
nest problems— 2 nests
•
fishing equipment and vehicle collisions—none, thank
goodness, though I recently saw a sports program in which an
expressionless fisherman in a boat was reeling in a fish with
an osprey riding on it. They did not say if it was hooked, but I
doubt it. The osprey merely appeared to be surprised by the
determination of his would-be prey!
About starvation
In most bird species with which I am familiar, starvation itself
is not a cause, but a result; a result from an injury that prevents foraging. What we have seen in ospreys is largely caused
when first-year birds are not skilled enough to catch sufficient
fish. Nearly half of the flying juveniles we have had were
starved, most without apparent injury.
Though some unflighted chicks found on the ground
were very thin, had they starved after falling from their damaged nest, or had they starved while in the nest? The male
osprey's hunting performance is affected by bad weather,
though various studies have disagreed as to how much.1
It is hunger, the young dying of starvation, or nests
abandoned by hungry parents that accounts for most reproductive loss among ospreys. When other causes of breeding
failure are invoked, age or weather for example, hunger is
usually the root cause.2
Because most of our ospreys were in poor flesh or without fat stores, the problems of osprey starvation are mentioned
in one aspect or another throughout the whole Osprey section
of this book.
Collisions: power-wires and dead wings
From below looking up into a treeless sky, wires seem obvious until one is on top of a hill looking down on them, and
then one sees how they vanish into the patterns of the landscape. Occasionally, birds have been seen to collide with them.
Most of the species involved were marsh or water-birds, mainly
Great Blue Herons, ospreys, bitterns and a mallard.
Of 29 power-wire collisions witnessed or very likely
in several species, 24% had dead wings or legs, and two birds
had both. Suspicions were strong for those that showed a linear injury such as a straight line on the liver, straight bruise
across the belly, even across the face. Three ospreys and three
Great Blue Herons each had freshly-dead wings.
One such accident of each species was witnessed. Robin
and I watched with horror as a nesting American Bittern flew
into the marsh next to us at dusk, struck a wire and fell straight
into the cattails and long marsh grass. We searched that night
and the following day, but never found the bird.
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A woman was just getting in her truck when she heard
a peculiar snapping sound and turned just in time to see a Great
Blue fall, the lines above still twanging. She brought it at once.
The heron was a very plump, healthy adult who could
not stand, though he scrabbled up once and made a shambling,
frightened escape into a back room; couldn't call it walking.
Very stunned behaviour. He had a skinned tarsus, bruised elbow, and that ominous greenish colour in the lower belly that
means a lot of free blood sloshing about. Curiously, both
metacarpals were bleeding and limp, yet there was barely a
puncture; each felt as slack as a fracture, but I could not feel
one. The only fracture showed on X-ray and that was in the
pelvis. Next day I was shocked to feel both metacarpals wet
and cold; edematous, reddened, oozing continuously. They were
quite dead. The blow had destroyed the circulation.
On post-mortem, the liver had diagonal lines down each
lobe, causing the massive internal haemorrhage. The lines
seemed puzzling, but most poles carry stacked wires; even on
the highway out in the country where we live, three wires are
perfectly in line one above the other, while two are held about
three feet apart. Other sites probably carry even more wires so
striking the topmost would cascade to striking one or more of
the others.
# 5885, adult female, July. This osprey was found near the
bottom of a power-line pole with a wing that was freshly dead.
She had a linear blow midhumerus and a second, lighter one
mid radius-ulna, as if the ventral surface of the wing struck a
wire when in the half-open position.
# 3698, juvenile female, September. Seen flying with another
osprey, chasing each other; this one hit a high power-wire and
fell into the Napanee River. There was a small dorsal wound
where a shard of transverse humeral fracture had broken the
skin. The wing was edematous all the way to the tip, and
paralyzed.
When the fracture was examined under anaesthetic everything was unrecognizable and smashed dreadfully. A nerve
was transverse over the bone, related to nothing; a large muscle was severed completely, and while there were lots of clots
about, there was no bleeding. The wing was without circulation and it was dead. Interestingly, there was a bruise on the
opposite shoulder as well.
In two other ospreys there were suspicious linear bruises
on belly or breast, or clots over stomach.
Collisions with other things might be possible, e.g. a
hydro pole; two newly-fledged juveniles with fractures were
found at the base of their nest-poles, one with a fractured coracoid. The impact needed to break this deep internal bone would,
one would think, require a broader, less flexible obstacle than
a power-wire, but who knows? Novices lack judgement and
perhaps don't steer well in making their early flights and landings, but on the other hand we have never had a witness see an
osprey collision with anything except a power-wire. About half
the time the cause of a collision can only be guessed, as the
one following. Could it be the result of hitting a power-wire?

R g 1 1 0 . Osprey # #17. Bleeding from left nostril

F i g 1 1 1 . # OT. His paralyzed right leg

# 3317, adult male September. Plump, 1300g (Figs 110, 111).
Sudden frontal head injury. Bloodied left side of cere, with
continuing bruise just under left eye. Right leg locked in extension without any movement, almost impossible to bend
manually without a lot of force. Scraped dorsum of toes and
knee. Left leg normal. The osprey was very dyspneic when
briefly on his back. The X-ray was clear and upright showing
no skeletal trauma, but his head was off the film. Died the next
day. Post-mortem showed blood under skull at the bruise site.
Lungs had a moderate amount of blood in them. Large creamy
testes. He had been very healthy and had fat.
This osprey might well have hit a wire across the face
which could have caused upper motor neuron damage in the
left frontal cortex with resulting spastic paralysis of the opposite leg (contralateral monoplegia). Certainly the right leg was
as stiff as rigor. Human motor neurons have been well mapped,
and there is no reason to believe avian neurological pathways
are any different.1 As the right toes were clenched, those
scraped right toe-tops and knee could have occurred with only
a few movements on the ground, dragging the stiff leg.
As the film did not show the head, could he have had a
pellet in the face? It was just about the beginning of the hunting season. But no puncture was found, and the bruise under
the eye looked more like a continuation of the blow to the
cere. If this were true, it suggests that other ospreys with eyedamage and brain-damage may have acquired their injury by
hitting a power-wire. In my first book, The Avian Ark, I wondered if the osprey in the lake had been hit by a boat, but that
was only our second osprey, and now I really think it is highly
unlikely (# 825, Fig 129). It is a busy, very heavily cottaged
lake with roads and wires even across narrower parts of it.
Would he have been fishing with a full crop? The only thing
we are sure of is that a man rowed out to the swimming osprey
and the soaked, chilled bird really did climb awkwardly up an
oar into the rowboat, and I'm sure the man is talking about it
still!
More about eyes. Two other ospreys with visual problems had
damage in the anterior chamber (hyphema) and after a bit we
let them both go. Understanding the interior of the bird eye is
a specialized field, and we are not trained. We have found out
that by itself, blood visible in the anterior chamber is not serious and will resolve (See endnote # 8) and that it is quite difficult
to be sure a bird has no sight in one eye unless it is obviously
smushed, as birds do not respond to cues as mammals do. Even
full blindness can be deceiving unless it is coupled with behaviour that gives it away.
There are some major anatomical differences from
mammals. 1) All birds have a full, well-equipped nictitating
membrane. 2) The avian retina has no blood vessels. 3) Hawks
and hummingbirds have two foveae per eye, one for close-up,
frontal, binocular vision, and one for distant, lateral, monocular vision (See B. Frost, Bibliography). 4) Projecting from the
optic disc, all birds have a peculiar dark structure called the
pecten, which varies in size and form among species.2 Its function is not known, but it is startling to find thefirsttime someone
looks into a bird's eye.
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Shot
There are a few things to consider about this cause of injury,
some of which I mentioned in Vol. 2.
1)
Shotgun pellets often go right through birds, especially
wings, and small holes close up quickly and are easily missed.
2)
Not all admissions are X-rayed, and many have only a
partial view. A shot may be in the abdomen but not in the
fractured wing, so if the whole body is not viewed, the conclusion of shot will be only a guess. On the other hand, that
abdominal bullet may have been there for ages and have no
relationship to the current injury.
3)
Shots are hot and sterile. The only infections I see from
shot are mostly in pigeons where rough air-gun pellets thrust
a wad of feathers deep into a chest wound.
4)
Shot does not need to be removed unless very close to
the surface and in danger of working out and being swallowed
during preening.
5)
After striking a bone, some bullets leave tiny fragments
of soft lead, "bullet-wipe" seen on X-ray. Sometimes there is
literally a trail of bright sparkles leading out of the body.
6)
Small splats of blood onto feathers of ventral wings or
sides are very suggestive of that explosive entry, the sudden
single spurt of blood and rapid closure of the skin
over it. Also round, punched-out holes may be
burned into the skin from the heat and speed of the
bullet.
7)
On X-ray, if a shot goes through the carpalmetacarpal area, a part of the bone may be blown
away altogether, leaving a curious empty space
where there once was bone. "Blown away" is so
descriptive that I use it as a keyword in my textbased database. See X-ray in Fig 75, Vol. 2
9)
Feathers may be driven into flesh and pro- I
trude at unnatural angles (see Fig 9, Vol. 2) or hold

the entry hole open and become a small foul packet that is
better tweaked out.
10)
Of the suspicious signs of shot, fractures at the end of
the wing rate high. Of 332 admissions (varying species) proven
shot, 26% had fractures to the carpal/metacarpal/phalange. Of
553 admissions (varying species) hit by vehicles, only 2.7%
had similar fractures!
Also, it is worth noting that in several cases a shot went through
a closed wing while a bird was perched and so there was upper-body damage simultaneously.
Differential diagnosis in shot:
1)
2)
3)

Talon punctures either from a fight, or accidental selffooting in a wing that cannot be controlled.
Hole from a sharp shard puncturing the skin at the site.
On the X-ray itself an artifact can be mistaken for a
piece of lead.

Of our seven shot ospreys, retained shot was mostly in
the wings or upper body. Of the three with a shot in the metacarpal, two had dead wingtips. Gender and ages were mixed.
The only common factor was the hunting season (63%). Four

F i g 1 1 3 . Dead wing that fell off juvenile # # 4 2
had to have euthanasia. Two died. One was released.
Memorable cases:
# 969, juvenile female, November. Fractured
metacarpal that did not heal well. Another shot
caused a midshaft fracture of the ulna which
synosteosed to the radius, probably because of
an over-long period of restrictive bandaging. She
later died of iatrogenic water intoxication, see
Fluids, Pg. 67-68.

F i g 1 1 2 . # #42's light cast supporting the fractured metacarpal, which dried up
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# 3342, juvenile male, October. Metacarpal
casted, slowly died and fell off in 18 days. It
showed the value of a whole-body X-ray, as the
only retained shot was in an unfractured tarsus,
but there is no doubt that at least one passed

through the metacarpal (perhaps the same one, eliminating most
of the circulation.) The major vein was destroyed first, causing edematous swelling, but as the days went by the
thicker-walled artery succumbed too, causing the wingtip to
dry up and fall off. I think the stump was still raw because the
osprey probably knocked it on something when executing one
of his funny nervous jumps.
It is interesting to look at other naturally-healed stumps
of toes and wing-tips; so often they are clean, with skin perfectly covering. I have seen several over the years, and the
healing at the healthy stump is often as good as the aftermath
of delicate surgery. Letting a toe dry up and fall off is less
invasive and may be less painful than surgery, though it does
take longer.
Dislocation of the humeral crest
The most interesting of the humeral injuries were the ones with
the humeral crest knocked off ' and our first was indeed shot.

Fig 1 1 4 . #}o68. Admission X-ray shows crest dislocation

# 3068, juvenile male, September. This dislocation is unexpected and hard to spot because the crest is so thin, especially
if the X-Ray is not clear and upright or the bird is well-muscled (Fig 114) or to be truthful, if one is not looking for it. The
shot had gone right through the humeral area leaving the bullet-wipe in the crest; the shot fell out later, but the wing poured
fluid for weeks. I didn't recognize the crest dislocation, though,
and the two veterinarians I consulted separately concentrated
on blood samples (which showed good health).
The osprey could finally make low flights and I even
released him once, but he was soon recaptured for poor flying.
I kept the bird far too long and had to give euthanasia (Figs
104,105) at which time the final X-ray was far more revealing
because the muscle loss exposed the roughened remains of the
crest (Fig 115). Years later I learned that special expertise is
required to attempt reattaching the crest.
Without the crest, the main depressor of the wing in
flight, the pectoralis major, has lost its attachment to the humerus. The supracoracoideus also attaches to the proximal
humerus for the upstroke. With the powerful pectoralis pulling on the loose crest, it seems unlikely that it could reattach
itself.
# 2607, adult male, September. Reported to dive into a lake,
lose control and row to shore. Thin, but other male weights in
that range of 1175g were not thin, so perhaps only beginning
starvation. There was blood in one nostril, and the irises had
little black specks sometimes seen with aging. The right wing
did not sit quite correctly and the flap was weaker on that side.
This bird was thin and ill and despite eating and antibiotics,
deteriorated for no obvious cause, having euthanasia on Day
5. The X-ray showed the loss of the top part of the humeral
crest which had caused curious blurry opacity of the upper
humerus and its nearby upper part of the coracoid.
On post-mortem, both bones were mauvish instead of
white, the humerus was filled with straw-coloured fluid and
the coracoid when sawed open was solid (both are pneumatic
bones and should have been air-filled). The liver was healthy,
the lungs were very poor. Probably caused by a blow to the
shoulder and head some days previously, dislodging part of
the humeral crest and causing simultaneous damage to a condyle of the coracoid and probably to internal tissues as well.
Flight was weakened, with consequent starvation beginning.

Fights between adult ospreys
# 4918, adult female, June. No brood-patch. My notes: "Found
on small uninhabited island under a nest just built this year.
Four ospreys had been circling and flying about the nest site
lately. There was heavy blood loss on plumage and wing and
the appearance of a violent blow probably while in flight.
Though the dorsal surface was intact, the ventral surface of
metacarpal-phalangeal area was freshly torn open, so widely
that wingtip could flip backwards, exposing the bone ends; it
was actually dislocated. The X-ray showed no sign of shot. By
next morning am sure the wingtip is dying—cold, glossy, no
return from fingertip pressure. Euthanasia. On post-mortem
hlg 1 1 5 . # 3068 at death. How the crest damage is clear, along she proved to be very healthy."
with muscle loss
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we had cared for them for three weeks each, of course they
missed most of their crucial parental-support period and so
their chances of survival were greatly reduced, but I thought
that there might be something to learn as there were self-appointed watchers at both sites. There was always a chance that
we might hear about them again; many reports of dead and
injured banded birds get back to us and in fact occasionally
even corpses are returned, which is exciting.
Since then we have read and heard of other reports of
failure, and it seems inevitable that a youngster that has missed
the natural period between fledging and independence will be
facing his hazardous migratory journey without any hunting
skills. If later starvation is so likely, early euthanasia is a more
humane response to consider.

F i g 1 1 6 . The fishbones that killed # 5922 (metric ruler)
Another healthy adult female in June had the same injury. Shot, or another fight? It seemed a rather violent injury
for a shot, but an adult female Red-tail in January with a pellet
in the ulna had a similar ventral wrenching open of the carpal,
presumably caused by the same shotgun blast.
But one has to be cautious making such assumptions,
as shot in bird bodies can be embedded for years and have no
relation to a current incident. An offshoot of this brings us to
the ethics of releasing such prey species as ducks still carrying lead pellets in their bodies; if they are preyed on and eaten,
the lead will cause the death of that raptor. Thankfully for
ospreys, hunters don't shoot fish!
Killed by a Gshbone
# 5922, juvenile female, August. Found on a small island in
the St. Lawrence River where she was seen two days, "panting". Finally brought to clinic, but close to death, and a sad
sight. She wasn't panting; her mouth was propped open by
three large, very sharp, very strongfishjawbones, one of which
had teeth. The longest bone was 35mm. I managed to quickly
remove two of them, but the dreadful desperate gasping got
worse with the terror of being handled. A small dose of anaesthetic was given to slow respirations, but she died before I got
the third bone away—it was deeply dug into swollen tissues
and the glottis was pressed nearly shut. The inside of her mouth
had a sharp hole and other areas of necrosis, and for the first
time I found some mouth flukes in the choanal slit and a few
in the trachaea as well. A horrible way to die.
This was a very small osprey with some flight-feathers
still just in blood, so she had either fallen from her nest with
the fishbones already jammed in her mouth, or had taken an
early flight and had been fed on the ground, but she was definitely still dependent. Surprisingly, though she was thin, her
blood volume was good. Internally all organs looked healthy
and the stomach contained a bit of vegetation still.
chicks and juveniles: returning the young
On four occasions we have banded and returned previously
injured immatures to the parents at the nest site, see below. As
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This means that fostering an osprey chick into
a strange osprey nest won't work. Either the female
or one of the chicks would starve.

But what about fostering?
In many raptors, it has proved successful. But because of the
limited energy budget of the male osprey, it is not possible for
him to catch enough fish to feed an additional chick;1 the adult
male's daily caloric needs are estimated to be barely above
what calories his share is during the baby-raising season. 2
Five stories about our experiences in returning young to
their nest-sites:
# 2561, nestling, August 3-24. We did it! "We" means not
only Robin and me, but those who drove, kept watch after and
zipped up the telephone pole. The effort was all for that chick
at Lock 13 in Campbellford who crashed to earth during a fire
that destroyed his nest and killed his sibling. He was being
returned home in an exciting venture.
His convalescence here was an anxious time for us from
the day he arrived, singed and fractured. As I carefully handed
his large, dead fish to him (he wouldn't accept them any other
way; after all, his parents handed his fish to him and he was
just old enough to rip up soft ones) I watched for signs of flight
to come. At first he lay down a lot, as most babies do. He was
not yet grown enough to leave the nest, and besides his distal
fractured radius, several of his secondaries had been shortened
by burning. By his 12lh day outdoors he was flapping that huge
wingspan experimentally, and finding the sensation enjoyable,
he followed up with comic, bouncy flap-hops which became
more and more flap and less and less hop. The fracture had
healed by itself, but there was still those five burned wingfeathers to worry about - until about his 19,h day, that is, when
I stepped in the aviary and was greeted by an astonishing fully
circular flight that ended with an exuberant but uncontrolled
crash over my head as I hit the dirt to avoid being bussed by
the fishy fledgling.
After the final weighing, measuring, X-ray and banding on his 22nd day, the osprey was boxed in a special carton I
had designed to slowly open, apparently by itself, after being

Fly! Silently begged the tense observers—and
to their delight the beautiful wings carried the osprey,
now calling loudly, in a spectacular flight away over
the gorge. In less than a minute, the two adults joined
him, and all three flew together till they were hidden
by the trees.
How joyous! What more could one ask than that?
*
*
*

F i g 1 1 7 . (hick #2561 resting

F i g 1 1 8 . (hick #2561 on arrival
placed on the platform, in order not to panic the osprey over
the edge before he was ready. I envisioned him being found
and cared for by his parents for a few weeks; our spies reported that they had not yet left for migration. And in case
they didn't come that day, he was even provided with a large
fish. But reality proved rather different.
After Rick climbed to the top of the telephone pole, the
ladies hooked the box to a rope which was then hauled up. It
was unexpectedly gusty at the summit, and the carefully rehearsed event went much faster than expected. The wind
snatched the lid open and dumped the frightened osprey
abruptly on the newly-erected platform which was bare except
for a few "starter" branches put there by Parks Canada to entice the parents away from another nest they had begun on a
neighbouring pole. Finding himself suddenly 40' up in a tempest, the osprey clutched at the branches to no avail and was
swept cleanly off into sunlit space.

This was part of a newspaper column I wrote celebrating the weeks of work on the part of many, including
driver-bringer, the young anglers that supplied the fresh
fish, the men who mounted the new platform (well
above the electrical wires this time) and those that
monitored the family before and after. For several days
he was observed with the adults, flying about and resting on the platform. I should mention that his release
X-ray showed nice remodelling of both the distal ulna
and the distal radius (I had missed the ulnar fracture,
which was well-aligned and blurred in the white mists
of incomplete ossification) with no synosteosis. Freedom to move his wings probably prevented the
unwanted adhesions.
One week after release, the osprey's body was
found in the river.
In hindsight I realize now that even though the
care and release was perhaps as good as it could get,
by another four or five weeks the family would have
started their migration, and that unskilled juvenile
would have had little chance of fishing for a living;
he had missed a vital 22 days of learning and practice.
His death may have been an accident, but then
again, the timing may have meant that parents had
completed their "lesson sessions" for the season; much
wildlife behaviour is directed by photoperiod. Or perhaps they had been put out of the baby-caring mode
by the shock of the fire and sudden loss of their huge
nest and all their young. We'll never know.
# 5046, Aug. 15 -Sept. 9. 20 days. Another juvenile
found at a lock. He had probably had a collision and had a
bruised ulna with a midshaft spiral ulnar fracture and braindamage; he showed no appetite and an inability to focus on a
fish for long enough to get a bite of food. He was unable to eat
on his own, which is very unusual; he would lower his head to
the fish at his feet as if to start feeding and a few times even
biting the head, but then would close his eyes and 'forget' about
it. We tried making cuts in fresh fish, offering soft minnows,
and bumping his feet with a fish, to no avail. It was necessary
to be hand-fed twice a day, but at that stage the chicks accept
offerings naturally.
He started to fly in aviary on the 14,h day after his accident, and a week later he was banded and returned - tiny
remnant of callus only, good sternum—to his nest-site site Sept
9lh where he was watched closely by lock controllers. A sibling was still there, often resting in the nest and still being
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attended to. Our osprey was able to fly but lacked power; he
was seen on a branch with parents flapping "as if to get him to
fly," in the lockmaster's words. The parents came to him each
day but did not bring fish and he was never seen to try to fish
for himself. On fourth day back he took quite a long flight and
subsequently disappeared.
After twenty days of absence, was he so out of sync
with the photoperiod and "lesson-period" that the parents could
not feed him? Was he like an unwelcome fostered juvenile,
appearing suddenly long forgotten? Was his apparent brain
damage causing problems? Did he go to another nest? The
locks are popular osprey nesting areas, and Poole writes that
flying juveniles often visit other active nests, get a snack, and
return home. Presumably if a few flight-practising juveniles

flew and flew until she was only visible with binoculars. The
parents were there, one with a fish, and a sibling resting on
nest flew off to join her. It really didn't look as if the release
could have been any better.
But for a juvenile osprey, it was not good enough. On
September 22nd, thirty-three days after that encouraging scene,
she was found weak and starving on the shore of another lake
26km further south. This area of Ontario is full of lakes. She
had left us a big, plump 1680g (and her humeral measurement
on X-ray was one of the largest ever, leading me to think she
was female) but now she was reduced to 11 OOg, so feeble she
couldn't tear open a fish, and so was started by patiently offering her small bites on forceps. She gained 200g and was
re-released, though we were gloomy about her chances; it was
now October 6th and if fishing practice was her problem, as it
almost certainly was, she was no better off, and now it was
well into the hunting season. Still, we let her go, and she was
not heard of again.
Is there a better answer? If a hacking procedure were
possible, how would it substitute for real osprey "teaching"
and real osprey social life? There does not seem any way around
the three-week period needed for healing a fracture. But if there
is no apparent injury or only a minor one, the following case
may be the solution to some osprey chick problems.

# 5680 PALLET IMPROMPTU:
a better approach
The story starts on Saturday, July 20, 1996, late evening.
A summer storm whipped across the broad waters of
Desert Lake, tearing apart a smallish osprey's nest atop a tall
pine. On the following Monday, a chick on the ground was
F i g 1 1 9 . # 3254's admission X-ray showing the fractured coracoid. reported to us and at once my summer student Dan and I went
to investigate, thankful for the loan of a huge pontoon boat (to
The funny-looking whitish thing over the right humerus is his foot
alternate, the snacks equal out in the long
run.
# 3254, juvenile, July 15 to Aug. 21.
Thin, newly fledged juvenile from a large,
well-known nest on top of a light at a
drive-in theatre. Transferred from another
centre where she had been diagnosed by
X-ray as having two dislocated shoulders
and had been force-fed for a week. Our
X-ray showed a transverse midshaft
coracoidal fracture; the normal process of
joint ossification, which was still incomplete, had been misinterpreted as
dislocations. The osprey began to eat a
large crappie right away and was put into
an aviary where she began flying 25 days
after her original trauma.
August 21s1, thirty-two days after
her accident, she was banded and released
on the Drive-In theatre roof where a group
of viewers (including us) watched as she

Fig 1 2 0 . Monday 2 pm. What I call "the osprey-bug." One timid sib tries to hide under the
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other as we are about to feed them in the clinic

K g 1 2 1 . On the party-boat, investigating Dan's sandals

old, two weak but alive, the third dead, all emptycropped. There were no signs of parental attendance
(fishtails, fresh shoots, flies) yet not two, but three
adult ospreys were flying around. Could this mean
that the third adult was a female sharing the nest?
This happens occasionally when good nests are
scarce.
Keeping the family intact is always the most
vital consideration would-be 'helpers' should have
in any nest-fall situation. Intervening is interfering.
The worst thing would be to make captive orphans.
Handraising wild creatures deprives them of every
aspect of their natural world, and in the end produces a misfit; how can it do else, as captivity is
imprisonment and deprivation, and we are not birds
of their species? In nineteen years we have seen so
many of these pitiable products, all lovingly raised
by the wrong species—man.
Why had the parent ospreys not cared for their
fallen chicks? Probably because the chicks, perhaps

us canoeists, it seemed more like a small aircraft
carrier) by friendly acquaintances.
Monday, 11:00 am. We reached the island,
flagged by a pine tree crowned with a sadly lopsided tuft of osprey hopes. Amongst the fallen
debris we found three chicks about four weeks

F i g 1 2 2 . Naptime
stunned, had been quiet, as well as being displaced 80' downwards
almost out of sight and perhaps really out of reach. Parents are stimulated by begging calls coming from their open castle in the air. We
decided to provide an instant nest ("just add water...") and hurried
back to ACRF with the starving chicks, en route ambushing a surprised fisherman, who gave us an entire pike.

F i g 1 2 3 . Energized!

Mon. 2:00 pm. Back at the clinic, we checked the nestlings: each
weighed just over 1000 grams, and their personalities, even at this
age, were contrasting. The larger one faced us boldly, cheeping and
grabbing bite-sized fillets, while the smaller one hung his head low,
hid his head under his sister's tail and gulped in short bursts.
How should we improvise a nest? A biologist suggested a
pallet. It was important, he said, to mount it where the parents, used
to 'rooftop' landings, could fly in easily. Hearing of the project, Dan's
father Richard and my husband Robin both decided to play hooky
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and joined us. Next, we weighed, photographed and banded
the now well-stuffed chicks, and gathering them up along with
tools, rope, a pallet and some 2x4s, we drove back to the lake,
again riding high on a party-boat.
Mon. 5:15 pm. While Robin and I "snoopervised" and took
photographs, the Dan and his dad did the hard work. Twelve
foot up, two of the nest-tree's branches were ideally placed,
so Dan hauled the pallet up on them, screwing it to the trunk
with 2x4s. Then we bombarded Dan with sticks which he
caught and shaped into a shallow bowl, lining it with cedar
boughs and curious clumps of soil-packed, matted rootlets from
the fallen nest. Finally, Richard handed up the chicks.

r

i g 1 2 4 . Dan building the nest on the platform

Thursday, July 25, 11:00 am. Our first revisit; we brought
some fish just in case. The adults were again flying, but high.
We heard a chick calling as we docked, and scrambling up the
steep, rocky bank into the woods, we nearly fell over them;
they were on the ground in front of us, thin and empty-cropped.
One was dead. Reading their bands, we were surprised to find
that the survivor was the smaller one, now crying desperately
for food, grabbing my fingers. He ate every bit of fish I had—
about 100 grams—and it barely made a bulge in his capacious
crop. I wished I had brought more.
Meantime, Dan scrambling up into his creation, made
a significant discovery: a long, green water-weed, still damp,
decorated the bowl. Proof of a visit! Ospreys often add aquatic
plants and even grass to the lining. But it had been added after
the two fell, and once again the adults could either not reach
them, or could not respond to the predicament of their young,
or perhaps the live chick, crouched in the shadowy vegetation, had been silent during the visit above him. Encouraged
by that wet strand of weed, we returned the chick to the platform and quickly left.
We cut the engine at a respectful
distance and upped binoculars. The
chick was calling quite loudly; six
smelt had stimulated his appetite.
An adult osprey carrying a fish began to circle the island, and landed
on a branch halfway up the opposite, more open side of the tree. We
held our breath as the adult again
circled ...lower...and suddenly
glided neatly into the opening to
the platform! We hugged each
other in excitement. After about ten
minutes, he flew out, still carrying
the fish, now noticeably smaller.
After visiting some nearby friends,
we boated homeward past the tree,
and the adult once again lifted off,
still carrying that fish ...now a mere
tail-stump. And the chick was silent.

F i g 1 2 5 . Dan's photograph Friday 26th looking down into the nest
PAGE 84

Examination of the dead chick
showed that it was a male dead perhaps 12 hours, thin, with empty

crop. He appeared to have died from a bop on the head, as
there was blood under the skull.
Friday, July 26. The bowl of our impromptu nest had not been
deep enough, so we returned for renovations, armed with a
giant grapevine wreath Dan had woven. To our relief, the chick
was in the nest still, silent. Dan climbed nimbly up and let out
a whoop of delight as he peeked over the edge—the chick was
surrounded not only by some fresh branches, but also the remains of three fish—a tail-end, half of a perch, and an 8" bass
with a bite out of it!
While Dan adjusted and fastened on his nest-rim, I sat
on the ground and checked the chick. "I've read that adults
sometimes attack people fooling around in their nests," I remarked teasingly. "Yes, I know," chuckled the disembodied
voice from above, warm with pleasure of the happy discoveries. In short time, he attached his wreath around the perimeter,
replaced the chick, and slid down the tree, grinning. Whatever
else happened from now on, there was high hope for the family that we had kept united.
Later. In early August, our cottage friends reported that when
boating past, the maturing chick was now visible. In early September, the now-flying osprey was still returning to the nest

BROKEN TOP WHERE
NEST HAD BEEN

occasionally, with parents very much about. In October, a look
by friends into the empty nest revealed a lot of new sticks
sprawling over Dan's wreath. So it seemed that at least one of
the three had survived.
The following spring, the adults again tried to re-nest
on what was left at the top of the pine, but the nesting was
unsuccessful and they did not try the platform. Nor did they
reappear at the island the year following that. But on such a
big lake, we hoped they had found a better site.

the detective w o r k : post mortems (28 ospreys)

The procedure is the same as that described for the loon, except that the skin is less tough and the sternum much shorter,
making it easier to view the organs above the level of the rib
cage.
The humerus and coracoid are pneumatic, but the ulna and
radius are marrow-filled
Pectorals; On a female they were 35mm deep at the top of the
keel
Ovaries: (19 examined) 20mm long in June, 20mm in July,
15mm in August
Testes: (9 examined) 7-9mm long in June
Liver: A male's healthy liver was 55g
gallbladder measured 21 x 15mm
stomach has some muscle in upper part but otherwise very
stretchy
Intestines: varied between 2800- 4300mm long, hardly any
thicker than cooked spaghettini. Compare to:
Great Blue Heron (1) = 1820mm
Snowy Owl (1) = 1200mm
Redtailed Hawk (1) = 1020mm
Great Horned Owl (2) = 600-800mm
Spleen: purple kidneybean, 19 x 12mm
Caeca: 7-11 mm long, creamy. In some birds with long caeca,
they are said to influence fluid metabolism1
Endoparasites: Five ospreys. Four were juveniles, and all
were females. Four had a few nematodes each. One had flukes
in the mouth and a few in glottis (# 5922, Pg. 80)
Ectoparasites: Four ospreys. Just lice, only a few in each
case
Aspergillosis: One osprey only
Pericardial fluid: was found in four, three of which were
starved

F i g 1 2 6 . The pine tree when we finished

A naturally-healed fracture of the tibia: and a dislocated
coracoid
# 911, juvenile female, September. Found standing but unable to fly; trouble breathing, exhausted, and bled from the
mouth when handled. She had fresh, severe chest injury; she
ate and slept at once, but as soon as we saw the X-ray we gave
her euthanasia. A coracoid had broken near the sternum and
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after being kept: # 3068, shot-off humeral crest (Pg.
79) and # 3254, fractured coracoid (Pg. 82), and finally
the juvenile # 2561 that was found dead in a river (Pg.
80). We keep on hoping for more returns, as they may
solve some of the mysteries of injured ospreys.

F i g 1 2 7 . # 911. Substernal dislocation of coracoid
been forced so far substernally that it crossed the base of the
other coracoid (Fig 127). Another indication of the violence
of the collision was the opposite clavicle—clavicles are particularly thick in ospreys—broken in two places. Her lungs
were full of dark blood.
What was unusual was an old, naturally healed distal
fractured tibia (Fig 128). Though it had healed in malunion, it
had been in full use, and she was in good flesh.
I wrote about substernally dislocated coracoids in
Beaks, Vol. 2. Since them numbers have increased to 28, yet
there have still been only those two mysterious successes. Most
of the cases were just too violently smashed; half of them had
fractures of the clavicle as well, and many
had damaged pectoral muscles, internal
haemorrhages and lungs full of blood. Besides raptors there were woodpeckers,
Mourning Doves, gulls and kingfishers,
and even a Chimney Swift. Several had a
chunk of sternum broken off still attached
to the coracoidal foot.
The two that flew perfectly are still
puzzling, for rarely a bird does live and
heal long enough to allow the foot of the
coracoid to "stick" to the underside of the
sternum, which I have seen on some postmortems after captivity.

F i g 1 2 8 . # qn. Lateral and A-P view of naturally healed tibia
in full use

banding & releasing
Band returns. Of the twelve ospreys and
chicks I have banded, so far only three returns/recoveries (or four if one can count
the unfortunate chick that died from falling from the platform, Pg. 84). Two
juveniles had failed to manage in the wild

ig 1 2 9 . Release of adult # 825 (Pg. 77)
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16

Kit Chubb. Beaks, Brains and Bones, 2 vols. (Verona, Ont: Avian Care and Research Foundation, 1996-8), Vol 2: 32-38

17

Mclntyre, Common Loon, 124. Circulation of loon legs is not by a rete system

18

Crowley & Link, 56

19

A.S. King and J. McLelland. Birds, Their Structure and Function (London: Balliere Tindall, 1984) 133.

20

Crowley and Link, 46

21

Mclntyre, 73
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22

"pneumonia" is an umbrella term covering a large number of causes such as virus, bacteria, aspiration, etc. I use it meaning

the lungs were finally filled with matter that impeded respiration to the point of death
23

looking just at our raptors, only 6% had wound infections, of which 4% were bumblefoot

24

There are some more expensive speciality hooks made with steel or titanium, but probably uncommonly used

25

Fingernails are included in the Mohs Hardness Scale for minerals. On a scale of 1 (talc) to 10 (diamond) they have a value

of 2. J.Burke, "Connections," {Scientific American Aug. 1999)
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26

pH 2.5 in the digestive juice in the gizzard of ducks and geese. J.C. George, "Impact of Environmental Lead Pollution on the

Physiology of Birds," Pavo 36, (1998): 1-14
27

From A Primer of Environmental Toxicology. Unfortunately, neither the author's name nor date was on the printout

28

unless it has been used up, see Pb Poisoning

29

Erythrocyte delta-aminolevulinic acid dehydratase in birds, and the effects of lead exposure in vivo. A.M. Scheuhammer,

Toxicology 45: 165-175
30

CaNa2 edetate calcium disodium. Chelating agents bind lead as a water-soluble chelate for excretion in the urine

31

D. Franklin, "Lead Still Poisons After All These Years," In Health, Sausalito, CA,1991: 39

32

L Degernes, "Diagnosis and Treatment of Lead Poisoning in Trumpeter Swans," Wildlife Veterinary Report, ed. K. Langelier,

DVM, Vancouver, 1989
33

Chubb, Beaks 2:17. Photograph of shot in pigeon signalled by a similar upside-down feather

34

Chubb, Beaks, 2: 27

35

Crowley & Link, Love of Loons

36

Proctor and Lynch, Manual of ornithology, 26-27

37

Beaks, Brains and Bones, Vol 2, 55-56

38

courtesy of H. Pittel, from their data
part two S H O R T N O T E A B O U T G R E B E S P G . 5 7 - 6 0

39

Morphologically they are in a separate Order, but recent DNA studies have put them in the large Infraorder Ciconiiformes

with such surprising biochemical relatives as herons, vultures, gannets, cormorants, penguins and loons. See Manual of Ornithology, Proctor and Lynch, 26-27
41

Terres, Encyclopaedia

42

Proctor and Lynch, Manual, 104

43

Patrick Dillon, Lost at Sea, New York: Simon & Schuster, 2000

44

Konrad Lorenz, King Solomon's Ring. (London: Methuen, reprint 9th ed 1967)

part three O S P R E Y S ; A S T U D Y O F 4 1 P G . 61-81

1

Leslie Brown, Birds of Prey, their Biology and Ecology (Hamlyn, 1976), 74

2

Alan Poole, Ospreys: A Natural and Unnatural History (Cambridge 1989). Much of the biology included here is from this superb
book
3

C.H. Stinson, 1978. The influence of environmental conditions on the time budgets of breeding ospreys, Oecologia, 36, 127-139

4

R. Green, breeding behaviour of ospreys in Scotland, Ibis, 118, 475-490

5

P.D. Mullen, (1985) Reproductive ecology of ospreys in the Bitterroot Valley of W Montana. Unpub. MSc thesis, U of Montana,
Missoula
6

Poole, 93

7

Stinson, 1977. Familial longevities in Ospreys. Bird-Banding, 48, 72-73
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8

knowing the colour of bird eyes can be important to distinguish age and sometimes gender. We also once had an osprey sent to us
diagnosed as "bilateral hyphema" because the orange irises suggested blood in the anterior part of the eye
9

except the desert sand grouse, which carries water in its plumage

10

In PD.Sturkie, Ed, Avian Physiology 4th Ed. Springer-Verlag 1986, 120-121

11

S. Hudelson, DVM, pers. comm

12

The Fat Rating National Museums of Canada's is slightly modified in Beaks, Brains and Bones, Kit Chubb, Vol. 1, 37

13

Kit Chubb, Beaks, Brains and Bones Vol. 2, 7

14

Kit Chubb, The Avian Ark, 59

15

all nutritional values are from Taber's Cyclopedic Medical Dictionary, F.A. Davis, 1993

16

Poole, 124

17

C.G.Duke in Sturkie, 273

18

Harold Klawans, Harper 1991, Newton's Madness, 185

19

It may not be possible to actually prove reduction of pain in birds, but it seems reasonable to at least apply DMSO topically
because it reduces edema which causes pain; DMSO has been proven in people to be stronger than morphine. Ketamine is also
known to be a good pain reducer as well as a sedative and anaesthetic. In hospitals, ketamine is used for children. In birds we
occasionally apply it topically mixed with DMSO to reduce neurological agitation, especially in very small birds, where a pectoral
injection is particularly muscle-damaging
20

Poole, 82

21

Poole, 117

22

Poole, 125-129

23

Poole, 218

24

"They [mammals and birds] both project motor pathways to the hindbrain and spinal cord." King & McLelland, Birds, their
Structure and Function, 256
25

King and McLelland, 294-296

26

some other cases of humeral crest damage are discussed in Vol 2, 46-47

27

pers comm S Hudelson
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pages w i t h illustrations are i n bolcliace
abscess covering hook-tip, 29
admission procedure, 14-20
adult, 6
breeding plumage, 6, 7-8,14, 15, 20, 42,44
fall moult into winter plumage, 6, 7, 22, 23, 51
incomplete spring moult into breeding plumage, 6, 23
aggression during breeding season, 1
diagnostic signs, 14
aging, 20
airsacs, 1, 11, 13, 29, 2, 36,47, 48
rupture, 42
ALA-d blood test for lead assay, 34, 38, 56
anatomical features, 8-12
anatomically correct terms for leg bones, 10
anaemia, 34
antibiotics, 22- 24
arrow in wing, 43
aspergillosis, 22, 24, 28, 29, 32, 43, 43, 46, 51-52
table, 53
astroturf, 6
Atlantic Puffin, 1-8
Bald Eagle, 34, 46
banding, 5, 55
returns/recoveries, 20, 55-56
Barred Owl shot, 1
beak
beaktip broken, 14, 44
blood on, 14
gape, 14
sock on, 8, 8, 6
Black Duck, 5
blood sample, for ALA-d, 33, 37, 38
pain-free method of taking, 38
boat collision. See collisions with watercraft
body skin, 10
brain damage, 3, 14, 39, 51, 55
bullet wipe, 1
bumblefoot, 24, 24
caeca, 49, 50
campaign against lead sinkers, 39-40
anglers'defence, 39-41
Canada Goose, 5
capturing, 13
causes of injury, 27-42
chick reuniting with family, 4, 4
reunion followup, 5
chicks, 2, 32
enemies, 2,
handraising, 2-3
imprinting time, 3,
moult, 2
parental strategies of chick care, 5
clavicles, 9, 9

cloaca, 50
cnemial crest, 8, 10
collisions with power-wires, 26
suspicious findings, 41
with watercraft, 2, 15, 15, 27, 41-42, 42, 55
coracoids, 8-9, 9, 43,48
dislocation, 9, 46
ledge 9
corneal ulcer, 24
crayfish, 1,12, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35
sculpting a body, 53
Davies, N.D., Cuckoos, Cowbirds, and Other Cheats, 5
diagnostic signs, 14
DNA, 47, 50
double fishing-line entanglements, 27
dragon-fly numphs, 34
Dremel circular saw to cut open bones, 49
EDTA 39
eggs, 2
Eider duck, 5
elbow,dislocated, 44, 44
electrical tape, 27
esophagus, 12
ruptures of. See gastrointestinal tract
Exxon Valdez oil cleanup, 17
eye
movement, 24
shape, 14,14
Fallopian tube, 50
feeding, see Food
feet 10
claws, 10
colour, 10,
injuries, 22
thermoregulation, 10,
wear of soles, 10, 15, 16, 22, 26, 46
femur, 10,10,48
fights, 1
fish, see Food
fish-hook, 28, 28, 29, 31, 35, 36, 37, 42, 46, 56
living evidence of healing from, 33
migrating, 28-29
ruptures from, 26, 29-33
surgical attempts to remove, 34
fish-tags, 15
fishing equipment, 27-40
metal lengths of, 30-32
see also fish-hook, X-rays
fishing line, 23, 24, 27, 28
entanglements, 27
flight-feathers, 5, 6, 24
flounder, 12
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food
feeding loons, 11-12, 18, 25
how they feed, 12,23
in captivity, 23, 23, 24-26, 54
natural prey fish, 12
snake, dragonfly-nymphs, crayfish, 12
foot. See feet
foster parents
Eider, Black Duck and Merganser chicks, 5
owls 3
fracture of humerus, 43
radius, 22, 43
radius and ulna concurrent, 46, 55
scapula, 15, 41
skull, 2, 22, 51
spine, 15, 15
tarsus, 10, 41
Frund, Jean-Louis, 60
gall-bladder, 50
gannet, 17, 18, 18
gastrointestinal tract 12
mobility of
pebbles in, 12, 12,13
ruptures of, 16, 26, 29, 33, 36, 41, 46
gizzard, 1,11,12, 24, 37, 46, 48-49, 49. See also X-rays
gizzard-bags, 40
Godfrey, Dr. Earl, 21
Goldeneye, 5
gonads, 47, 50. See post-mortems, 50. See also most cases
with post-mortems throughout book
Grebes, 57-60
banding and releasing, 59, 60
feeding, 58-59
flight-feathers, 57
foot, 57, 58
fractured clavicle, 59
Horned, 59, 60
natural food of, 57
Pied-billed, 57-58, 57, 58
Red-necked, 58, 58
second stomach, 59
tapeworm, 58, case, 59
waterproofing, 57-60
wear patches on feet, 58
X-ray, 58
haemorrhage
caused by fights, 1,
collisions, 30, 41
internal, 11,33,41
handling, 13
sock on, 13
handraising loon chicks. See Chicks
hatchling, 2, 2
yolk-sac, 51
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healthy signs, 14
heart, 48
heatstroke, 13, 46
hepatic vein, 38, 49, 50
hook ripping. See ruptured gastrointestinal tract
hook, see fishhook
hooked loons
survival of, 33
summary 33-34
human-imprinted Redtailed Hawk, 3
humerus, 8, 10, 48
fracture of, 43
ice-outs, 45-46
imprinting, natural and human, 2-3
infections, lack of, 22
injection damage, 22
intestines, 47, 48, 48, 49, 50
jig, 35; see also lead sinkers
juvenile, 5
joint spaces, 5, 19,19, 32
migration, 5
moult, 5, 5
plumage, 5
keel, 8, 9, 9, 16,16,31, 35, 46
kidney, 49
land landings, 44-47
questions to ask, 44
red-throated loons, 54
table, 45
what to do, 46
land-lander, 32, 44
lead "jigs'\see lead sinkers
lead poisoning by sinkers, 34-40, 49
blood test, 35
characteristics in loons, 34
how lead poisons, 34
in a Bald Eagle, 34
calcium stored with lead, 35
treatment 39
what to do, 38-40
lead sinker characteristics in situ, 34
in gastrointestinal tract, 35-38, 44
campaign against, 39
graph, 40
largest sinker found, 35, 36, 40
save them, 40
removal failures of lead sinkers, 34
leg bones. See also individual bones
anatomically correct vs common terms, 10
legs, 10, 10, 24. See also locomotion
line, see fishing-line
liver, 30,47,48-49, 50,51
locomotion in water, 21
on land, 11
moving chicks, 11

long bones
marrow, 10
cortex, 49
longest loon stay at ACRF, 24-26
loon care, 21
Lorenz, Dr. Konrad, 2, 3, 57
lungs, 11,48,49,50
mallards, 1
Mclntyre, Dr. Judith, 1, 56
merganser, 1, 5, 27
metal, lengths of, 24, 30 30-31, 36, 44
migration, 1, 5
minnows, 1
monofilament. See fishline
moult, 1, 5, 6. See also adult, juvenile
chick, 2
fall-winter, 7, 22
nuptial, 6
remigial, 6, 6, 43
necropsy. See post-mortem
Northern Gannet, 18
Oldsquaw entangled with loon, 27
ossification, see joint spaces
osteomyelitis of skull, 51, 51, 52
ovary, 50
pancreas, 49, 50
paralyzed legs, 15,15, 55, 56
parasites, 52-53
echinuria uncinata, 53
looking for, 49
patagium, 26, 27
pebbles, 11, 30,32, 35, 36, 37. See also gastrointestinal tract
hook ruptures. See gastrointestinal tract
pectorals, 8, 47
"good flesh," 15
keel depth compared, 8, 49
pelvis, 10
penguins, 10,18
pericardial fluid, 36, 41, 48, 54, 56
pike, 2, 30, 37
plumage, see also moult, adult, juvenile
plumage depth, 15
pool at ACRF, 6,15, 17, 17, 18, 21, 22-23, 22, 23, 26
post hoc ergo propter hoc, 52
post-mortem, 47, 48, 50, see also case histories throughout
book
organs, 50-51, 67;
our procedure, 47-49
power-wires, see collisions with
preening, 16, 25
propulsion by legs not wings, 21
proventriculus, 11, 34, 35
radius and ulna, 8
Red-throated Loon, 17, 17, 54, 54
release of loon, 56
remigial moult, 6, 6, 43
respirations, 14

respiratory tract and airsacs, 11
Roberts, Peter, 16
Royal Ontario Museum, 47
run over by boats. See collisions with watercraft
ruptured airsacs, 42. See also subcutaneous emphysema
ruptured esophagus, see gastrointestinal tract
salt glands, 8, 8, 42, 52
SANCOB rehabilitation centre, 18
scapula, 8, 41
sexing, 20
shot, 6, 16, 22, 30,33, 35, 42-43, 55
above the waterline, 42
absorption of lead from shot, 42
Barred Owl, 1
causing ruptured airsacs, 42
death from inhalation of 42
holes closing up, 22
in head, 42, 42
inhalation of a shot, 42
removal of, 42
sinker, see lead sinker; see also lead poisoning
six-pack holder, 54
skeleton, 8, 12, 22
skull, 42, 51, 52
sleep, 1
sock for beak. See beak
soles, see feet
spinner, 24, 27
spleen, 49
stabbing other birds, 1
sternum and keel, 8, 9,16, 30, 47
holes in, 43
subcutaneous emphysema, 11, 42, 42
surgical "prep," avoiding, 22
swimming underwater wings not used, 6
tameness, 2,
other conditions mimicking, 3
tarsus, 8, 10,41
wear of, 22, 26
territoriality, 1
testes, 50
thermoregulation, 10
tibia, 10, 10
toe injuries, 22
trachaea, 48-49
shot in, 42-43
transporting, 13
tremolo, 7, 26
tube-feeding, 17-18; better choices, 18
uropygial gland, 16
videotape, 6, 39, 55, 60; Jean-Louis Frund, 60
visceral gout, 48, 53
washing protocol, 17
water to swim in on admission, 13, 23
watercraft collisions, 41
differential diagnosis, 41
suspicious findings, 41
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waterlogged body on X-ray, 41
waterproofing
checking for, 15, 26
evaluation of, 16
preening, 16-17
recoveries from, 15, 54
stages of loss, 13, 15-17, 26
understanding, 15,
water-snake eaten, 12
weights, 5, 19-21,20
White Pelican, 17,18

wing-chords, 20-21
wing-loading, 11
wires. See power-wires
X-ray. 5, 15; See also most case-histories throughout book
joint spaces in, 5, 19, 19, 32
lectures, 19
using a focusing frame, 34, 46
X-raying without restraints, 19
X-rays, 9,11,19, 24, 28-32, 34-38, 41, 44
yolk-sac, 51
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adaptations for plunging, 61
aggression over nests, 62
airsacs, 67
albino, partial, 68
aquarium bubbler, 68, 73
arrival at the clinic, 63
aspergillosis, 85
banding and releasing, 86, 86
beak, 61
behaviour in cpativity, 63
bandaging, 65
Bittern, American, 76
bleeding from nostril, 77
blood loss
chronic vs acute, 72-73
natural replacement of,
tests for, 72,
blood tests, 72-73
blood volume quality vs quantity, 68-69, 72-73
brain damage, 69, 74, 76-77
Bunting, Snow, 67
caeca, 85
cast on wing, 78
causes of injuries 76
collisions, 76
fights, 79-80
fishbone in mouth, 80
nest problems, 80-85
shot, 77
chicks, 62,80, 81-84
collisions with power-wires, 76-77
and dead wings, 76-77
coracoid, 79
anatomy of, 85
dislocation of, 86, 85-86
fracture of, 75, 82, 82
cranial nerve damage, 69
crop, 62, 70, 70
dead toes, 79
dead wings, 75, 78, 79
dehydration, 69
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Dexamethazone, 69
energy-budget, 62
eye, 77
colour, 66
fovea, 61, 77
hyphema, 77
pecten, 77
resolving power, 61
retina, 77
fat, 67, 71
and the set point, 71
feeding 61, 69-72
amounts eaten, 71
behaviour, 61-62, 70, 70, 71, 75
preparations outdoors, 74, 74-75
trigger, 62-63, 69-70
fights, 62, 79
fish, 61-62, 70-72
food value of, table, 71
species we have offered, 71
fishbone in mouth, 80, 80
flight-feather breakage, 63, 66, 74, 74
fluid conservation in birds, 67
fluid needs of ospreys, 68-69
fluid needs of birds in general, 67
fostering young in other nests, 80
fracture of tibia, 85, 86
fracture, 75, 76
of carpals, 79
of coracoids, 82
of humeral crest, 78-79
of humerus, 76
of radius, 80-81
of sternum and keel, 68
of tibia, 85, 86
ulna, 80
gall-bladder, 85
Goshawk, Northern, 68-69
Harrier, Northern, X-ray, 67
Hawk, Red-tailed 71
Heron, Great Blue, 76

INDEX FOR OSPREYS,
humeral
crest, 75, 79
fracture, 76
lengths, 66
humerus, 79, 85
hunting, 61
iatrogenic water intoxication, 67-68
internal haemorrhage, 66, 68
in a goshawk, 68-69
in an osprey, 68
intestines, 85
juveniles, 64, 65, 62, 80
hunting skills, 63, 81, 82
joint spaces 64
learning flight, 62, 76
plumage, 62, 64, 81
kidneys, 68
legs, 61
liver, 76, 85
low blood volume, 68-69, 73
low red blood cells, 73
mammal differences vs bird, 66
exanguination and restoration of blood volume, 66
fluid requirements, 67-68
skin, 66,
mate fidelity, 62
migration, 62
nervousness, 63, 65
nest, 62, 62, 84-85
making a nest platform, 83-85, 84, 85
returning the young to their nests, 80-85
nostrils, 61
nutrition, 69-72
observing, 73
osprey fluid needs, 69
osprey in hand. 64
osprey killed by i/v water intoxication, 67-68
outdoors in aviary, 64-75, 74-75
ovaries, 85
overwintering attempt, 74-75
Owl, Great Horned, 72
Snowy, 72
paralyzed leg, 77, 77
parasites, 85
pectorals, 71, 85
perches, 65, 74
pericardial fluid, 85
plumage, 63
of adults, 64,
of juveniles, 63, 64
pools, 75
post-mortem investigations, 85

CON'T

procedure for admission, 64
physical exam, 64
X-raying, 64
indoor unit, 64
atmosphere, 64-5
measurements, 64-6
radii and ulnas, 65
rat, X-ray, 67
release, 86
seed-eaters, 67
shot, 77-79
dead wing, 78
diagnosing, 78
differential diagnosis, 78
dislocation of humeral crest, 79
skin, 66-67
sleep, 73
spleen, 85
starvation, 64, 66, 69, 76. Table, 72. See also throughout
Osprey section
recovery from, 71-72
comparing raptors, table 72, 77
vs dehydration, 69-72
sternum, 68
stomach, 85
talons, 61, 61, 62, 63, 65, worn, 73
tarsus, 61, 72
testes, 77, 85
thermoregulation, 65
tibia, 86
trigger to feeding, 62, 63, 64, 69-70
tube-feeding, 66, 72
vision, 61, 77
water conservation, 67
intoxication, 78
weights, 65
wing-chords, 65
wings 65
radii and ulnas, length of, 64, 65, 65
X-ray of lab rat, 67
of Northern Harrier, 67
X-raying, 64
X-rays, 65, 67, 70, 79, 82
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